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Over the past two hundred years synthetic growth of crystals has become vital to 
the technological advancement of our society. A variety of crystal growth techniques 
have been developed during this time, with each having its own nuances. Th e 
differences have enabled the growth of a wide spectrum of crystalline materials that can 
be used for many applications which include solid state lasers, semiconductors, and 
communication devices. Despite these techniques there are entire class s of materials 
which have thus far proved quite difficult to prepare as single crystals. In particular, 
crystal growth of the tetravalent and pentavalent metal oxides has been a great challenge 
due to their high melting points. The extreme temperatures (2000-3400oC) needed to melt 
many of these materials have proved difficult for the classical melt based techniques. 
This dissertation utilizes the hydrothermal technique to provide a low temperature 
synthesis alternative to access single crystals of the tetravalent and pentavalent metal 
oxides. 
 The materials that were explored can be characterized into three categories which 
include applications in the fields of nonlinear optics, dielectrics, and refractory oxides. 
This study initially began with the growth of the nonlinear materials fresnoite, 
Ba2TiOSi2O7, and KNbO3. While not extremely high melting members of the tetravalent 
and pentavalent metal oxides, growth of these materials at relatively low temperatures 
established a sound basis to proceed with the exploration of the refractory oxides. These 
included the monoclinic and stabilized cubic form of ZrO2 and HfO2 as well as ThO2. It 
was quickly discovered that these materials required higher synthesis emperatures than 
 iii  
previously employed in this lab. However after a redesign of the heating system, 
hydrothermal growth of these materials was achieved at 750oC, which is still relatively 
low compared to their synthesis by other techniques.  
 The new temperature regime also enabled the exploration of the Group IV 
transition metal perovskites structures with their high melting points and exceptional 
dielectric properties. With successes in these areas, basic exploratory work of the 
tetravalent and pentavalent metals provided many novel structures of alkali thorium 
silicates and barium titanium tantalates. The formation of these nov l materials and the 
crystallization of the refractory oxides in this work demonstrate the versatility of the 
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Crystals: Past and Present 
 The use of minerals to construct rudimentary tools and weapons by early man has 
played an important part in the development of the human race. By the time the 
Babylonian civilization began to take form, abilities with stone working had progressed 
to fashioning minerals into various shapes with rough polishes and worn as jewelry; this 
fashion trend has continued into the modern age.1 B yond just the mere physical beauty 
of gemstones, the early societies found religious uses for these stones. Egyptian priests 
were known to have worn a necklace with twelve gemstones during reli ious 
ceremonies.2 Likewise, the Jewish scriptures in the book of Exodus speak of a breastplate 
adorned with twelve precious stones representing the twelve tribes of Israel. This was 
supposed to be worn by Aaron as he entered the holy place. Gemstones are ven 
interwoven into the design of the new heavenly city in the Christian faith. In the book of 
Revelation, John reports, “The foundations of the wall of the city were adorned with all 
kinds of precious stones: the first foundation was jasper, the second sapphire, the third 
chalcedony, the fourth emerald, the fifth sardonyx, the sixth sardius, the seventh 
chrysolite, the eighth beryl, the ninth topaz, the tenth chrysoprase, the leventh jacinth, 
and the twelfth amethyst.”3 
 Other cultures, such as the Roman Empire, adopted a supernatural view towards 
gemstones. The various colored stones were revered as having magical powers, which 
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could heal certain aliments or protect the wearer from evil spirits.  This belief persisted 
through much of the eighteenth century, as these stones could still be found in many 
doctors’ medicinal chest.4 Some of the common beliefs were that yellow colored stones 
could treat jaundice and red stones could relieve fevers. Eye ailm nts were addressed 
with quartz and beryl, while emeralds would prevent epileptic fits. Sapphires and garnets 
were said to have healing powers, which could also protect against poisons. Multiple 
combinations of stones were turned to by the wealthy individuals of Eurpe during the 
bubonic plague in the fourteenth century. The purity of the stones was supposed to be 
projected onto the wearer to ward off the Black Death. However, as both science and 
medicine advanced during the past two centuries, these views have become limited to 
only a few select groups around the world.  
 Although the lure of gems for magical purposes had begun to wane by the 
eighteenth century, they were still highly prized as jewelry. In this same time period the 
possibility of preparing synthetic gemstones was first bolstered by research into the 
natural formation of crystals from magmatic lavas by a few authors.5-6 This research was 
then applied by Gaudin in 1837 to synthesize small ruby rhombohedra in a eutectic melt 
of potassium alum and potassium chromate.7 By 1904 growth of rubies was perfected by 
the Verneuil technique and has been mass produced for use as watch bearings and 
gemstones.8 Another application was found for ruby in 1960 that would have a dramatic 
impact on the use of gemstones in society. Using a synthetic (Cr:Al 2O3) ruby, Maiman 
noticed the first occurrence of light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation; this 
is more commonly referred to as the laser.9 Corundum, Al2O3, was quickly identified as 
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an excellent laser host when doped with Cr3+ and Ti3+, which are more commonly known 
as ruby and sapphire. These two systems became very popular due to the ability to select 
the emission wavelength based on the crystal temperature during lasing.10 Other naturally 
occurring minerals were also found to be suitable laser hosts when dop d with transition 
metals.  These include alexandrite (Cr3+:BeAl2O4), forsterite (Cr
4+:Mg2SiO4), and sellaite 
(Co2+:MgF2).
11 For rare earth lasing ions a host of synthetic garnets have been developed, 
most notably Nd3+:Y3Al 5O12 (Nd:YAG).
12 With the laser field progressing, optical crystal 
devices for light manipulation have also emerged. Naturally occurring calcite (CaCO3) 
and rutile (TiO2) have become important optical crystals for birefringent applications.
13-14  
Non-linear optical crystals are useful for generating high energy photons from low energy 
laser light.11 This was first observed using a quartz crystal, however high efficient NLO 
crystals are not common in nature.15 Due to the technological importance many synthetic 
crystals have been developed.    
 Today, crystals serve in a variety of technical roles, but our fascination with their 
beauty still continues. The demand for gemstones throughout history is at an all time 
high. This is evident by the diamond and ruby industry, which are significa t for the 
economies of South Africa and Myanmar (Burma). Likewise, the technological use of 
crystals is also at record levels. They have become an integral part of our society over the 
last century in ways that no one could have imagined and stand poised to move us to new 




Select Crystal Growth Techniques 
The desire to produce synthetic gemstones has evolved into a several diff ent 
crystal growth techniques. This body of work focuses exclusively on hydrothermal 
synthesis method for growth of technologically relevant crystals. Before discussing this 
technique it is prudent to examine the other common crystallization methods. Those that 
will be discussed in this section are all melt based techniques with the exception of flux 
growth. The most common melt technique employed in basic research and industrial 
production of crystals is the Czochralski (Cz) technique. Jan Czochralski originally 
developed this technique in 1917 to measure the rate of single crystal formation of 
metallic tin, lead, and zinc.16 The technique involves using a wire dipped in to a 
stoichiometric melt of the desired crystalline material. By slowly pulling the wire from 
the melt a crystal seed will form on the wire. While maintaining contact with the melt, 
new crystallization occurs along the interface of the seed crystal a  it is slowly rotated 
while being pulled away from the melt. Simple in its design, there are only three 
variables in which to change the growth parameters. These include the heating power, 
rotation rate, and pull rate which can be altered to affect the diameter, quality, and growth 
rate of the crystal boule.  
 Czochralski’s metallic crystals were on average 0.2-1mm in diameter with a 
length of 150mm. His study was not performed with the intent of high quality crystal 
growth, but rather he was investigating the maximum rate of crystallizaion. Therefore his 
growth rates were between 40-90mm/min., which greatly exceeds today’s commercial 
growth rates of 0.2-1mm/min.17 Historically bulk crystal growth was first proven by Teal 
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and Buehler in the 1950s.18 Growing large single crystals of germanium for 
semiconductors, both researchers proceed to grow semiconductor silicon crystals as 
well.19  The growth of silicon was later perfected by 1960 at Bell labor tories.20 Today a 
number of optical, semiconductor, and laser crystals are routinely pulled by the 
Czochralski method.  
 There are a few disadvantages of the Cz technique.  In terms of quality issues, one 
is directly associated with the large thermal gradient between th  seed and the melt. 
Although necessary for the melt to crystallize, the gradient can induce thermal strain in 
the crystals. Quality of the crystals can also be comprised from impurities arising from 
the container. These are typically constructed out of platinum or iridium and will degrade 
with use. Iridium impurities are quite common in commercially grown YAG crystals. The 
lifetime of a container is in the range of 10-15 growth runs before it must be replaced 
adding a significant expense to this technique. Other quality issues are linked to the 
reducing conditions in the Cz chamber, which can affect metal species with high 
oxidation states. Lastly, this method is limited to only congruent melting species. Despite 
these issues, the Cz technique has proven to be a reliable method for providing important 
materials for a variety of industrial applications.  
 Flux growth is molten solvent technique in which its principle advantage is using 
a low melting solvent to decrease the synthesis temperature of crystal growth in 
comparison to melt based techniques.  Other advantages are usually dependent on the 
material to be grown. Flux growth is favored when the crystalline material has high vapor 
pressure at the melting point, can undergo phase transitions at higher temperatures, or is 
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an incongruent melting species.21 One other significant difference is a lack of a thermal 
gradient, which in Cz growth induces mechanical and thermal strain in the crystals. The 
main disadvantage to this technique is solvent inclusions into the crystalline lattic .  
 Some of the typical low melting solvents are lead oxide, lead fluorides, bismuth 
oxide, alkali chlorides, alkali fluorides, borates, tungstates, molybdates, nd vanadates.21 
Many of these may be combined to form various eutectic fluxes with even lower melting 
points. The choice of solvent is based on the desired melting point, solubility of the 
crystalline material in the solvent, and probability of flux incorporati n into the final 
product. Crystallization occurs from the solution when a region becomes supersaturated. 
This can be promoted by slow cooling or evaporation of the flux.21 However, for 
industrial scale growth the supersaturated solution is achieved by stablishing zones with 
different temperatures. In this manner a seed could be placed in the cooler portion of the 
solvent to effectively grow large single crystals. It is believed that this is the method in 
which Chatham Gems produce emeralds of significant size. When it comes time to 
retrieve the crystals, the flux is dissolved typically with hot water or nitric acid. The 
crystals then can be harvested from the platinum container used for growth. 
 In terms of technological important materials, this growth technique is used for 
many magnetic materials including spinel ferrites, yttrium ron garnet, and hexaferrites.22   
It has also become an important process for liquid phase epitaxy of III-V semiconductors 
and magnetic bubble materials.21 Comparatively though, the industrial growth of crystals 
by the flux method is still eclipsed by the more favored Czochralski technique.  
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 While there are many other melt based techniques, the remaining melt techniques 
to be discussed will be constrained to the solar furnace and the skull melting method. 
This selection is based upon the extremely high synthesis temperatures provided by these 
methods, which is necessary for growth of many of the studied materials in this 
manuscript.   Initially, the development of the solar furnace was not solely intended for 
crystal growth. If a permanent lunar base is ever established, t solar furnace would be 
directed toward melting lunar soil to release H2 and O2.
23 These gases could then be used 
as fuel or combined for clean drinking water.  Using the cloudless atmosphere of the 
moon, solar energy would be focused down using a series of mirrors and lenses to 
construct a solar beam. This technique has been demonstrated to reach temperatures of 
3800oC capable of melting extremely refractory materials.24 For earth based operation the 
solar furnace is confined to sun-bathed regions.  The solar furnace h s been used to 
prepare single crystals of a few refractory oxides including ThO2, UO2, TiO2, ZrO2, and 
NiO.24-28 These are typically compacted into a pellet before the solar beam is applied. The 
melting forms a concave pit in the pellet where crystals several millimeters to centimeters 
in length can be formed. The refractory powder which make up the pellet act as  rucible 
to contain the melt. Unfortunately growth in the solar furnace is quitedifficult to control. 
The resultant crystals in many cases are polycrystalline or have a dendritic morphology. 
Therefore this technique has never moved from basic research to applied commercial 
production of any material. Nevertheless, it does provide a method for growth of the 
highest melting oxides.  
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 Unlike the solar furnace, the skull melting technique is an industrial method used 
to produce cubic zirconia as a diamond simulate. This technique was perfected and 
published in 1973 by a group of researchers at the Lebedev Physical Institute in 
Moscow.29 It involves using a mixture of stabilizer (CaO or Y2O3) and zirconia powders 
compacted together to form a “skull”, which is then placed in a cup built from copper 
tubing. Inside the cup there are small gaps between adjacent tubes to allow radio 
frequency energy to reach the skull. Because zirconia is an insulator at room temperature 
it will not absorb the RF energy, therefore small bits of zirconium metal have been 
homogeneously distributed throughout the compacted powder. In this way, the me allic 
zirconium rapidly heats up and begins to melt as it readily absorbs the RF energy. As the 
surrounding zirconia powder is heated it loses its insulating properties and can conduct 
electricity. Eventually the entire charge begins to melt but is contained by a thin outer 
crust of zirconia kept cool by water circulation through the copper tubing. This gives rise 
to the “cold crucible” designation for which this technique is also known by. Amazingly 
the crust is at times less than one millimeter thick in some areas.30 The molten phase is 
kept at temperature for several hours to ensure homogeneity. As the skull is slowly 
cooled, crystals begin to solidify in the bottom portion of the skull and proceed upwards 
until the melt has been consumed. Crystals as large as 2 x 2 x 1.5cm have been obtained 
by this method. In terms of the overall yield, a 1kg charge can result in nearly 500g of 
facetable material.30 
 As with all the previously mentioned crystal growth methods, the skull melting 
technique also has its share of disadvantages. At the forefront is the extreme difficulty of 
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performing reactions well above 3000oC while maintaining the integrity of the outer layer 
of the skull. If not properly operated, the melt can penetrate the crust sending molten 
materials crashing through the open gaps of the copper tubing. This is a erious safety 
hazard which is difficult to address due to the high temperature and liquid form of the 
melt. Another disadvantage to this technique is the lack of variables available to alter the 
crystallization conditions. In truth the only synthesis variable that can be modified is the 
cooling rate. If crystallization occurs too fast small bubble inclusions and cloudiness of 
the crystals are possible. These quality issues have all but been eliminated from the cubic 
zirconia growth procedure after much time and effort. However, for growth of other 
materials this procedure may be significantly different, which can discourage use of this 
technique for basic research and commercial development. One example is the growth of 
thorium oxide by this method. Considering it is the highest melting oxide, the skull 
melting technique is an obvious candidate for ThO2. In fact, Keem was able to achieve 
growth of 5 x 5 x 2mm sized crystals using conditions similar to cubic zirconia growth.31 
Unfortunately, the crystals have multiple striations possibly due to rapid crystallization. 
 The last disadvantage of this technique is the size of the crystals obtained from the 
skull. Because of the lack of crystallization control, single crystals typically do not 
exceed more than 2cm3. This pales in comparison to the large single crystal boules 
provided by the Czochralski technique, however the cubic zirconia crystals retrieved 
from the skull are more than large enough to be faceted. Currently, hundreds of tons of 
cubic zirconia are grown annually for this purpose. To the author’s knowledge this is the 
only industrial scale application of the skull melting technique.   
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Hydrothermal Synthesis  
The definition of hydrothermal synthesis has constantly been evolving oer the 
past two hundred years. It has loosely been defined as synthesis in water above its boiling 
point of 100oC. In some cases, growth in other aqueous solvents such as liquid ammonia 
is also included in the definition. Some will contend that the term hydrothermal synthesis 
should only be applied when supercritical conditions are used. This definition however 
would disqualify the vast amount of aqueous research performed in the Teflon-lined Parr 
bombs that are only capable of reaching synthesis temperatures of 250oC. For the 
research conducted in the following chapters it should be clearly understood that every 
reaction was performed in water above the critical point (374oC). The exclusive use of 
supercritical conditions should in no way be construed as rejection of the current Parr 
bomb research. In many instances the author has relied on these studies for inspiration in 
designing reactions.  
The crystal growth methods discussed in the previous section can all be classified 
as high temperature techniques.  While significantly lower than e melt techniques, flux 
growth is still routinely performed between 1100oC and 1800oC.21 Hydrothermal 
synthesis is low temperature alternative to these techniques, which mimics the naturally 
occurring mineral formation from an aqueous solution. This technique performs crystal 
growth between 100oC and 800oC in an aqueous solution, typically water, contained in a 
closed vessel. Mineralizer solutions of fluorides, chlorides, hydroxides, and carbonates 
are commonly added to the solution to increase the solubility of the starting materials. 
Because of the corrosive behavior of mineralizer solutions at high temperatures, reactions 
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must be performed in precious metals of silver, gold, or platinum. This is generally 
achieved by sealing reactions in an ampoule which is placed in the au oclave as a floating 
liner with exterior water added for counter-pressure.  Another popular method of 
containment is the use of a lined vessel that involves affixing the precious metal to the 
walls of the autoclave and the plunger.  The modern high temperature, high pressure 
autoclave vessels are usually capable of incorporating either containment design. The 
vessel itself is constructed from a superalloy of Stellite, Inconel, or Rene 41 with 
sophisticated sealing mechanism enabling pressures of 100kpsi and temperatures of 
800oC, thus allowing a variety of synthesis conditions to be explored.32  
Crystal growth in hydrothermal fluids can be achieved by establi hing a 
supersaturated solution. This can be done in a variety of ways which include dissolving 
material at a high temperature to promote crystallization by slowly cooling the solution. 
Another alternative is the creation of a thermal gradient between two different zones in 
the reaction vessel.  Crystalline products obtained by a gradual decrease in the 
temperature are usually quite small, therefore the zonal growth tec nique is more 
preferred. The generally trend among most materials is a positive olubility relationship 
with increasing temperature. In this case, a saturated solution is achieved in a hot zone, 
which is transported to a cooler region via the natural convective flow imparted by the 
thermal differences. Spontaneously nucleated crystals then precipitate from the 
supersaturated solution in the cooler zone followed by the convective flow returning the 
solution to the hot zone and the process repeats.  Commercial growth of crystals by the 
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hydrothermal technique utilizes this process by hanging a seed in the cool zone to provide 
a site for deposition.  
The main advantage of the hydrothermal technique is the comparatively low 
synthesis temperature. An excellent example is the crystal growth of ZrO2 and HfO2 in 
which the melt based techniques must exceed at least 2710oC for these refractory oxides. 
Growth by the flux method, while much lower, is still performed at 1300oC.33 However, 
using synthesis temperatures between 600oC and 700oC, Kuznetsov has demonstrated 
single crystal growth of ZrO2 and HfO2 in hydrothermal fluids.
34 These lower 
temperatures greatly reduce the possibility of thermal strain and crystal cracking common 
to the melt techniques.  Another marked advantage over the flux technique is the lower 
viscosity of the supercritical fluids compared to the high temperature flux solutions. The 
higher mobility of the hydrothermal fluids favors a reduction in the amount of solvent 
inclusions in the crystal, which is a major quality concern in fluxgrowth. Addressing the 
quality issues further, hydrothermal synthesis is known to induce very few crystalline 
defects in the final crystal. A distinct attractive feature of hydrothermal fluids that we 
would like to highlight is the ability to access uncommon oxidation state . This has been 
demonstrated by researchers at Du Pont who have successfully stabiized Cr4+ to produce 
magnetic particles of CrO2.
35 Likewise, hydrothermal fluids also enable crystallization of 
materials with low temperature phase transitions, most notably α-quartz. 
  In terms of disadvantages, the low defect crystals associated with hydrothermal 
solutions are obtained by sacrificing the growth rate. An inherent attribute of 
hydrothermal growth, the small growth rates necessitate a significant time investment for 
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industrial growth of large single crystals. This is further complicated by the inability to 
monitor the reaction in situ to identify potential problems that might result in wasted 
time. Along these same lines, intermediate species formed in solution may play an 
important role in dissolution and recrystallization, yet these can not be indentified 
without the use of very complex diamond window incorporated into the autoclve vessel 
to allow raman analysis.36 The expense and difficulties associated with this design have 
discouraged its use, thus limiting the amount of knowledge of the inner workings of the 
in situ reaction. These few disadvantages are greatly outweighed by the attractive fea ures 
of the hydrothermal technique which has made it a very versatile crystal growth method.    
The history of the hydrothermal technique can be traced back to geology. The 
research goals of the geologist was not directed towards crystal growth, rather it was 
centered on understanding the natural formation of mineral species from aqueous 
solutions. Actually attempts at crystal growth were first conceived in the 1830s by 
Bunsen.37 His reactions explored the growth of barium and strontium carbonate i  
superheated water contained in thick walled glass tubing. However, high temperatures 
could not be achieved because the glass tubing could not contain the expanding gases. 
This was overcome by de Senarmont, who placed the glass tubing into a gun barrel to 
which water was added to act as counter-pressure.38 The barrel was sealed either by 
welding or by screwing a cap down on threading manufactured onto side of th  gun 
barrel. By sealing a vessel constructed from a high strength metal, more extreme 
synthesis conditions could be reached. This design reflects manyof the main principle 
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attributes of autoclaves in current use. However, for supercritical growth conditions the 
autoclave designs would have to become much more sophisticated.  
 In 1950, Kennedy performed his famous study on pressure generation from water 
as a function of temperature.39 Based on the degree of fill in a closed vessel, the pressure 
would increase dramatically once past the supercritical point. The ability to contain these 
pressures relies completely on the sealing mechanism of the au oclave. There were three 
major advancements in this area of autoclave design between 1914 and 953. The sealing 
mechanism of the Morey vessel, developed by its namesake George M ey, enabled 
pressures of 11kpsi.40 Percy Bridgeman extended this to 100kpsi, with the development 
of the Bridgeman seal.41 The third sealing mechanism was pioneered by Tuttle and is 
referred to as the “cold seal”.42-43 Since this seal is employed by our autoclaves more 
attention will be devoted to its description.  
 The Tuttle seal uses a conical plunger that is driven into the coned lip of the 
autoclave vessel by a threaded cap nut. The lip on the autoclave is cut at a slightly smaller 
angle, which creates a line seal when downward pressure is applied to the plunger. One 
major advantage to this seal is that it can be broken and reformed many ti es, extending 
the lifetime of the autoclave. Because the autoclave vessel is typically long, the seal is 
usually far removed from the hotter growth regions. This protects the seat and plunger 
from thermal deformation and gives rise to the term “cold seal”. The most attractive 
feature of this seal is the simple design, which can reliably be operated at 750oC to 
contain pressures of 45kpsi. 
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 During the time of these autoclave and seal designs, hydrothermal synthesis was 
drawing a great deal of attention due to the microwave communication needs of both the 
Germans and the Allies during World War II. Radio communication relied heavily on 
high quality α-quartz crystals, which at that time could only be obtained from the natural 
quartz deposits in Brazil. The supply for the Germans was crippled by the British 
blockade and in turn the naval actions of the German U-boats (submarine) considerably 
hampered the Allies supply lines. This lead to the pioneering work in Germany by 
Richard Nacken, who was able to synthetically prepared centimeter sized single crystals 
of α-quartz in hydrothermal fluids.44 After the defeat of Germany in 1945, Nacken’s 
research was seized by the victorious allies and brought to the Unit d States where the 
hydrothermal growth of α-quartz was perfected at Bell Labs.45-46 Currently, several 
hundreds of tons of commercial α-quartz is grown at various company’s throughout the 
world, with over fifty percent of it coming from Japan.47  
 In the years following the work conducted by Nacken and researchers at Bell labs, 
many others have utilized hydrothermal synthesis to obtain a variety of technologically 
important materials.  Research groups lead by Laudise48-49 at Bell Labs, Rabenau50-51 at 
Phillips Electronics, Lobachev52-53 in Russia, and Somiya54 in Japan have performed 
ground breaking work in the field of inorganic materials, which has further developed the 
technique of hydrothermal synthesis. Their collective work has brought hydrothermal 




Current Research in Tetravalent and Pentavalent Metal Oxides 
 The main area of research conducted in this manuscript involves tetravalent and 
pentavalent metal oxides. While focus was predominately on the Group IV and V 
transition metals, tetravalent thorium was also explored. These mtal oxide materials are 
important to many different applications, but our research was primarily confined to three 
in particular: second harmonic generation, dielectric materials, and refractory oxides. A 
brief summary of the past and current trends into these fields will be provided in this 
section.  
 Over the past fifty years the laser field has come a long way since Maiman’s first 
experiments.9 It has brought with it many highly technological advances in the industrial, 
medical, and scientific arenas. One area that has benefited significantly from this progress 
is the field of non-linear optics (NLO). Light emitted from a laser system is constricted 
by the emission wavelength of the lasing ion. Despite a myriad of different lasing ions, 
many desirable wavelengths do not correspond with any known emissions.  These 
wavelengths can only be reached by manipulating light through the use of non-linear 
materials. A common NLO effect employed is a phenomenon known as second harmonic 
generation (SHG) in which two photons of a longer wavelength are combined in a 
medium to form one photon of shorter wavelength.10 A common application of this effect 
is the use of a Nd:YAG laser system to generate 1064nm photons which then pass  a 
through a KTiOPO4 (KTP) crystal. The second harmonic effects of KTP combine two 
1064nm photons into one 532 nm photon. The principles governing this phenomenon are 
presented in Equation 1.1.11   
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Equation 1.1  P = εo χ
(1)E + εo χ
(2)EE + εo χ
(3)EEE + . . .  
 
 As light travels through a medium it takes on a polarizability, which is dependent 
on the permittivity of free space (εo), linear susceptibility χ
(1), harmonic susceptibility 
χ
(2,3…) and the electric field strength (E). The harmonic susceptibility tensors are 
governed by the structural features of the medium. In particular, the second harmonic 
tensor, χ(2) is directly responsible for KTP’s ability to generate 532 photons. One 
requirement for the harmonic susceptibility tensors is a lack of inversion symmetry in the 
medium, or in this case, a crystal.55 For materials with a center of symmetry the harmonic 
tensors are equal to zero, which preclude any possible NLO properties.56  
 As the search for better NLO crystal continues, research has been centered on 
structural building blocks which tend to crystallize in acentric space groups.  An example 
is the trigonal [BO3]
-3 borate group that can have small differences in the three boron 
oxygen bond distances.57 This can lead to a distorted planar group which can lower the 
overall symmetry leading to acentric structures. Specific interest lies in the octahedral 
environments of Ti4+, Nb5+, and Ta5+. Due to Jahn-Teller effects exacerbated by the small 
radius and high charge of these metals, the octahedral environments have a propensity to 
distort and thereby form acentric structures.58-59 In extreme cases, like KTP, the 
octahedral environment is distorted so severely that the titanium adopts a square 
pyramidal geometry. The excellent SHG properties of KTP have been directly attributed 
to the TiO5 group.
60  
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Beyond the non-linear properties, many Group IV and V metal oxides have been 
identified as excellent dielectric materials. Possible applications include gate dielectrics 
for field-effect transistors.61-62 These currently use amorphous or polycrystalline SiO2 as 
the dielectric gate attached to a wafer of semiconductor grade silicon. As semiconductors 
become smaller and more compact, there arises the need for materials with higher 
dielectric properties to replace SiO2. Those at the forefront of this research are oxides of 
zirconium and hafnium. Unfortunately, high quality growth of ZrO2 and HfO2 crystals 
has yet to be realized by any synthesis techniques and amorphous thin films are therefore 
typically applied to the silicon wafer by means of pulsed laser deposition.63 Also of 
significant interest are perovskite structures incorporating alkaline earth elements with 
titanium, zirconium, and hafnium. Capable of high dielectric constants, many of these 
perovskites are also desired for ferroelectric applications. Like ZrO2 and HfO2, the 
perovskites have been a challenge to synthesize as single crystals. This could be 
attributed to the extremely high melting points of these materials, which classifies them 
as refractory oxides.  
 With the development of the turbine engine there arose a significant lack of 
materials to withstand the extreme environment associated with its operation. Typical 
high temperature oxides used at the close of World War II contained  glassy phase due 
to impurities.64 These materials were unsuitable for the developing aircraft industry that 
needed stable high temperature parts and coatings. This resulted in the golden age of 
refractory materials research which first sought to prepare purified simple oxides. A 
significant amount of research was devoted to tetravalent oxides.65 Of all the simple 
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refractory oxides these were specifically found to have the highest m lting points (2710-
3317oC).65-66 It was this feature that has thus far prevented synthesis of high quality 
single crystals of these materials. The traditional melt based techniques, like Czochralski 
growth, lack a suitable crucible to withstand the required temperatur s. While flux based 
synthesis has succeeded in providing single crystals, their usefulness is continually 
negated by inclusions of the flux.  
 With high quality samples seemingly out of reach, the research shifted toward 
pressed ceramics. By forming small particles through sol-gel and other soft techniques, 
these could then be pressed under heat to provide bulk samples of these materials. This 
allowed access to the diminished dielectric and thermal properties. However, as 
technologies continue to advance; the full potential of these materials will be required, 
which can only be provided by single crystals 
 
Statement of Work 
 In response to the growing technological needs in the areas discussed in the 
previously section, we propose to investigate crystal growth of tetravalent and 
pentavalent metal oxides. We believe the difficulties associated wi h their crystal growth, 
specifically the high melting points, can be overcome by synthesis in hydrothermal fluids. 
Thus the growth ZrO2, HfO2, ThO2, and the Group IV perovskites will be explored at 
relatively low temperatures given the extremely high melting points of these materials. 
Special attention will be given to the fundamental structural and physical properties 
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which have to date been uncharacterized due to insufficient high quality crystalline 
samples.    
  Furthermore, the incongruent and homogeneity issues surrounding the growth of 
the Group V metal oxides by the Czochralski and other melt based techniques will also 
be addressed in the investigation of KNbO3 and KTa1-xNbxO3. The NLO properties of 
KNbO3 will be complemented by a study of the growth and second harmonic generation 
properties of fresnoite. Finally, exploratory work in the field of n vel barium titanium 
tantalates and thorium silicates structures will be conducted by altering the pH, 
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Crystal Synthesis in Silver Ampoules 
 All hydrothermal reactions detailed in this dissertation were performed in silver 
ampoules. These were obtained as random lengths of annealed tubing from Ste n Leach 
Inc.  Silver was chosen as the reaction vessel because of its inertness towards the highly 
alkaline mineralizer solutions and its relative low cost compared to other precious metals.  
Basic exploratory and recrystallization experiments were performed in 0.25” outer 
diameter tubing which was cut into 2.5” segments. One end was welded shut with a CEA 
model TOP-165HF inert welder using a carbon electrode under argon flow. Reactants 
with a total weight of 0.100g were typically used, however this could fl ctuate between 
0.050-.250g based on the study. Mineralizer was added to the ampoule in one of two 
ways. One method involved using a syringe to add a prepared mineralizer solution to the 
tube. This was useful for obtaining an accurate concentration when very hyg oscopic 
mineralizers were needed. However this could bring in a certain degree of error if the 
solution was not prepared fresh. Many of the mineralizers are known t  absorb 
atmospheric carbon dioxide which could add an unmeasured variable to the reaction. The 
preferred method was loading the solid form of the mineralizer into the ampoule. Then 
using a syringe, sufficient deionized water was added to reach the desired concentration. 
The total amount of mineralizer was usually between 0.3-0.4mL. Once the mineralizer 
and reactants were loaded, the open end of the ampoule was crimped and then welded 
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shut. Volumes greater than 0.4mL were never used due to the difficulties of welding in 
such close proximity to the mineralizer. 
 A total of five sealed silver ampoules could be placed in an autoclave with an 
internal volume of 27mL. By performing multiple reactions in one autoclave, phase space 
can be quickly explored.  The autoclave vessel itself had a bore diameter of 0.5” and was 
constructed out of a nickel based superalloy, Inconel 718. This allowed the autoclave to 
withstand temperatures of 800oC and extremely high pressures. The head assembly 
consisted of a plunger, cap nut, high pressure tubing, pressure relief valv , and a pressure 
gauge. Before attaching this assembly, water was added to the remaining internal volume 
of the autoclave to act as counter pressure. This would prevent the silver ampoules from 
bursting when heated. The counter pressure always exceeded the pressure generated in 
the ampoule. This would deform the ampoule as it collapsed. By observing the pressure 
gauge this allowed a reliable pressure measurement of the reaction conditions inside the 
ampoule. The cap nut would be screwed down on the threads of the autoclave, which 
were coated in a copper based grease to prevent the parts from seizing at such high 
temperatures. In this manner the plunger was forced down on to the conical shaped lip of 
the autoclave forming a Tuttle cold seal, Figure 2.1.1 
 Heat was generally applied to the autoclave vessel using either a Delta 
Manufacturing or Mor Electric band heater. In some cases other heating devices were 
used, this however was very limited. Discussion of all heating devices can be found in the 
Redesign Heating Technique section of this chapter. Once the band heaters were attached 
to the autoclave, the entire assembly, Figure 2.2, was then placed in a cinder block lined 
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pit. Vermiculite was added to just above the cap nut for heating insulation. Synthesis 
temperatures fell within the range of 400-750oC and could be reached within 3-4 hours. 
These temperatures would generate large amounts of pressure. While the vessel itself is 
rated to much higher pressures, the internal pressure was never allowed to exceed 35kpsi. 
Reactions were held at temperature generally between 5-21 days. After which time the 
autoclave was cooled to room temperature and opened. The welded ends ofthe ampoule 
where removed and the contents flushed onto filter paper with deionized water. The 
powder and crystalline products would then be characterized by single crystal and 
powder x-ray diffraction techniques. 
 Large scale reactions were performed in 3/8” outer diameter silver tubing. The 
length was based on the demands of the reaction, but was generally four to eight inches. 
These floating liners were capable of containing 1-3 grams of reactants with 4-6mL of 
mineralizer solution. Reactions performed in these vessels were designed for spontaneous 
nucleation of large single crystals, seeded transport growth, or for preparing sufficient 





















Figure 2.2: a) Autoclave with Delta Manufacturing band heaters attached; b) The ceramic 
Delta Manufacturing (left) and Mor Electric (right) band heaters; c) The autoclave in the 









 When conducting seeded transport growth, there are a number of things to 
consider before designing the reaction. More than any other variable, und rstanding the 
solubility behavior of the target material is crucial. In particular the relationship between 
solubility and temperature needs to be established. Most materials nd to have positive 
solubility, or increasing solubility with increasing temperatures. There are however 
materials like ZrO2, which in ammonium fluoride solutions has retrograde solubility.
2 In 
this case the solubility is higher in cooler solutions. Situations like these drastically 
reduce the chances of large bulk growth of these materials. Detecting the positive or 
retrograde solubility of a species during spontaneous nucleation reactions is quite 
difficult. Therefore solubility studies are conducted to accurately determine a species 
behavior in a particular mineralizer with increasing temperatures.  
 This study is similar to those conducted by Laudise and Ballman, which entails 
measuring mass loss of the crystal after being subjected to hydrothermal conditions.3 A 
single crystal generally weighing between 35-120mg was used. The sample was weighed 
and then loaded into a 0.25” x 2”silver ampoule with 0.4mL mineralizer and heated.  
Pressure differences have in some studies been shown to have an effect on the solubility.4 
Therefore a constant pressure was maintained over the entire temp rature range by first 
overshooting the set pressure. Once the autoclave had reached temperature, excess 
pressure was removed using the pressure release value. Once pressure and temperature 
had been stabilized, these conditions were maintained for a twenty-four hour period. This 
would ensure equilibrium between dissolution and recrystallization of the seed had been 
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reached. The autoclave was then quickly cooled in an air stream for 20-25 minutes. 
Ampoules were immediately opened and the crystals weighed to measure the mass loss.  
The difference in mass was used to calculate the weight percent solubility of the species, 
Equation 2.1.4 A plot of weight percent versus temperature were used to design transport 
reactions.  
 
Equation 2.1:  weight % = ∆m/(mCsF + ∆m) 
   ∆m = mass loss of crystal 
   mCsF = mass of H2O and Mineralizer 
 
 This technique is designed to provide general knowledge of the solubility of the 
species in a specific mineralizer at various temperatures. However, it should be expected 
that during cooling some recrystallization to the seed may occur. The efore quick cooling 
and immediate removal of the seed from the mineralizer solution is imperative for 
accurate results. To provide statistical analysis of the data, three to five samples were run 
under the same temperature and mineralizer conditions. Error bars of one standard 
deviation in weight percent solubility were provided for each data point. Occasionally, 
data would have to be omitted when seed crystals were crushed duringthe experiment. 
Accurate mass loss could not be calculated in these cases. To limit this occurrence, 
ampoules were crimped along the middle section leaving room for adequate fl id 
circulation. This creates a bubble at the end of the ampoule in which the seed crystal is 
confined. If the tube undergoes any further deformation during hydrothermal treatments it 
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should occur along the crimped middle section, thus preventing destruction of the seed. 
This method also addresses potentially crushing the seed while cutt ng the welded ends. 
The crimping segregates the crystal to one end of the tube, in this manner the opposite 
weld can be cut without regard to seed destruction. Implementing this design has 
drastically improved the precision of this method. 
 
Redesigned Heating Technique 
 All reactions in this manuscript were performed with reaction temperatures 
between 400oC and 750oC. Due to the refractory nature of many of the materials 
synthesized here, the heating system underwent many revisions to reach higher 
temperatures over the course of this study. Initially heat was applied to the autoclave 
using Delta Manufacturing band heaters (CB220292). The minimum inner diameter of 
these band heaters, 2.5”, was too large for the 2” diameter of the autoclave vessel. 
Therefore heat was convectively applied by placing an aluminum collar between the 
autoclave and the band heater. The band heater was controlled by an Omega CN76000 
temperature controller equipped with a type K thermocouple. Despite the 660oC melting 
point of aluminum, the collars usually begin to show signs of fatigue at 620oC. If the full 
onset of melting were to occur, the molten aluminum would dissolve the outer layers of 
the autoclave and comprise its integrity. Therefore reactions were never performed above 
600oC even though the band heater itself was capable of reaching 690oC.  
 To explore more refractory materials, higher temperatures were required so the 
aluminum system was replaced by copper collars. This enabled the full potential range of 
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the Delta band heaters to be exploited. Reactions could then be routinely performed at 
690oC. There was however a side effect brought on by these temperatures. The copper 
collar was consistently being oxidized to Cu2O and CuO. This deterioration inhibited heat 
transfer and meant the collar had a finite lifetime and would need to be replaced often. It 
became very apparent that the heating system needed to move in a direction away from a 
collar system. Thus some autoclaves were constructed with a wider diameter, 2.5”, so 
that the Delta band heaters could be applied directly to the surface o  the vessel. These 
vessels allowed reactions to be performed at 690oC with out deterioration of the heating 
system. Yet, it is quite expensive to replace all of the standard 2” diameter autoclave 
vessels with this new design. Also work with many refractory oxides demanded higher 
temperatures than the Delta band heaters could apply. Thus any new designs were 
conceived with the 2” diameter vessel and a 750oC synthesis temperature in mind.  
 The first heating system capable of reaching 750oC was constructed by modifying 
a Lindberg Blue tube furnace (TF55035A). The opening for the tube furnace w s shaved 
down to accommodate the larger diameter of the autoclave. The heating coils were 
covered with a zirconia tape to prevent an electric short fromt ipping the fuse. Typically 
zirconia tape was used for insulation and thus it provided a temperature buffer between 
the heating coils and the surface of the autoclave. To ensure the temp rature reached 
750oC, an external thermocouple was placed in between the wall of the au oclave and the 
zirconia tape. This allowed a direct reading to be taken at the surface of the autoclave. 
Then the set point of the tube furnace could be altered accordingly to match 750oC. The 
difference between the external thermocouple and the tube furnace thermocouple 
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typically fell in a range of 100-120oC. The autoclave itself was placed inside the tube 
furnace up to the cap nut, which would be cover with zirconia blanket to minimize heat 
loss. The tube furnace would then be placed on it side to provide the familiar vertical 
growth, although horizontal growth was performed in a few cases.  
 This technique did provide access to 750oC, but was only useful for spontaneous 
nucleation reactions. A high degree of zonal temperature control was never achieved 
using the tube furnace. Thus for transport reactions where control is vital further designs 
changes were need. These came in the form of another band heater, Figur  2.2, from Mor 
Electric (N-76580). Using an inorganic coating the band heater was capable of reaching 
750oC. These were manufactured with an inner diameter of 2”, which allowed them to be 
applied directly to the 2” autoclave. These required the use of pure nick l terminal rings, 
rather than the nickel coated terminal rings used with the Delta band heaters. Otherwise 
the terminal rings would deform to the point that they were no longer attached to the band 
heater posts. This new system allows a high degree of temperature control over specific 
zones for transport growth of refractory oxides at 750oC.  
 
Transport Reactions 
 Most applications require large single crystals exceeding 10mm in at least one 
direction. Crystals of this size are almost never formed in the spontaneous nucleation 
reactions. In fact most crystals formed in those reactions are less than 1mm in length. To 
obtain large samples for device applications or property measurements, tra sport growth 
experiments are performed. Before these reactions can take place seed crystals of 
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approximately 3mm in size must be obtained. Occasionally, seed crystals can be 
purchased, but generally seeds must be formed from spontaneous nucleation r ctions. 
There are a number of techniques for improving the dimensional growth f crystals 
during these reactions. They are discussed in detail in the later chapters with regards to 
the particular study.  
 When seeds with sufficient size are obtained a diamond tipped drill bit is used to 
form a 0.75mm hole in the center of the crystal. Using 0.1mm silver wir  (Alfa Aesar, 
99.997%) the seeds are then tied to a silver ladder, Figure 2.3. The frame of the ladder is 
constructed from 1mm silver wire (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%). Rungs are fashioned from small 
sections of 0.25” tubing which are crimped onto the wire frame at different heights. 
Depending on the length of the ladder and the number of rungs, multiple seeds could be 
used. These reactions were performed in the 3/8” silver tubing with lengths between six 
and seven inches. Typically 1-3g of feedstock was placed in the bottom f the ampoule 
and then 3-5mL of mineralizer was added. Feedstock usually consisted of small 0.10-
0.25mm crystals of the target material, but in some cases powdered fe dstocks were used. 
Once the ladder was added, the open end of the tube was welded shut. Before the 
ampoule was placed into a 27mL Inconel autoclave the middle section between the 
feedstock and seed crystals was slightly compressed. This serves to ensure any crushing 
due to counter pressure continues along the already deformed section, thus protecting the 
seed crystal.  It also acts as an artificial baffle betwen the seed and feedstock zone. The 
use of baffles has been commonly employed in many hydrothermal studies to provide a 
natural heat barrier between the feedstock and seed crystals.5 With the autoclave 
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assembled, two band heaters were positioned around the regions containing the feedstock 
and seed crystals.  
 The inner workings of transport reactions rely on solubility differences in the 
material created by various temperature zones. For materials with positive solubility, the 
feedstock or nutrient temperature zone is always kept hotter than the seed or growth zone. 
This creates a temperature gradient which corresponds to a solubility difference in the 
two temperature zones. In the feedstock zone, the solubility of the material is the greatest 
promoting mass dissolution. The natural convective flow of the mineraliz “transports” 
the saturated solution to the cooler seed zone.6 In this region the solution becomes 
supersaturated promoting recrystallization to the seed, after which t e convective flow 
returns the mineralizer to the feedstock zone and the whole procedure repeats itself. 
These reactions were carried out over the course of 5 to 45 days. When the reaction was 
deemed complete the seed crystal was removed from the ampoule. Weight m asurements 
and pictures were obtained and compared against the initial conditions of the seed. 
Growth rates were established in terms milligrams per day and if possible in millimeters 


















Solid State Synthesis 
 Typical solid state synthesis was performed in an open platinum cr cible. Powder 
samples were prepared by mixing stoichiometric ratios of the base compounds. After 
sufficient grinding, the samples were placed in the platinum crucible and heated by a 
Lindberg blue box furnace (BF51866A-1). In some cases the powders would first be 
pressed into a pellet using a 0.5” Perkin-Elmer die. Ten thousand pound per square inch 
of pressure was applied in a Carver hydraulic press. The samples wer  heated on average 
of three to five days between 950-1100oC with regrinding of the sample after each twenty 
four hour period. Once the reaction had been deemed complete, samples would then be
characterized by powder x-ray diffraction. 
 In the case of the K2XSi4O10F (X = Y, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu) special 
precautions had to be taken due to the volatility of K2O and fluorine at high temperatures. 
In order to synthesize these compounds stoichiometric ratios of K2CO3, KF, X2O3, and 
SiO2 were loaded into a 6 x 3/8”silver tube. Both ends of the tube were welded shut to 
minimize the loss of the volatile species. Before the ends were seal d, the tubing was 
crushed to limit the internal volume. Therefore as the carbonate ad other volatile species 
are released the expanding gases would fill the tube without bursting. Due to the 
relatively low melting point of silver, 960oC, these reactions were never performed above 
900oC. These tubes were placed in a platinum crucible to protect the furnace in case of 
leakage. The K2XSi4O10F products were characterized by powder x-ray diffraction and 
infrared analysis.  
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Powder X-Ray Diffraction 
 Crystalline samples were finely ground using a mortar and pestle and then placed 
on a zero background sample holder. A Scintag XDS 2000 diffractometer using Cu Kα (λ 
=1.54056 Å) was used to obtain reflection patterns. All samples were collected in the step 
scan mode with a 0.03o step size over a 2θ range of 5-65o. X-rays were applied at each 
step between 0.5-5 seconds per step. Control of the diffractometer and subsequent data 
processing was performed by the DMNST software program.7 The search match feature 
of this program was used for identification by comparing experimental reflections peaks 
with index reflection patterns in the ICDD diffraction database.8  
 
Single Crystal X-Ray Diffraction 
 Hydrothermally prepared crystals ranging between 0.10-0.25mm were mounted 
on the end of a glass fiber using epoxy and placed on a Rigaku AFC8 diffractometer. A 
sealed graphite monochromated tube was used to generate Mo Kα (λ=0.71073 Å) 
radiation, with a Mercury CCD area detector. The data collection, processing, and 
integration were controlled by the Crystal Clear software package.9 Preliminary unit cells 
were obtained for identification and to determine crystal quality by scanning four images 
with ω at 0, 30, 60, and 90o, while keeping χ and Φ fixed at 0o. Crystals of suitable 
quality that did not match known unit cells in the ICSD database werth n scanned over 
480 images.10 The first set of images held χ and Φ fixed at 0o while 360 images were 
taken as ω rotated from 90 to -90o in 0.5o increments. The second set of images held χ 
and Φ fixed at 45o and 90o while 120 images were taken as ω rotated from 30 to -30o in 
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0.5o increments. The data was then integrated by the Crystal Clear software package and 
converted into a Shelxtl compatible hkl file.11 Structure determination was performed 
using direct methods to locate the heavier atoms. Multiple Fourier ref nements were used 
to isolate and identify any residual electron density attributed to the lighter elements. 




 Infrared vibrational spectroscopy on powdered samples was performd using a 
Nicolet Magma 550 IR spectrometer. Samples were prepared by grinding 10-20mg of 
crystals and 70mg of KBr using a mortar and pestle. A transparent pelle  was formed 
using a 0.5” Perkin-Elmer die and a Carver hydraulic press. Pressure of 10kpsi was 
applied for five minutes, afterwards the pellet was dried in an oven at 80oC to remove 
surface water. The spectrometer was controlled by the Omnic software package.12 All 
data was collected in nitrogen atmosphere with scans from 4000-400cm-1. Background 
subtraction of KBr and data analysis was performed using features in the Omnic program. 
Literature precedence provided the final designation of the observed vibrational peaks.      
 
Scanning Electron Microscopy and Elemental Analysis 
 Crystalline and powder samples were placed on double-sided carbon tape adhered 
to a carbon disk. The disk was placed in a Hitachi S-3400N scanning electron microscopy 
to obtain high resolution electron micrographs. Elemental analysis was simultaneously 
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acquired using an Oxford INCA energy dispersive x-ray analysis detector. This was 
standardized using copper tape prior to analysis. All analysis was performed in an 
evacuated chamber with an accelerating 20kV electron beam. Elemental analysis was 
performed on flat surfaces for 60 seconds, where as elemental mapping were generally 
collected over three minutes.  
 
Thermal Analysis 
 A TA Instruments SDT-2960 simultaneous DSC-TGA was used to provide 
thermal profiles on many of the novel materials discussed in this manuscript. Differential 
scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) were performed 
generally on 5-15mg of sample. The sample was placed in a 90µL alumin  crucible and 
then heated at 10oC per minute in a continuous ramp mode to 1000-1300oC under 
nitrogen flow. The instrument and data collection were performed by the TA Instrument 
Control software.13 This recorded mass and heat flow at one second intervals.  Thermal 
events and mass change were analyzed using the TA Universal Analysis software 
package.14  
 
Second Harmonic Generation 
 The nonlinear property measurements of fresnoite were performed at the 
University of Houston using a modified Kurtz technique.15 Crystalline samples of 
fresnoite were ground and then sieved into particles sizes of <20, 20-45, 45-63, 63-75, 
75-90, and 90-120µm. These were individually loaded into separate fused silica cuvettes 
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and then placed in the path of 1064nm light provided by a continuum Q-Switch 
neodymium doped yttrium aluminum garnet benchtop laser source. The intensity of the 
scattered light generated by the different particle sizes of fresnoite were measured using a 
photo multiplier tube with a 532nm narrow band pass filter. This however only provided 
a relative intensity measurement, thus multiple other standard nonlinear crystals were 
also measured for comparison purposes.   
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 The ability of lasers to generate coherent light has lead to many applications. 
However, the full potential of lasers has yet to be exploited due to limi ed excitation and 
emission wavelengths. Standard lasers such as Nd:YAG (neodymium doped yttrium 
aluminum garnet) primarily emit 1064nm light, with 1052, 1074, 1112 and 1319nm 
emissions generally much weaker.1 Sapphire, ruby, and other laser hosts incorporating 
transition metal ions, such as Ti3+ and Cr3+ have the advantage of emitting over a range of 
wavelengths. Known as tunable lasers, the stimulated emission is coupled with the 
phonon modes of the crystalline lattice. The coupling effect creates various vibrational 
sublevels or bands.2 This allows many different transitions to occur, which is not possible 
in lanthanide ions due to a contracted f-orbital band structure. Tunable lasers can emit 
light over much of the infrared spectrum, but the shortest wavelength achieved is 
approximately 640nm using Ti:sapphire. Thus, the remaining wavelengths in the visible 
spectrum and the ultraviolet region are often inaccessible by conventional lasers. This is 
unfortunate because high energy wavelengths are critical for many edical, lithography, 
and holography applications.  
 To reach shorter wavelengths the use of nonlinear crystals has been w ll 
established.2 Specifically, second harmonic generation (SHG) is the desired non-linear 
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property used to generate visible and UV wavelengths. The manner of s cond harmonic 
generation is detailed in Chapter 1 of this manuscript. One criteria fo  nonlinear 
properties is crystallization in an acentric or non-centrosymmetric space group3-4 
Unfortunately crystals typically adopt structures with a center of symmetry. Of those that 
do possess acentric symmetry, only a few are actually useful for frequency doubling. 
Most have very poor SHG efficiency or exhibit structural deterioration when subjected to 
intense laser light.  
Oxide based materials are often capable of enduring prolonged laser exposure and 
can be very useful as SHG crystals. Particularly, titanates are of great interest due to their 
thermal stability and the propensity to crystallize in acentric space groups.5 The large 
formal charge and small size of titanium increases the chance of off-center distortions of 
octahedral environments.6 The distortion eliminates the center of symmetry in the 
octahedral group, thus making acentric structures more likely to form.  This distortion is 
well documented in the case of KTiOPO4 (KTP)
7 and BaTiO3.
8 Titanium in both species 
has a d0 outer shell configuration. Since the d orbitals are empty, they have lower energy 
and may begin to mix with the filled p orbitals of the ligands. Know as the second order 
Jahn-Teller effect, this mixing creates a degeneracy that tends to be lifted.9 Removing or 
lowering the degenerate states is done by a spontaneous polarization and subsequent out 
of center distortion of the octahedral environment. In the case of KTP, the titanium is 
shifted to form a short Ti-O bond with a distance of approximately 1.7Å. This titanyl or 
titanium oxygen double bond is the source of the optical properties of KTP.10 The 
importance of the titanyl bond was clearly demonstrated by Thomas when he replaced 
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Sn4+ for the Ti4+ in the KTiOPO4 lattice.
11 Due to this substitution the distortion was 
almost completely removed and consequently the SHG signal was only 2% that of KTP.   
 In searching for new nonlinear devices it seems useful to look at crys als 
containing the titanyl bond. These are more commonly found when the titanium adopts a 
five coordinate square pyramidal geometry, which are considered extreme displays of 
Jahn-Teller effects. One such distortion is found in the mineral fresnoite, Ba2TiSi2O8. The 
structure elucidated by Moore contains a very short titanyl bond in a square pyramidal 
group.12 Non-linear optic measurements on fresnoite powder by Gopalakrishnan gave a 
SHG signal 1250 times that of α-quartz.13 This is the strongest NLO coefficient of all 
observed silicates.14 While fresnoite has a strong SHG signal, it cannot be solely 
attributed to the TiO5 square pyramidal group, since both Cs2TiOP2O7
15 and 
Na4Ti2Si8O22·4H2O
16 also contain TiO5 groups, but have very weak SHG signals.
13
 
Instead it is the orientation of the TiO5 group within the crystalline lattice that seems to 
be responsible for the large SHG effect.  In fresnoite, the TiO5 groups are oriented along 
the c-axis so that the titanyl group is directly underneath the bas of another TiO5 square 
pyramid. Instead of an isolated TiO5 group there is now a cooperatively distorted 
octahedral environment.  Along this polar axis is an alternating chain of short, 1.680Å, 
and long, 3.522Å, Ti-O bonds. Not only is this the source of the intense SHG signal, but 
it also gives rise to fresnoite’s piezoelectric,17 pyroelectric,18 ferroelectric,19-20 
electrooptic,21 and dielectric22 properties.  
 In addition to these properties, fresnoite exhibits an unusually strong 
luminescence at room temperature. Other titanyl containing specie have experienced 
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similar efficient luminescence as well.23-24 An investigation by Blasse explored the 
lumiphore possibilities of fresnoite to reveal a Stokes shift of 2 eV at 4.2 K.25 He also 
noted synthetic samples of fresnoite as having a blue-green luminescence caused by a 
520nm emission peak when excited by 280nm UV light. This is in contrast to naturally 
occurring samples of fresnoite, which display a yellow luminescence. In titanates, 
luminescence occurs as a charge transfer mechanism.26 Blasse specifically attributed the 
blue luminescence in fresnoite to a charge transfer mechanism from the short axial 
oxygen to the titanium metal center. Theoretical calculations nvolving d0 metals with 
short bonds have confirmed this mechanism.27 Macke however explains the existence of 
the yellow luminescence as a charge transfer involving defect titanate centers.28 Mineral 
samples of fresnoite would be highly susceptible to incorporating iro  and other common 
elements into the structure leading to defect sites. This explains why only synthetic 
samples of fresnoite exhibit the blue luminescence. 
 With other potential applications for fresnoite including NLO devices and SAW, 
surface acoustic wave, single crystal growth of this material has been extensively 
studied.29-30 Unfortunately, crystal growth of high quality fresnoite has been plagued with 
many difficulties. Therefore in an effort to access the desirable properties, glass31-35 and 
thin film36-41 growth of fresnoite has been explored. Work with glasses has resulted in 
sizeable pieces, which contain nanocrystals of fresnoite. While the pres nce of the TiO5 
group can be detected, the nanocrystals are usually smaller than the coherence length.42 
Thus, fresnoite glasses are not useful for frequency doubling since the SHG intensity is 
directly affected by the coherence length. Furthermore, there ar  several difficulties 
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associated with specific orientation of the TiO5 groups in the glass. Alignment of the 
square pyramids is essential in order to maximize the properties. Thin films also 
experience the same orientation problems, thus negating their usefulness.  
 Single crystal growth by flux and melt-based techniques has found limited 
success. Using the Czochralski technique, Haussühl was able to overcome the size issues 
needed for commercial growth.21 He pulled a 2 x 2 x 7cm fresnoite crystal from a BaO-
TiO2-SiO2 melt at 1480
oC. The dimensions of this crystal is suitable for device 
engineering, however the quality is quite poor. Striations and yellow coloring persists 
despite attempts to slow the rotation and pull rates. The yellow colorati n is attributed to 
oxygen deficiencies resulting in a reduction of the titanium species. In addition to 
Haussühl, studies by Eckstein43 and Kimura17 experienced coloration in their crystal 
boules as well.  
 Flux growth of fresnoite has also had its share of problems. Using a NaCl, BaCl2 
eutectic flux, small fresnoite crystals were grown in copper tubing.44 However, small 
inclusions of the flux are entrapped with the crystalline matrix. These inclusions can be 
addressed by use of different fluxing agents. Robbins produced colorless fresnoite rods in 
a TiO2 flux at 1425
oC.45 The improved quality is negated however by the formation of 
BaTiSiO5 and BaTi4O9. The lack of monophasic growth and the complex synthesis 
conditions involved precludes this method from being a viable commercial method.  
 In response to the difficulties associated with other techniques a hydrothermal 
study of fresnoite was undertaken. Previously Abbott was able to achieve small 
crystalline needles of fresnoite in supercritical fluids at 500oC.46 Despite better quality 
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than flux and Czochralski methods, the dimensions of the fresnoite crystals were quite 
small. Over the course of the last few years, we have redesigned our heating systems to 
reach synthesis temperatures greater than those available to Abbott. Therefore growth of 
fresnoite in hydrothermal fluids was explored at higher temperatures.  
 
Solid State Synthesis of Fresnoite 
 Hydrothermal growth by Abbott used stoichiometric ratios of Ba(OH)2, TiO2, and 
SiO2 with various hydroxide mineralizers to spontaneously nucleate 0.1 x .   1mm 
crystals with a rectangular needle morphology. Based on this work different barium 
sources were combined with titania and silica and subjected to higher temperatures. 
Additions of BaCl2 or BaO provided similar results to Abbott when using AOH (A=Cs, 
Rb, K, and Na) mineralizers. When barium carbonate was used, crystals of witherite, 
BaCO3, were the major product with only small amounts of fresnoite. Despite varying the 
starting components, growth beyond small crystal needles could not be achieved. It was 
theorized that the complexity of the fresnoite structure may provide a ifficult avenue of 
synthesis when attempting crystal growth from individual components. Solubility 
differences of silica and titania may not provide the necessary conditions to generate 
large single crystals. Rather than attempting to combine the appropriate ratios of barium, 
titania, and silica in solution, a polycrystalline fresnoite feedstock was produced by solid 
state synthesis, which then could be used in hydrothermal reactions.  
 Stoichiometric amounts of BaCO3, TiO2, and SiO2 were ground and heated in a 
platinum crucible. The mixture was held at 950oC for 24 hours at which time it was 
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reground and reheated. This procedure was repeated for 72 hours. The progress of the 
synthesis was monitored using the luminescence properties of fresnoite. Pictures taken 
under a UV lamp at 24 hour intervals, seen in Figure 3.1, clearly show an increase in the 
blue luminescence of the powder with time. After 72 hours there was no visible change in 
brightness and the reaction was deemed complete. Powder x-ray diff ction, Figure 3.2, 
confirms the fresnoite phase. All spontaneous nucleation reactions from this point were 












































































































































































Spontaneous Nucleation of Fresnoite Seed Crystals 
 Beyond just the fresnoite feedstock, the temperature conditions were also altered 
from Abbott’s work. His study explored growth experiments at 500oC, but the following 
work was primarily performed at 575oC.  Of all the components of fresnoite, titanium 
oxide is suspected to provide the most resistance to solubilization. By increasing the 
temperature we hope to improve the solubility of TiO2. With these changes, reactions 
using hydroxide mineralizers were once again attempted.  
 Under the new higher temperature conditions, fresnoite crystals with a cube 
morphology were grown from a solution of 50/50 wt% CsOH. These crystals had overall 
dimensions of 0.75 x 0.75 x 0.75mm and were devoid of coloration and cracking, which 
are the commonly associated with the CZ technique. The morphology change was 
extremely encouraging, since growth of a 3-dimensional crystal is useful for any future 
transport reactions. Despite the increased size of the crystals, they still fall short of the 
3mm mark, which is required for seeded transport reactions. Still under the assumption 
that TiO2 is the bottleneck for large crystal growth, other mineralizers were explored. 
Inspiration was found in Kuznetsov’s hydrothermal study that demonstrated substantial 
growth of TiO2 in fluoride solutions.
47 Following this work 6M KF solutions were used 
to grow tablet shaped fresnoite crystals, Figure 3.3, at 575oC in a 1/4”x 2” ampoule.  A 
single crystal structure was obtained from this reaction yield and such was the quality, 
that the structure was refined down to an R-factor of 0.0265. The remaining 
crystallographic data is compiled in Table 3.1. While these crystals are essentially 2-
















Figure 3.3: Spontaneously nucleated single crystals of fresnoite grown in 6M KF 







promising results merited large scale reactions using a 3/8” x ” ampoule.  With the 
increased length of the ampoule, greater solubility differences could be created in the 
reaction chamber. This may serve to promote larger overall growth than what was 
observed in the short ampoules.  
 Use of the larger ampoules resulted in fresnoite crystals that were slightly opaque, 
but have been enlarged to over 1mm across. Searching for greater solubility may have 
actually contributed to the diminished quality of the crystals. The increased solubility of 
fresnoite in KF mineralizers enabled large quantities to solubilize in the hot zone. In these 
experiments growth was restricted to the upper, cooler portion of the ampoule. The cooler 
zone was approximately 120-130oC cooler, which is a considerable temperature gradient. 
Therefore in this region the solution was extremely supersaturated which promoted very 
fast crystallization. This high rate of growth inherently increases the chance of defects 
forming in the crystalline lattice, which contributed to lack of clarity. Also in this reaction 
a new species, Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2, emerged as a minor product. Upon opening the ampoule, 
this was present in the bottom, hotter portion. Based on its location and complete 
segregation from the fresnoite crystals, it was assumed higher temperatures favored its 
formation. Since potential transport reactions would rely on growth in te cold zone, 
continued use of KF solutions seemed plausible. 
 In addition to quality concerns, the high crystallization rate presented another 
unfavorable feature. With the amount of mass transport from the feedstock zone to the 
cool zone, large seed sized crystals could be grown. However, the rapid c ystallization 
formed many small 1mm size crystals. Thus in an effort to promote large crystal growth, 
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the rate of crystallization was decreased using strict temperature controls by addition of a 
second band heater to allow a 25oC gradient to be established. Using 575oC for the 
feedstock zone, and 550oC for the growth zone, large single crystals, Figure 3.4, have 
been produced from solution of 6M potassium fluoride in 9 days. The small gradient 
induced slow crystallization from the supersaturated solution, resulting in improved size 
and clarity. The dimensions of the spontaneous nucleated crystals are now suitable for 




Figure 3.4: Large growth of fresnoite crystals was achieved in 6M KF solutions with a 
25oC imposed gradient. Blue luminescence of one particular crystal demonstrates the 
quality. 
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Transport Growth of Fresnoite 
 It seems reasonable to continue with the conditions that provided excellent growth
of spontaneously nucleated fresnoite crystals. Before transport reactions were undertaken 
one adjustment was made to further reduce the growth rate and subsequently improve the 
quality of any new crystalline growth to the seed. This entailed lowering the potassium 
fluoride concentration to 2 molar. However, only minimal growth, 1.38mg, to the seed 
crystal was observed with this mineralizer concentration over a five day period.  In this 
initial reaction the feedstock was comprised of solid state fresnoite powder. 
Unfortunately at 2kbars of pressure, powders can pack very tightly. When this occurs the 
mineralizer is unable to percolate through the feedstock. Therefor  only minimal amounts 
of fresnoite can be dissolved, leading to unsaturated solutions and extremely slow growth 
rates. Solutions to this problem involve using a large particle feedstock instead of 
powders which would allow the mineralizer to move more freely through the feedstock 
zone, thereby ensuring a saturated solution. For discussion of the following transport 
reactions, single crystals of fresnoite with sizes approaching 1mm were used as the 
feedstock. 
 With the larger particle feedstock, transport reactions with KF mineralizers were 
once again attempted. Adjusting the feedstock significantly increased the percolation of 
the mineralizer resulting in 12.56mg of mass being deposited on the fresnoite seed. 
However, while mass transport was achieved another problem was identifie . The 
crystalline phase which precipitated onto the surface of the seed was not fresnoite. Using 
UV fluorescence, Figure 3.5, the surface layer clearly doesn’t have the same lumin scent  
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Figure 3.5: a) Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2 crystals on the surface of a fresnoite seed; b) Surface 










properties as fresnoite. Uncoated areas of the seed do however demonstrate the 
characteristic blue luminescence. Energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) analysis on the surface 
layer closely matches the Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2 side product seen in early spontaneous reactions. 
In efforts to avoid the fluoride species low molarities of potassium fluoride were used, 
but this either resulted in no mass transport or continued formation of the Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2 
layer. Therefore growth in potassium fluoride was abandoned and an alter ative 
mineralizer was sought, which would allow monophasic growth of fresnoite on o the 
seed. Figure 3.6 was the result of these efforts. As can be seen fr snoite was 
recrystallized using many different mineralizers along with a variety of other structures. 
In addition to Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2 two other novel species, Ba3Na[Si2O7](OH) and  Ba3Si3O9, 
were found. All three structures will be discussed later in this chapter. Of the mineralizers 
explored potassium, rubidium, and cesium hydroxides were among the few which
crystallized solely fresnoite. The spontaneously nucleated crystals from the hydroxide 
solutions had similar sizes. Therefore potassium hydroxide was chosen f r transport 
reactions based on its relatively inexpensive cost compared to rubidium and cesium 
hydroxide. 
 Growth in 6M KOH solutions with a feedstock temperature of 575oC and a 
growth zone at 535oC, resulted in 35.76mg of fresnoite growth onto the seed. This 
demonstrates large improvements over the previous transport experiments, however the 
growth rate in terms of mass was still small with only 2.55mg being deposited per day. 
The seed crystal seen in Figure 3.7 is beginning to take on a new morphology. 
























































































































































shoebox morphology, while thin rectangular tablets formed in KF solutions. It appears 
that the KOH solutions are moving to overwrite the existing shape of the seed crystal. 
Given enough time the seed crystal should resemble the shoebox shape. Unfortunately 
while the seed is undergoing this transformation it is difficult to obtain reliable 
dimensional growth rates. Nonetheless it is fair to say that with the current conditions, 
growth of fresnoite will not be produced on a commercial scale. Accomplishing larger 
growth rates may be difficult in KOH mineralizers. In Figure 3.6, at higher 
concentrations of KOH other side products begin to crystallize in conjunction with 
fresnoite, thus limiting the utility of this mineralizer. Potential growth in rubidium and 
cesium hydroxides may yield the desired growth rates.  However this emains to be seen, 
as these systems have not been fully investigated.  
 
SHG Measurements 
 The SHG data collected by Gopalakrishnan was done on powder samples of 
fresnoite. In efforts to confirm his earlier work SHG measurements were obtained on our 
crystalline samples. Figure 3.8a shows the intensity (arbitrary units) of our hydrothermal 
fresnoite crystals at different sizes. The highest intensity was approximately 17 when the 
fresnoite particles were between 30-40µm. Comparative samples wer  also collected and 
are presented in Figure 3.8b. From the graph, fresnoite has a much larger intensity than 
quartz and is on the same order of magnitude as BBO, beta barium borate. It is however 
only half that of KTP and KNbO3. Despite having a lower signal than KTP, fresnoite 
could still have found practical uses as a NLO device. Unfortunately that will never 
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happen since fresnoite is a non-phase matchable material. This is clearly seen by the 
shape of the graph in Figure 3.8a.  
 Beyond the need for an acentric structure the coherence length is the main 
difficulty with implementing a new SHG crystal. The intensity of the SHG signal is 
directly related to the coherence length which in most crystals his length is 
approximately 10µm. Only when the refractive indices of the fundamental (nw) and 
second harmonic wave (2nw) are nearly equal will the coherence length be increased, 
leading to higher SHG efficiency.2 If these criteria are met, the material is deemed phase-
matching and the SHG signal will increase with larger particle sizes. The intensity will 
eventually level off and remain nearly constant with ever increasing crystal sizes. 
However in the case of fresnoite the SHG signal begins to decrease around 50µm. By the 
time the particle size has reached 110µm, the SHG signal has diminished over 50%. 
Since the SHG intensity decreases with larger fresnoite particle s zes, the material is 
considered nonphase-matchable. At this point fresnoite will not be considered for any 
SHG applications, but still possesses many other useful properties meriting continued 
research and development.  








Figure 3.8: a) Plot of the SHG intensity versus fresnoite particle size; b) Comparison 
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The Crystal Structure of Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2 
 Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2 is a new material that forms as a minor product in a hydrothermal 
reaction with fresnoite powder and 6M KF at 575oC. The colorless, polyhedral shaped 
crystals exist in the orthorhombic space group Pbca with unit cell dimensions of a = 
8.7350(17), b = 10.832(2), c = 18.769(4). Consecutive structural refinements resulted in a 
R-factor of 0.0290. The crystallographic data for Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2, Ba3Si3O9, and 
Ba3NaSi2O7(OH) are presented in Table 3.1. The atomic coordinates are located in 
Appendix A with The bond distance and angle data for Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2 listed in Tables 3.2 
and 3.3. 
 A view of the asymmetric unit, Figure 3.9, reveals edge-sharing [TiO5F]
-7 
octahedra and corner sharing [SiO4]
-4 tetrahedra.  The tetrahedral silicon atoms share one 
bridging oxygen atom to form a [Si2O7]
-6 group. The remaining silicon oxygen atoms 
from both tetrahedral environments are coordinated to a titanium atom. The average Si-O 
bond lengths for Si1 and Si2, 1.618 and 1.625Å, are acceptable with those found in the 
literature.48 Both Ti1 and Ti2 have five bonds to oxygen with average lengths of 1.935Å 
and1.938Å, respectively. These values are in good agreement with other titanium oxygen 
bonds reported in the literature. A fluorine bond completes the octahedral environment 
around each titanium atom.  
 The edge-sharing titanium octahedra cause bond distortions due to metal-metal 
repulsion, which is seen in other titanates.49 Thus, the location of the fluorine atom could 
not be assigned from simple observation of bond distances. Therefore the current site 
designation of F1 and F2 were assigned using bond valence sums. When F1 and F2 are  
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Table 3.1 




Chemical Formula Ba2TiSi2O8 Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2 Ba3Si3O9  Ba3NaSi2O7(OH)  
F. W. (g/mol)  506.76  608.66  640.26  620.20 
Space Group  P4bm (No. 100) Pbca (No. 61) C2/c (No. 15) P-3 (No. 147) 
Crystal System  Tetragonal Orthorhombic Monoclinic Trigonal 
a, Å   8.5255(12) 8.7350(17) 12.934(3) 5.7802(8) 
b, Å     10.832(2) 7.492(4)   
c, Å   5.2020(10) 18.769(4) 11.308(2) 7.3960(15) 
β, o     114.36(3)   
V, Å3   378.10(10) 1775.9(6) 1016.6(6) 214.00(6) 
Z   2  8  4  1 
Dcal, Mg/m
3  4.451  4.553  4.183  4.812 
Indices (min)  -10,-11,-6 -11,-12,-24 -17,-10,-15 -6,-6,-8 
 (max)  11,11,6  11, 13, 22 17, 9, 15  6,6,8 
Parameters  39  155  72  24 
Restraints  1  0  0  0 
µ, mm-1   11.658  10.828  11.872  13.994 
Trans. Range  0.474 - 1.000 0.709 - 1.000 0.683 - 1.000 0.269 - 1.000 
2θ range, o  3.38 - 29.75  2.17 - 29.13 3.21 - 30.36 2.75 - 24.96 
Reflections 
    Collected 3381  14900  4918  1783 
    Unique   502  1985  1223  251 
 Observed 499  1539  1141  243 
R(int)   0.0587  0.0346  0.0295  0.0909 
Final R (obs. Data)a 
 R1  0.0265  0.0290  0.0278  0.0381 
 wR2  0.0626  0.0649  0.1078  0.1047 
Final R (all data) 
 R1  0.0266  0.0307  0.0309  0.0389 
 wR2  0.0626  0.0655  0.1118  0.1061 
Extinction Coeff.  0.118(5)  0.00371(12) 0.0058(4) 0.009(6) 
Goodness of  fit (S) 1.161  1.334  0.944  1.177 
Largest diff. Peak, e/Å3 1.353  1.057  0.844  1.499 
Largest diff. Hole, e/Å3  -1.592  -1.252  -0.638  -1.160 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 








Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) for Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 [TiO6] Octahedra 
 
 Ti1   Distance   O-Ti1-O/F  Angles 
 O2 7               1.977(3)   O2 7-Ti1-O6 15          90.62(13) 
 O3 8              1.859(3)   O3 8-Ti1-O2 7           86.64(14) 
 O6 15                2.006(3)    O8 13-Ti1-O6 15        160.25(13) 
 O8 13                  1.865(3)   O3 8-Ti1-F1 16       167.71(14) 
 O9 14                  1.968(3)   O9 14-Ti1-O2 7         171.31(13) 
 F1 16                   2.029(3)   O9 14-Ti1-F1 16     91.35(12) 
        
 Ti2   Distance   O-Ti2-O/F  Angles 
 O1                  2.031(3)   O1-Ti2-F2 18        80.11(12)  
 O5 11               1.973(3)   O5 11-Ti2-O1            86.37(13) 
 O7 9                   1.888(3)   O7 9-Ti2-O5 11          91.29(14) 
 O8                    1.967(3)   O8-Ti2-O5 11           171.92(13) 
 O9 17                 1.833(3)   O9 17-Ti2-O1           169.80(14) 
 F2 18                 1.990(3)   O9 17-Ti2-F2 18         90.11(13) 
      
 [SiO4] Tetrahedra       
 
 Si1   Distance   O-Si1-O   Angles 
 O1 13                   1.601(3)   O1 13-Si1-O2 13        112.76(17) 
 O2 13                   1.613(3)   O1 13-Si1-O3 5         108.35(18) 
 O3 5                    1.618(3)   O1 13-Si1-O4           111.13(17) 
 O4                      1.641(3)   O2 13-Si1-O3 5         108.04(17)  
                   O2 13-Si1-O4           108.87(17)  
                   O3 5-Si1-O4            107.51(18) 
 
 Si2   Distance   O-Si2-O   Angles 
 O4                     1.657(3)   O5 23-Si2-O4           109.62(17) 
 O5 23                   1.613(3)   O5 23-Si2-O7 14        108.36(17) 
 O6 1                    1.608(3)   O6 1-Si2-O4            102.79(16)  
 O7 14                   1.623(3)   O6 1-Si2-O5 23         113.89(17)  
                   O6 1-Si2-O7 14         113.39(18)  
       O7 14-Si2-O4          108.54(18)  
 
 
Symmetry Codes:  1 x-1/2,y,-z+1/2   2 x-1,y,z   3 -x+1/2,y+1/2,z                               
4 x+1/2,y,-z+1/2   5 -x+1/2,y-1/2,z   6 x,y-1,z-1                                 
7 x-1,y-1,z   8 x,y-1,z   9 -x+1,-y+1,-z+1                               
10 x,y,z-1   11 -x+1,-y+1,-z   12 -x,-y,-z                             
13 -x+1,y-1/2,-z+1/2  14 -x+1/2,-y+1,z-1/2  15 x-1/2,y-1,-z+1/2                 
16 -x,y-1/2,-z+1/2  17 x+1/2,-y+3/2,-z+1  18 x+1,y,z                         
19 -x+1,y+1/2, -z+1/2  20 x+1,y+1,z   21 x+1/2,-y+1/2,-z               




Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) about Ba Atoms in Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Ba1   Distance   O-Ba1-O  Angles 
 O2 1                    2.932(3)   O2 2-Ba1-O3            53.64(8 
 O2 2                    2.914(3)   O2 1-Ba1-O4            120.26(8) 
 O3                      2.922(3)   O4-Ba1-O4 4            118.85(10) 
 O4                     3.165(3)   O6-Ba1-O3        105.21(9) 
 O4 4                    3.231(3)   O8 1-Ba1-O3             79.17(9) 
 O6                      2.864(3)   O8 2-Ba1-O6            122.00(8) 
 O8 1                    2.816(3)     
 O8 2                    2.850(3)   F-Ba1-O  Angles 
 F1                      2.839(3)   F1-Ba1-O3        156.31(9) 
 F1 3                    3.019(3)   F1-Ba1-O8 2            57.31(8) 
 F2                      2.645(3)   F2-Ba1-O2 1            118.73(8) 
       F2-Ba1-O4 4             78.84(8) 
       F2-Ba1-O8 1            140.19(9) 
                    
        
 Ba2   Distance   O-Ba2-O  Angles 
 O1 7                    2.773(3)   O1 11-Ba2-O5 12         57.63(8) 
 O1 11                   3.100(3)   O1 7-Ba2-O6 8           99.61(9) 
 O5                      2.812(3)   O5-Ba2-O7 10           57.38(9) 
 O5 12                   3.242(3)              O6 8-Ba2-O5 12         110.51(8) 
 O6 8                    2.945(3)   O7 10-Ba2-O1 11         54.74(8) 
 O7 10                   2.935(4)   O9 6-Ba2-O1 7          142.96(9) 
 O9 6                    2.753(3)     
 O9 9                    2.852(3)   F-Ba2-O  Angles 
 F1 5                    2.712(3)   F1 5-Ba2-O1 7           73.71(8) 
 F2 5                    3.179(3)   F1 5-Ba2-O5             88.86(8) 
 F2 8                    2.783(3)   F1 5-Ba2-O9 6          122.43(8) 
                   F2 8-Ba2-O6 8           60.16(8) 
                    F2 8-Ba2-O7 10         163.25(9) 
                   
 
Symmetry Codes:  1 x-1/2,y,-z+1/2   2 x-1,y,z   3 -x+1/2,y+1/2,z    
   4 x+1/2,y,-z+1/2   5 -x+1/2,y-1/2,z    6 x,y-1,z-1   
   7 x-1,y-1,z   8 x,y-1,z   9 -x+1,-y+1,-z+1   


















refined as oxygen, they are both significantly underbonded with valence sums of 1.238 
valence units (v.u.) and 1.350v.u. respectively. Refinements as fluorine atomspr vide 
acceptable values of 0.952v.u. and 1.039v.u. A complete list of bond valence sums for 
each atom is provided in Table 3.4.  
The possibility of hydroxide, instead of fluorine was rejected when none of the 
characteristic hydroxyl stretches where observed by IR analysis, Figure 3.10. In the 
spectrum Ti-O- stretches50 can be seen at 906cm-1 and the Si-O- stretch51-52 at 978cm-1, 
which are consistent with reported values. The [Si2O7]
-6 group is identified by an 
asymmetric Si-O-Si stretch51 at 1042cm-1 and a symmetric stretch53 at 662cm-1. 
Confirmation of a titanium fluorine bond in the structure is complicated however. The Ti-
F stretches,54 which occur between 514 and 568cm-1, are difficult to distinguish from the 
many Si-O-Si bending stretches which are also present in this region. However the stretch 
located at 722cm-1 can be assigned to the [TiO5F]
-7 octahedral environment.55 This stretch 
is not completely understood, but is loosely attributed to an overtone band from Ti-O and 
Ti-F stretches. Ammonium titanium oxyfluoride species commonly exhibit this stretch 
along with many other octahedral metal oxyfluorine structures.54,56 Considering the bond 
valence sums and the infrared spectra, the site designation for fluorine is reasonable.  
 The titanium octahedra and silicon tetrahedra combine to form a unique titanium 
silicate framework. The base unit of the framework is a double stacked chain unit 
extending along the (200) plane, which is seen in Figure 3.11. The upper chain is 
constructed of alternating edge-sharing titanium and [Si2O7]
-6 groups. The second chain 
also alternates between these groups, but is shifted so that the [Si2O7]
-6 group is below the 
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edge-sharing titanium of the first chain. One oxygen atom in each octahedral or 
tetrahedral environment is not involved in the propagating chain. Instead, it serves as a 
bridging atom to a different chain, which forms the overall titanium silicate network. The 
fluorine bonds do not participate in extending either the chain unit or the overall network. 
They however provide support for the channel structure in which Ba1 and Ba2 reside.  
 Ba1 and Ba2 are eleven coordinate and crystallize in voids created by he titanium 
silicate network. Along the a-axis, both barium atoms lie in different channels built upon 
six-membered titanium silicate rings. The ring constructing the Ba1 channel, Figure 
3.12a, is composed of three titanium oxide and three silicon oxide environments. An axial 
oxygen atom from each titanium octahedra is used to connect one ring to the next ring via
a Ti-O-Si bridge. This establishes three bridges between the rings, which build the sheath 
of the channel structure. However, with a six-membered ring, the available positions of 
the sheath are only fifty percent occupied by the bridging atoms. The remaining three 
sites are filled by the axial fluorine atoms. While the fluorine do not bridge to the next 
ring they do however provide some enclosure of the channel structure.  
 The Ba2 channel structure, Figure 3.12b, is built of two different rings, which 
alternate along the a-axis. The first is comprised of four titanium and two silicon 
environments, while the second ring has an inverse ratio of titanium to silicon members. 
Similar to the Ba1 channel, the sheath is built upon three Ti-O-Si bridges and three Ti-F 
bonds. Inside the channels, both Ba1 and Ba2 do not occupy the center of the v id, but 
instead are shifted toward the channel wall. This shift alternates back and forth down the 
length of channel, which may occur based upon the spatial requirements of the barium 
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Table 3.4 
 Bond Valence Sums for Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2 
  _______________________________________________ 
  Atom  Oxidation Coordination Bond Valence  
  ____________State  Environment (v. u.)______ 
  Ba1  +2  11  1.940 
  Ba2  +2  11  2.045 
  Ti1  +4  6  4.096 
  Ti2  +4  6  4.126 
  Si1  +4  4  4.239 
  Si2  +4  4  4.168 
  O1  -2  4  2.047 
  O2  -2  4  2.078 
  O3  -2  3  2.128 
  O4  -2  4  2.117 
  O5  -2  4  2.044 
  O6  -2  4  2.064 
  O7  -2  3  2.041 
  O8  -2  4  1.992 
  O9  -2  4  2.112 
  F1  -1  4  0.952 









Figure 3.10: a) Infrared spectrum of Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2 from 4000 - 400cm
-1; b) Infrared 




















































Figure 3.12: a) Ba1 channel; b) Ba2 channel; c) Long range structure with a view down 
the a-axis of the barium channels.  
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atoms. In both structures, the three Ti-O-Si bridges are located toward one side of the 
channel. Due to bond constraints of the bridges, the rings must angle themselves so that 
they are no longer parallel with the bc plane. This creates a large void opposite the 
bridging bonds, which is suitable for the barium atoms. Further down, the next Ti-O-Si 
bridges are located on the other side of the channel, thus shifting the barium atom. The 
extended structure in Figure 3.12c demonstrates packing of the barium channels.   
 The suspected crystallization of Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2 on the surface of fresnoite seeds 
during transport reactions merits a comparison of the two structures. Both are comprised 
of titanium silicate networks with similar [Si2O7]
-6 groups. However, isolated [TiO5]
-6
 
square pyramids found in fresnoite are distinctly different from edge-sharing titanium.  
The main similarity, which may be capable of supporting surface growth, is the 
crystallization of segregated barium and titanium silicate lay rs. In fresnoite, the titanium 
silicate network form sheets extending along the ab plane seen in Figure 3.13. In between 
the sheets is a layer of barium atoms, which share five oxygen bonds with the sheet abov  
and below. Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2 does not have the segregated titanium silicate sheets seen in 
fresnoite, yet it does have a layering effect. The barium ato s are located in a layer along 
the bc plane.  The only other structural feature in this layer is the bridging bonds of 
titanium silicate chains. Thus there is some overall segregation between the barium and 
titanium silicate network, which is perhaps similar enough with the fresnoite structure to 
begin growth onto the seed surface. However, because the structures have differences in 
symmetry and long range order, growth of large crystals should not be expected. Indeed, 













 The structural relations are also observed in the decomposition products of 
Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2. Figure 3.14, shows the DSC/TGA curves collected up to 1000
oC for the 
oxyfluoride species. The obvious lack of thermal events between room temperature and 
400oC confirm the absence of crystallized water or hydroxyl groups. At 820oC there is an 
endotherm indicating a phase change of the initial species. This is attributed to the 
decomposition, Equation 3.1, of Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2 into fresnoite and TiOF2. The formation 
of the TiOF2 phase has been reported in the decomposition of K3TiOF5 and K2TiOF4.
57 In 
both cases, endothermic events between 820oC and 840oC marked the formation of 
TiOF2.  Also noted was the further decomposition, Equation 3.2, of TiOF2 around 1000
oC 
into the rutile form of TiO2. According to Yokoyama, even in the presence of low vapor 
pressure systems, TiOF2 will decompose.
57 The Gibbs free energy value for this event is  
-57.5kcal/mol, which is indicating an exothermic reaction. In our DSC curve the 
exothermic event occurring just below 1000oC is attributed to the formation of rutile. 
   
  Equation 3.1 Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2 →  Ba2TiSi2O8 (fresnoite) + TiOF2 
 
  Equation 3.2 TiOF2 + H2O  →  TiO2 (rutile) + 2HF 
    ∆G = -57.5kcal/mol 
 
 An overlay of PXRD plots confirming these phases is presented in Figure 3.15 
For comparison, an initial diffraction pattern of Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2 is also included. The 
presence of fresnoite is clearly detected when the sample is heated to 900oC. However, 
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the TiOF2 phase is seemingly not present. When Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2 decomposed, the TiOF2 
phase only accounted for 17% of the final product by weight. Therefore it can be 
assumed that fresnoite peaks would be more intense, making the TiOF2 reflections 
difficult to detect. Also, TiOF2 resides in the high symmetry Pm-3m space group, which 
limits the number of diffraction reflections.58 In fact there are only 4 reflections that have 
significant intensity. There are reflections at 33.5 and 48.1, but both overlap with major 
reflections of fresnoite. The remaining reflections have 2θ values of 24.1 and 54.2. 
Despite very small intensities, these are visible and denoted in the overlay figure by an 
asterisk. Further heating to 1100oC eliminated all of the TiOF2 reflections leaving only 
the fresnoite phase and TiO2. Unfortunately, after two phase changes the rutile reflections 
are not intense enough to verify.  
 Confirmation of the rutile phase can be seen in the TGA curve. Once the sample 
had reached 1000oC only a 2.9% weight loss was recorded.  This value is in good 
agreement with a theoretical value of 3.6% for the conversion of TiOF2 into TiO2. While 
only slightly low, the actual weight percent could be attributed to the exothermic event 
transpiring close to the end of the scan. Perhaps the conversion may not have been fully 
completed. Performing scans above 1000oC may provide some further enlightenment. 
Yet if the two final products are Ba2TiSi2O8 and TiO2, then these should be thermally 





















































































































The Crystal Structure of Ba3Si3O9 
 It should be no surprise that a new barium silicate would form in the presence of 
Ba2TiSi2O8 feedstock. In fact, fresnoite was first discovered in sanbornite, BaSi2O5, 
deposits in Fresno County, CA.59 Beyond the sanbornite structure,60 there are a 
significant number of barium silicates which have previously been established.61-62 Like 
BaSi2O5, a few are naturally occurring, however the majority have been synthesized. Yet 
despite their numbers the BaO-SiO2 binary phase continues to find new ways of 
arranging barium and silicon. The latest addition is a Ba3Si3O9 which crystallizes in the 
C2/c space group with a polyhedral morphology. The unit cell dimensions are a = 
12.934(3)Å, b = 7.492(4)Å, c = 11.308(2)Å and β = 111.91(3)o. The structure was refined 
to provided an acceptable solution with R-factor or R1 = 0.0309.  A complete list of the 
crystallographic data can be viewed in Table 3.1. Selected bond distances and angles are 
available in Table 3.5. The atomic coordinates are displayed in Table A.2, which is 
located in Appendix A. 
With an empirical formula of BaSiO3 it may be assumed that it would adopt the 
perovskite phase. Currently there are powder samples with formula BaSiO3 which 
crystallize in the perovskite space groups R-3 and P63/mmc.
63 These two phases were 
induced by a high pressure laser heating technique, where the starting composition was a 
P212121 BaSiO3 species with tetrahedral coordinate silicon.
64 When pressures of 27GPa 
and 48GPa are applied, the octahedral environments of the perovskite structures are 
observed.  While our new Ba3Si3O9 phase was synthesized under pressure, 1.7MPa, it is 
not comparable to that used in the genesis of the perovskite phases. Its tructure is indeed 
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markedly different than the perovskite phase. The asymmetric unit, Figure 3.16, of 
Ba3Si3O9 reveals two different tetrahedral silicate groups. These combine to form a three 
member silicate ring which is confirmed by a single infrared peak at 692cm-1. The ring 
deformation is attributed to the Si-O-Si stretching vibration and is visible in the infrared 
spectrum between 720 and 600cm-1.52 In the case of the three member ring it has the 
highest wavenumber of all silicate rings because it is the most rigid. With increasing 
silicate members the wavenumber decreases. No other infrared stretches occur within the 
silicate ring range.   
Despite the simplicity of the barium silicate structures, there is nonetheless an 
elegance associated with them. The extended structure, Figure 3.17, of Ba3Si3O9 has a 
layered motif extending along the b-axis.  A sheet of barium atoms lie in the (002) plane 
with a silicate layer in between.   The barium atoms have an irregular coordinate number. 
When surrounded by oxygen the expected coordination for barium is twelve, but in the 
case of Ba3Si3O9 both barium atoms are only eight coordinate. This relatively low 
coordination sphere is also observed in the P212121 BaSiO3 structure. Most of the Ba-O 
bonds in the title material range between 2.8-2.9Å.  In both species however there exist 
two short bonds on the order of 2.6Å. This may explain the low coordination number 
since two short bonds would limit the available space for a higher coordination sphere. 
Additionally the short bonds would contribute large amounts of bond valence to satisfy 
the 2+ valency of barium.  
 As for the silicate environment, the asymmetric unit of Ba3Si3O9 does not contain 
a complete [Si3O9]
-6
 ring. Therefore the long range structure, Figure 3.17, must be viewed 
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to understand the full scope of the barium silicon interaction. Since ther  is only one 
individual [Si3O9]
-6 ring, the other rings present in the silicate layer are just 180o 
symmetry related orientations of the same [Si3O9]
-6 ring. Each silicate layer of [Si3O9]
-6 
rings is generated by a c-glide followed by a two fold rotatin. As this pattern propagates, 
the true nature of the structure unfolds to reveal isolated [Si3O9]
















Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) for Ba3Si3O9 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 [SiO4] Tetrahedra       
 
 Si1   Distance   O-Si1-O   Angles 
 O1                      1.600(3)   O1-Si1-O3        106.65(14) 
 O2                      1.599(3)   O1-Si1-O4        106.66(15) 
 O3                      1.6783(19)   O2-Si1-O1          122.95(16) 
 O4                      1.674(3)   O2-Si1-O3        107.61(14) 
 O2-Si1-O4              107.60(15)  
 O4-Si1-O3              103.83(17) 
 
             
 Si2   Distance   O-Si2-O   Angles 
 O4                      1.668(3)   O4 3-Si2-O4           103.7(2) 
 O4 3                    1.668(3)   O5 1-Si2-O4            107.37(14) 
 O5 1                    1.603(3)   O5 1-Si2-O4 3          107.23(15) 
 O5 2                    1.603(3)   O5 1-Si2-O5 2          122.4(2)  
 O5 2-Si2-O4            107.23(15) 
 O5 2-Si2-O4 3          107.37(14)  
             
 
 Ba1   Distance   Ba2   Distance 
 O1   2.812(22)  O1   2.829(6) 
 O1 2             2.650(37)  O1 3   2.829(6) 
 O2   2.875(33)  O2   2.687(21) 
 O2 3   2.877(6)   O2 1   2.687(21) 
 O3   2.819(32)  O4   2.824(54) 
 O4   2.821(5)   O4 1   2.824(54) 
 O5   2.807(23)  O5   2.803(35) 
 O5 1   2.641(8)   O5 2   2.803(35)            
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes  :  1 -x+1,y,-z+1/2     2 x-1,y,z     3 -x,y,-z+1/2       
    4 x+1,y,z       

















The Crystal Structure of Ba3NaSi2O7(OH) 
 Ba3NaSi2O7(OH) forms as colorless hexagonal plates, from the reaction of 
fresnoite powder and sodium hydroxide at 575oC. Consecutive refinements in the P-3 
space group resulted in an acceptable R-factor of R1=0.0381, with a unit cell of a = 
5.7802(8)Å and c = 7.3960(15)Å. Full crystallographic data is available in Table 3.1 with 
the bond distance and angle data listed in Tables 3.6 and 3.7. The atomic co rd nates are 
compiled in Table A.3. 
 The asymmetric unit, Figure 3.18, shows an orthosilicate tetrahedr  and an 
octahedral sodium environment.  The average bond distance for Si-O is 1.604(5)Å, which 
is acceptable with reported values. The octahedral environment of sodium has been 
observed in other silicate species such as natisite, Na2TiSiO5.
65 However the  Na-O bond 
distance of 2.366Å is uncommon. Typical sodium oxygen bonds should fall between 
2.28-2.30Å. These unusually long sodium oxygen bonds can be found in another species, 
α-Ba3NaSi2O7(OH).  For clarity, the Ba3NaSi2O7(OH) species produced at Clemson will 
be referred to as the beta form. Filipenko, prepared the alpha form by hydrothermal 
synthesis at temperatures below 500oC.66  In the alpha structure the sodium oxygen bonds 
are even longer, 2.370Å, than the beta form. These relatively long Na-O bonds in both 
structures would account for the low sodium bond valence values. Table 3.8 has a 
complete listing of all bond valence sums for the beta form.  
While the alpha and beta forms have the same chemical composition they hav  
distinct differences in their respective structures. The alpha form crystallizes in the 
hexagonal P63/mmc space group and has a unit cell of a = 5.791(4)Å and 
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Table 3.6  
Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) for Ba3NaSi2O7(OH) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 [SiO4] Tetrahedra       
  
 Si1   Distance   O-Si1-O   Angles 
 O1                      1.597(10)   O1-Si1-O2 14          110.2(3) 
 O2 14                   1.607(5)               O1-Si1-O2 15           110.2(3) 
 O2 15                   1.607(5)   O1-Si1-O2 16          110.2(3) 
 O2 16                   1.607(5)   O2 15-Si1-O2 14        108.7(3) 
       O2 15-Si1-O2 16        108.7(3) 
                   O2 16-Si1-O2 14        108.7(3) 
             
 Na1   Distance   O-Na1-O  Angles 
 O2 1                    2.366(6)   O2 1-Na1-O2 4           84.06(18)  
 O2 4                    2.366(6)   O2 1-Na1-O2 18         180.0 
 O2 5                    2.366(6)   O2 5-Na1-O2 1           84.06(18) 
 O2 8                    2.366(6)   O2 5-Na1-O2 4           84.06(18) 
 O2 15                   2.366(6)   O2 5-Na1-O2 15          95.94(18) 
 O2 18                   2.366(6)   O2 5-Na1-O2 18          95.94(18) 
       O2 8-Na1-O2 1           95.94(18) 
       O2 8-Na1-O2 4           95.94(18) 
       O2 8-Na1-O2 5          180.0(2)  
                   O2 8-Na1-O2 15          84.06(18)  
                   O2 8-Na1-O2 18          84.06(18) 
                   O2 15-Na1-O2 1          95.94(18)  
                   O2 15-Na1-O2 4         180.0(2) 
                   O2 15-Na1-O2 18         84.06(18)  
                   O2 18-Na1-O2 4          95.94(18)  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes  : 1 -y+1,x-y,z      2 y+1,-x+y,-z+2     3 x-y+1,x,-z+2      
              4 -x+y+1,-x,z      5 x+1,y,z      6 -x+1,-y,-z+2      
              7 x,y,z+1      8 -x+1,-y,-z+1      9 -x+2,-y,-z+1      
              10 x+1,y,z+1      11 -x+y,-x,z      12 -y+1,x-y+1,z      
              13 -x+y+1,-x+1,z     14 y,-x+y,-z+1       15 x-y+1,x,-z+1     
   16 -x+1,-y+1,-z+1      17 -x+2,-y+1,-z+1     18 y+1,-x+y,-z+1      













Table 3.7  





 Ba1   Distance   O-Ba1-O  Angles 
 O1 7                    2.560(10)  O1 7-Ba1-O2 5           83.72(13) 
 O2                       2.912(4)   O1 7-Ba1-O2 14         150.67(10) 
 O2 1                    2.912(4)   O1 7-Ba1-O2 16         150.67(10) 
 O2 5                    2.912(4)   O2-Ba1-O2 15           121.99(8) 
 O2 11                   2.912(4)   O2 1-Ba1-O2 14          93.92(13) 
 O2 12                   2.912(4)   O2 1-Ba1-O2 16         121.99(8) 
 O2 13                   2.912(4)   O2 5-Ba1-O2 1           65.92(15) 
 O2 14                   3.078(5)   O2 5-Ba1-O2 16          93.91(13) 
 O2 15                   3.078(5)   O2 11-Ba1-O2 1          53.28(16) 
 O2 16                   3.078(5)   O2 11-Ba1-O2 13        165.9(3) 
       O2 11-Ba1-O2 14         71.8(2) 
       O2 11-Ba1-O2 16        122.00(9) 
       O2 12-Ba1-O2 16         71.8(2)    
                   O2 13-Ba1-O2           118.82(5)  
                   O2 14-Ba1-O2 16         50.20(17)  
             
 Ba2   Distance   O-Ba2-O  Angles 
 O2 1                    2.859(5)   O2 1-Ba2-O2 2          180.000(1) 
 O2 2                    2.859(5)   O2 1-Ba2-O2 3          112.69(19) 
 O2 3                    2.859(5)   O2 1-Ba2-O2 5           67.31(19) 
 O2 4                    2.859(5)   O2 2-Ba2-O2 3           67.31(19) 
 O2 5                    2.859(5)   O2 2-Ba2-O2 5          112.69(19) 
 O2 6                    2.859(5)   O2 3-Ba2-O2 6           67.31(19) 
                   O2 4-Ba2-O2 6          112.69(19) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes  :  1 -y+1,x-y,z      2 y+1,-x+y,-z+2     3 x-y+1,x,-z+2      
              4 -x+y+1,-x,z      5 x+1,y,z      6 -x+1,-y,-z+2      
              7 x,y,z+1      8 -x+1,-y,-z+1      9 -x+2,-y,-z+1      
              10 x+1,y,z+1      11 -x+y,-x,z      12 -y+1,x-y+1,z      
              13 -x+y+1,-x+1,z     14 y,-x+y,-z+1       15 x-y+1,x,-z+1     








Bond Valence Sums for Ba3NaSi2O7(OH) 
  _______________________________________________ 
  Atom  Oxidation Coordination Bond Valence  
  ____________State  Environment (v. u.)______ 
  Ba1  +2  10  1.931 
  Ba2  +2  12  1.630 
  Na1  +1  6  1.308 
  Si1  +4  4  4.402 
  O1a  -2  5  1.773 
  O1b  -2  6  1.892 
  O2  -2  6  2.008_______ 

















c = 14.7480(8)Å. The a and b-axis are almost identical to the beta Ba3NaSi2O7(OH),while 
the c-axis is twice that of the beta form. It is along the c-axis in which the main structural 
differences lie. Both the P63/mmc and P-3 space groups have specific rotations along this 
axis which give rise to varied silicate environments. Seen in Figure 3.19, the alpha form 
has a diorthosilicate group, whereas the beta structure has isolated SiO4 tetrahedra. This 
is confirmed by the infrared analysis of the beta form, Figure 3.20. The peaks at 947cm-1 
and 856cm-1 are the asymmetric and symmetric Si-O stretches.67 Also characteristic of 
orthosilicates are the asymmetric and symmetric O-Si-O bending modes displayed at 
693cm-1 and 489cm-1.68 Diorthosilicates have an asymmetric Si-O-Si stretch near 
1100cm-1, which is absence from the spectrum. The only other notable peak in the 
spectrum was the 3547cm-1 stretch, which is indicative of the hydroxyl group.  
 Filipenko did not designate the location of the hydrogen site in his material; 
however efforts were made to identify the hydroxyl group in the beta form.  Assigning 
the hydrogen to the O1 atom was done based on an undersaturated bond valence sum of 
1.773, while O2 had a satisfactory valence sum of 2.008. Once calculated with the 
hydrogen bond, the O1 valence was a more agreeable 1.892. The sole hydrogen was 
located on a symmetry site which generated three hydrogen atoms r und each O1 atom. 
This site was refined with only 33% occupancy to achieve an electrical neutral formula. 
The location of the hydrogen explains the disk shaped thermal ellipsoid of O1. In the lo g 
range structure the O1 atom will be pulled over three directions by the hydrogen bond, 
thus stretching the ellipsoid.  
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 The beta form may have actually been synthesized by Filipenko, but the s ructure 
remained unsolved.  In a later paper, there was discussion of another phase at 
temperatures above 500oC in hydrothermal fluids.69 Our beta phase with its close 
structural similarities combined with its synthesis at 575oC gives reasonable suspicion 
that our phase may be Filipenko’s unsolved high temperature phase.  Unfortunately, 
Filipenko did not supply any other details concerning this phase. Therefore m re direct 


















Figure 3.19: a) Extended structural view of α-Ba3NaSi2O7(OH); b) Extended structural 







Figure 3.20: a) Infrared spectrum of β-Ba3NaSi2O7(OH) from 4000 - 400cm
-1; b) Infrared 






 The need to reach shorter wavelengths has increased the demand for new non-
linear crystals. Fresnoite emerged as a likely candidate for conversion of near IR photons 
into visible light.  Reports of extremely high second harmonic generation signals by 
Gopalakrisnan have driven these growth efforts.  The synthesis of fresnoite has been 
achieved previously by both Czochralski and flux methods. However the crystal quality 
was less than favorable. Therefore growth in hydrothermal solutions was explored 
previously by Abbott. He achieved initial success, but his crystals were small, probably 
due to inability to reach sufficient temperatures. With growth of small fresnoite needles, 
our study looked to build off of his successes by exploring new temperature regimes. 
Early on it became very apparent that a fresnoite starting material was crucial to 
achieving bulk three dimensional growth. Prepared by conventional solid tate 
techniques, a fresnoite feedstock was then introduced to a variety of mineralizers. Growth 
in 6M KF mineralizer produced 5-6mm fresnoite crystals by spontaneous nucleation at 
575oC. In addition to fresnoite a new material, Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2, was also crystallized in the 
reaction. With initial signs of segregation between the growth zones, transport reactions 
were performed under similar conditions.  
 Using one millimeter Ba2TiSi2O8 crystals as feedstock, KF solutions were used to 
transport mass to a fresnoite seed. The growth on the seed was not fres ite, however. 
The material was determined to be the new phase, Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2. Attempts to alter the 
KF concentrations provided little improvement and thus alternate solutions were sought. 
During this investigation two other novel materials, Ba3Si3O9 and Ba3NaSi2O7(OH), were 
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identified. Eventually sodium hydroxide solutions were found to crystallize only 
fresnoite. Reactions in this solution did provide mass transport of high quality fresnoite 
material to a seed crystal. However, the rate is at the moment too slow for 
commercialization. Further research is needed to optimize the growth parameters to 
achieve acceptable rates.   
  Second harmonic generation signals were measured and compared aginst other 
industrial standard crystals. Fresnoite’s SHG signal was comparable to BBO, and 
approximately half that of KTP. Yet despite a good SHG signal, fresnoite has limitations 
as a nonlinear crystal. As the particle size was increased during the study the signal began 
to decrease, which is evidence of nonphase-matchable crystals. The inability to bring the 
refractive index wave and second harmonic wave into the same phase cre t s destructive 
interference. Since the coherence length of fresnoite is less than 60µm, the SHG signal is 
drastically decreased in larger particles. While not useful for nonlinear applications, 
fresnoite still boasts many other attractive properties which merit further exploration to 
achieve bulk commercial growth. 
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HYDROTHERMAL SYNTHESIS OF THE KT-KTN-KN FAMILY 
 
Introduction 
  The synthesis of the KTaO3-KTa1-xNbxO3-KNbO3 (KT-KTN-KN) family has not 
been rigorously studied as a comprehensive group. Instead emphasis has been placed on 
obtaining the individual components. This is partly due to vastly different properties and 
potential applications for each member. For instance, KNbO3 has desirable nonlinear 
(NLO) properties useful for generating blue laser light. At the other end of the spectrum, 
KTaO3 is functional for photocatalytic decomposition of H2O.
1 These applications have 
very different dimension requirements. Use of KNbO3 in NLO applications would ideally 
require crystals in excess of 1cm3, while utilization of KTaO3 as a photocatalyst would 
need uniform nano to micron sized particles. With such varied synthesis goals, there has 
not been an encompassing study of this system by any one crystal growth technique. A 
correction of this unfortunate oversight could lead to greater understanding of this series 
of compounds. Therefore using a systematic approach, crystal growth of e end 
members of the family will be explored first. Perhaps by this process information can be 
gleaned from the KN and KT systems, which may provide useful in the synthesis of the 
mixed alloy KTN.  
 Of this family of compounds the Amm2 orthorhombic phase of potassium niobate 
has been the most extensively studied member. Over the past 35 years m surements 
have identified outstanding piezoelectric, electro-optical,  nonlinear optical, and 
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photorefractive properties of KN.2-8  With such diverse qualities, applications for the 
orthorhombic phase include second harmonic generation of blue lasers,9-10 holographic 
storage,8,11 and surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices.12  To access these properties, high 
quality crystals of the orthorhombic phase must be obtained.  Despite a variety of 
techniques, crystal quality to this point has been mired by three main difficulties: 
stoichiometric inhomogeneity, metal reduction, and crystal striations. 
  With a relatively low melting point of 1039oC, KNbO3 would seem ideal for 
growth by traditional melt techniques. Direct crystallization from a melt however is quite 
difficult due to incongruent melting which creates non-stoichiometric KN solutions 
resulting in the formation of KNbO3, K4Nb6O17, and K8Nb6O19 upon cooling.
13  Kudo 
attempted to compensate for the volatility of the melt by adding excess amounts of 
K2O.
14 This allowed direction solidification of 50 x 10 mm KN boules. In terms of 
quality only small portions of the crystal rod exhibited the non-stoichi metric products. 
However, color centers, due a reduction of the niobium metal, were presnt throughout 
the rod. By altering the ratios of K2O, Kudo was able to decrease the amount of 
reduction, but he could not fully eliminate the blue coloration. Other techniques for 
removing coloration included addition of dopants into the crystalline lattice. Wenshan 
was able to substitute small amounts of Sn4+ for the reduced Nb4+ metal centers.15 This 
effectively eliminated color centers, but led to diminished NLO performance.   
 While coloration and non-stoichiometry are concerns, the greatest obstacle to high 
quality growth is the multiple phase transitions of potassium niobate. The desired 
orthorhombic structure is stable at room temperature, but at 225oC it converts to the 
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tetragonal phase. One last transition to a cubic phase at 435oC occurs before the melting 
point is reached.  These various high temperature phases have been a major source of 
frustration for crystal growers over the years. There have been numerous attempts to 
synthesize high quality crystals using classical high temperatur techniques, such as 
flux,16-18 top seeded solution growth (TSSG),12,19-21 Kyropoulus,22-24 floating zone 
technique,25-26 and vertical Bridgman technique. However, all of these techniques are 
performed at temperatures well above the high temperature phase transition, which 
results in the formation of cubic KNbO3 crystals.
27 Thus, in all cases as the crystal cools 
from the synthesis temperature, they undergo two structural realignments before reaching 
the orthorhombic phase. Invariably this leaves the final product severely c acked. 
Yamanouchi tried to address this problem by cooling the crystal ex remely slow through 
these transitions.12 By doing so he was able to produced colorless boules 50 x 50 x 15mm 
in size. The lack of color centers and formation of stoichiometric KN crystals was 
extremely encouraging. However, the cooling rate could not fully eliminate the crystal 
from cracking during the descent through the phase transitions.  So far, n  technique has 
been able to address all three quality issues simultaneously, whie still producing crystals 
of substantial size. 
 Similar to KN, inhomogeneous growth is a major difficulty associated with KTN 
synthesis. The problem is actually two-fold in its complexity. The ratio of tantalum to 
niobium must be controlled specifically to acquire the optimum ferroelectric 
performance. Secondly, the tantalum/niobium ratio has to be evenly distributed 
throughout the crystal. The properties and the crystallographic phase of KTN depend 
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greatly on both of these requirements. Most desirable is the cubicform of KTN with a 
Curie temperature slightly above room temperature. These have been reported to have the 
highest Kerr effect of any known crystalline material. A comp sition of KTa0.60Nb0.40O3 
would optimize the large electro-optic coefficient with a Curie temperature near 35oC.28 
Unfortunately, homogeneous crystallization of this ratio has been a difficult task for 
many crystal growth techniques. KTN growth by melt,29 Czochralski,30 and TSSG31-33 
have also been frustrated with striation problems similar to those encountered with KN 
growth. Other methods such as flux growth have dealt with solvent inclus ons, 
repeatability, and flux volatilization.34 Therefore, homogeneous crystals of acceptable 
quality and size do not exist for applications as electric field s nsors, optical modulators, 
and optical switches.35 
In contrast to KN and KTN, growth of large KTaO3 (KT) crystals has not 
received much interest. Rather, powders and thin films have garnered th  most attention 
in regards to growth of KT. It is considered to be one of the best materials for 
photocatalytic decomposition of H2O into H2 and O2.
36 For such applications, particle 
size must be constricted to nanometer to micron sized single crystals.  These small 
particles are typically synthesized by epitaxial,37 chemical solution deposition,38-39 
polymeric precursor method,40 solvothermal,41 and hydrothermal42 methods. Growth 
conditions for large single crystals have not been studied due to a lack of real 
applications.  
Beyond just the particle size, the synthesis goals for KT differ from KN in another 
respect. Instead of the orthorhombic Amm2 phase of KNbO3, the cubic Pm-3m is the 
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desired phase in the case of KTaO3. Cubic KT is stable to very low temperatures 
indicated by its 13.2K Curie temperature.43 Only when brought below 13K does KT 
exhibit any phase changes. Otherwise the cubic phase is stable to it melting point of 
1357oC. Our research was aimed at understanding the growth behavior of cubic 
potassium tantalate in hydrothermal solutions. Therefore as end mmbers, growth of 
large KN and KT crystals should provide valuable information when addressing the 
homogeneity issues surrounding the growth of KTa1-xNbxO3.   
 The practical crystal growth difficulties that must be overcome for these materials 
are not trivial, which is supported by the large volume of published work, ith relatively 
few positive results. Hydrothermal synthesis has been capable of addressing many of 
these concerns, in other materials. Yet this growth technique has only been briefly 
investigated for this family of compounds. These studies have been limited to nano-sized 
particles in most cases. Thus far the bulk of hydrothermal work performed on KN has 
occurred at subcritical temperatures in Teflon lined Parr bombs. One of only two 
supercritical studies, Li use low concentrations of potassium hydroxide to generate 
micron size KN crystals over the course of 24 hours.3  While still many orders of 
magnitude too small for practical applications, it demonstrates an increase over the nano-
sized particles found in subcritical reactions. The most surprising discovery was the 
direct crystallization of the orthorhombic phase, despite being above the KN phase 
transition temperature. Growth of the orthorhombic phase is quite common in subcritical 
hydrothermal reactions, but is unexpected in supercritical reactions since it is above the 
phase transition. At these temperatures, crystallization of the te ragonal phase should be 
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preferential, yet this is not the case. It is unknown as to why the orthorhombic phase is 
stabilized in hydrothermal fluids above its transition point. However by forming the 
Amm2 phase directly during the growth process, the crystal will not undergo the 
realignment cracking associated with the phase change during cooling, as it does with 
other methods. This considerable advantage coupled with the ability of h drothermal 
solutions to control homogeneity, suppress metal reduction, and limit striations is 
attractive, which merits further research and exploitation. In this chapter, a hydrothermal 
investigation is undertaken to study solubility, homogeneity, and metal reduction inside 
the KTaO3-KTa1-xNbxO3-KNbO3 family. The information gleaned is used to produce the 
largest reported hydrothermal grown crystals of each family member.  
 
Spontaneous Nucleation of KNbO3 
 Hydrothermal research to this point has used Nb2O5 and excess KOH as starting 
reagents to produce KNbO3. Formation of potassium niobate by this method, Equation 
4.1-4.4, consumes a portion of the potassium hydroxide mineralizer.44 This manner of 
synthesis is very undesirable because the conditions inside the vesselare constantly 
changing over time. Thus it becomes very difficult to assess the true validity of the 
mineralizer as a crystal growth medium. In long term transport gr wth experiments, this 
could have an adverse effect on the crystal phase, growth rate, and solubility of KN.  For 
example, relatively small variations in the mineralizer concentration, 0.5 M versus 1M 
KOH, resulted in formation of different species in Liu’s work.45 A typical exploratory 
reaction in our lab would use 0.100g of Nb2O5 powder and 0.4mL of mineralizer. If a 2M 
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KOH solution was used the concentration of the final mineralizer would be 0.1 molar 
once all of the Nb2O5 had been converted to KNbO3.  
 
Equation 4.1 Dissolution:   3Nb2O5 (s) + 8OH
- → Nb6O19
-8 
(aq.) + H2O 






Equation 4.3 Integration:  6NbO6
-7 (aq.) + 6K
+ → 6KNbO3 + H2O 
Equation 4.4 Overall :   2KOH + Nb2O5 → 2KNbO3 + H2O 
 
Therefore to ensure a consistent environment, all reactions were performed with a 
purchased feedstock of KNbO3. Beyond guaranteeing a stable mineralizer concentration, 
starting with a feedstock of the desired target material generally ensures better size and 
quality of the resultant crystals. This has been previously demonstrated in Chapter three 
with the growth of fresnoite. 
 Primarily our exploratory work has been confined to growth in potassium 
hydroxide solutions, but during the initial phases potassium fluoride mineralizers were 
briefly investigated. Growth in this medium would form the orthorhombic phase of KN, 
however the crystals had a fibrous morphology, Figure 4.2a. Continued growth under
these conditions would be unsuitable based on the dimensionality of these crystals. 
Transport reactions could never be conducted; therefore KOH mineralizers were used 
exclusively from this point. In Liu’s hydrothermal study, it was determined that high 
concentrations (6-10M) of KOH would preferentially form the orthorhombic phase at 
subcritical temperatures.45 These crystals, while the desired phase, are quite small. 
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Another study by Li produced larger micron sized KN crystals with a 3-dimensional 
morphology from 0.1-0.5M solutions of potassium hydroxide.3 This was achieved at 
400oC, which only slightly extends into the supercritical region. Combining hi h 
potassium hydroxide concentrations and elevated temperatures, our work looked to build 
upon these two studies to produce large orthorhombic KN. 
 Using solutions of 6M KOH at 400oC resulted in a crystalline powder which was 
determined to be the orthorhombic KNbO3 phase by powder x-ray diffraction, Figure 4.1. 
While the direct synthesis of the Amm2 phase is encouraging there is little improvement 
over Li’s work when considering the size of the crystals. To increase the dimensions, 
greater solubility of KNbO3 must be achieved. Thus the reaction temperature was raised 
from 400oC to 590oC while keeping the mineralizer concentration constant. The resultant 
crystals, Figure 4.2b, were considerable larger at 0.5mm per edge and were slightly 
opaque.  The desirable orthorhombic phase is still maintained despite a significant 
increase temperature. To date these are the largest hydrothermal grown crystals of 
KNbO3, yet these crystals are too small for use as seeds in transpo t reactions. Continued 
work in this temperature regime with only slight changes in the mineralizer however 
could not yield crystals with greater dimensions.  
An unfortunate event provided the breakthrough to produce large seed sized 
crystals. At the time our current heating system involved band heaters placed on 
aluminum collars to convectively heat the autoclave. The temperature limitation of the 
system was directly related to the melting point of the alumin  collars. Deformation of 


























































































Figure 4.2: a) Fibrous growth of orthorhombic KN in potassium fluoride solutions; b) 
Orthorhombic KN crystals grown at 575oC in potassium hydroxide; c) Large growth of 








melting soon after.  To protect the autoclave and band heater from molten aluminum, 
reactions were never performed above 600oC. A full description of the heating system 
can be found in Chapter two.  During one particular reaction, the temperature controller 
sent an improper heat signal to the band heater. This caused the temp rature to increase 
past the melting point of the collar. The molten aluminum eventually destroyed the band 
heater, but the autoclave vessel retained its integrity. The KNbO3 crystals extracted from 
the ampoule were 2-3mm, which is the necessary size for seed transport experiments. 
However when the band heater succumbed to the molten aluminum, the autoclave 
returned to room temperature leaving no indication of the temperature needed to replicate 
these results. The unknown temperature conditions could be narrowed by the 
specifications of the band heater that is only capable of reaching a maximum temperature 
of 690oC. Therefore this unobserved reaction would have had to occur between 625oC 
and 690oC. To reach these temperatures safely, the heating system had to be redesigned. 
This was achieved by replacing the aluminum collar with copper, which enabled us to 
explore a new temperature region. The only drawback to this desgn change was the 
continually oxidation of the copper collar to CuO and Cu2O. This would shorten the 
lifespan of the copper and over time reduce the thermal conductivity of the collar. With 
access to higher synthesis temperatures the spontaneous nucleation growth was replicated 
at 640oC.  
 While redesigning the heating system, our mineralizer was also undergoing some 
changes. Initial work performed at concentrations of 6 molar was accompanied by 
noticeable amounts of silver attack. During long term growth reactions the ampoule may 
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succumb to this attack allowing the release of mineralizer solution, which will begin to 
dissolve the autoclave vessel at accelerated rates, leading to ultimate failure of the vessel. 
It is very costly and time consuming to replace an autoclave lost in the manner. Thus for 
any long term growth experiments, this problem must be addressed. U ually this involves 
developing growth in a different mineralizer, but in this case another solution was found.  
 The current source of KOH was purchased from Alfa Aesar and was 
manufactured by an electrolytic chloroalkali method. Potassium hydroxide produced by 
this method is generally inexpensive, however the purity is sacrificed. During the process 
small amounts of carbonate solution is added to precipitate out other impu it es such as 
calcium and magnesium. As the electrolytic reaction is completed, residual amounts of 
potassium carbonate and percarbonate are incorporated in the KOH pellets. The 
percarbonate species is an oxidant which is suspected of attacking our silver ampoules. 
This prompted the purchase of potassium hydroxide from MV Laboratories who purifies 
their potassium hydroxide by an exchange resin method rather than addi g excess 
carbonate. This eliminates the trace percarbonate species in our ampoules and future 
reactions were devoid of silver attack. 
 Fearful of silver degradation, growth conditions of KN to this point had never 
exceeded concentrations of 6 molar. However, with the removal of the percarbonate 
species, higher concentrations were explored in the new temperature regime. A reaction 
at 640oC with 14M KOH provided single crystals, Figure 4.2c, in excess of 6mm. While 
dimensions have been drastically improved, the crystals exhibited striations and 
discoloration.  The resultant blue color can be attributed to oxygen dislocations, which 
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are compensated by a reduction of the niobium metal center. This quality concern can be 
dealt with in a variety of ways and is of no serious concern at this s age. However, there 
was some apprehension that the striations were from the formatin of either the 
tetragonal or cubic KN phase, followed by cooling through the phase transitions. 
Potentially the crystal quality could be attributed to an extremely fast rate of 
crystallization leading to defects like striations and oxygen dislocations. Therefore to 
slow the rate, the temperature was decreased to 490oC, while retaining the previous KOH 
concentration. The resultant crystals were smaller, but had excellent quality, Figure 4.2d, 
as both the striations and coloration have been removed. A single crystal structure of the 
orthorhombic KN from this reaction was solved down an R-factor of 0.0137. The 
remaining crystallographic data can be seen in Table 4.1. This giveevidence to the 
direct formation of the Amm2 phase above its transition temperature. Growth in solution 
or under pressure may play some role in stabilizing this phase, but the exact reason is not 
known. Since the reaction is effectively occurring in a double sealed vessel, monitoring 
the conditions in situ is not realistic. Despite incomplete comprehension of the 
crystallization process, growth of high quality seed sized crystals has been achieved. 









































































Chemical Formula KNbO3   KTaO3   KTa1-xNbxO3 (x = 0.40) 
F. W. (g/mol)  180.01   268.05   232.83 
Space Group  Amm2 (No. 38)  Pm-3m (No. 221)  Pm-3m (No. 221) 
Crystal System  Orthorhombic  Cubic   Cubic 
a, Å   3.9750(8)  3.9897(5)  4.0053(5) 
b, Å   5.6913(11)    
c, Å   5.7144(11)  
V, Å3   129.28(4)  63.507(14)  64.255(14) 
Z   2   1   1 
Dcal, Mg/m
3  4.624   7.009 
Indices (min)  [-4,-6,-6]  [-4,-4,-4]  [-5,-4,-5] 
 (max)  [4,6,6]   [4,4,4]   [4,5,4] 
Parameters  20   6   5 
Restraints  1   0   0 
µ, mm-1   5.999   44.637   48.366 
Trans. Range  0.830 - 1.000  0.750 - 1.000  0.681 - 1.000 
2θ range, o  5.06 - 24.60  5.11 - 24.69  5.09 - 28.54 
Reflections 
    Collected 506   532   554 
    Unique   138     23     30 
 Observed 138     23     30 
R(int)   0.0218   0.0436   0.0357 
Final R (obs. Data)a 
 R1  0.0137   0.0095   0.0458 
 wR2  0.0371   0.0240   0.1062 
Final R (all data) 
 R1  0.0137   0.0095   0.0458 
 wR2  0.0371   0.0240   0.1062 
Extinction Coeff.  0.94(8)   0.24(3)   None 
Goodness of  fit (S) 1.428   1.022   1.316 
Flack Parameter  -0.04(16)  N/A   N/A 
Largest diff. Peak, e/Å3 0.550   0.374   5.290 
Largest diff. Hole, e/Å3  -0.403   -0.405   -2.078 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 







Spontaneous Nucleation of KTaO3 
 The main interest in KTaO3 has not been for optical purposes, but rather for 
photocatalytic decomposition of water. Not truly interested in this application, our goal 
was growth of large KT crystals in order to understand the behavior of tantalum in 
hydrothermal fluids. This knowledge would prove useful when growing KTN with 
varying degrees of tantalum and niobium ratios. Due to the industry’s interest in cubic 
KT, only micron sized particles have been synthesized. Hydrothermal p oduction of these 
small particles has been established in KOH mineralizers.42 Similar to KNbO3, 
hydrothermal reactions in the supercritical regions have not been rigorously explored.  
The most obvious starting point for growth of KT crystals are the same conditions 
which provided KN. However, before growth runs were commenced, a potassium 
tantalate feedstock was prepared by a solid state reaction. Stoichiometric ratios of K2CO3 
and Ta2O5 were mixed, ground and place in a platinum crucible and heated to 1100
oC. 
Powder x-ray diffraction of the final sample, Figure 4.4, confirms the presence of the 
cubic KT phase. Using this feedstock, hydrothermal reactions were initially performed at 
490oC in 14M KOH. Unfortunately, this did not provide similar results to KN. Instead 
only microcrystalline powder of cubic KT was produced under these conditions. When 
the synthesis temperature was raised to 600oC this also had little effect, with KT crystal 
dimensions of only 0.1mm per edge. These results suggest that the solubility of tantalum 
in KOH solutions is much less than that of the niobium analog. To promote higher 
solubility the KOH concentration was increased to 30 molar. Such extreme conditions 
had not yet been explored in our lab. There was concern in the silver ampoule’s ability to 
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withstand these caustic solutions, especially at temperatures above 600oC. Despite all the 
apprehension, the ampoules performed beyond all expectations as they were able to 
contain the mineralizer with no visible effects on the inside liner.    
 In these highly concentrated solutions, KT crystals, Figure 4.5, with 1.5-2mm 
dimensions were grown at 640oC. A single crystal structure was obtained from this 
reaction and the data is presented in Table 4.1 These crystals exhibit good optical clarity 
with almost no cracks or striations present. Only one quality issue i  apparent, a slight 
blue coloration attributed to tantalum reduction can be seen. As shown in the case of KN, 
the coloration can be removed by altering the conditions to promote slower growth in 
order to yield high quality crystals. However no attempt was made to remove the 
coloration. Large, high quality KT crystals do not have any applications at this time. Our 
interest was only to understand tantalum’s behavior in KOH solutions. It’s clear that 
tantalum will require much harsher conditions than niobium due to its much lower 
solubility. This information will be extremely useful, as we need to control the Nb/Ta 














































































Spontaneous Nucleation of KTa1-xNbxO3 
 The ability to control and evenly distribute tantalum and niobium throughout a 
KTN crystal is a challenge that must be met to ensure good optelec ronic performance. 
Homogeneity and the ratio of Ta/Nb are central to accessing KTN’s exceptionally 
properties. Slight changes in the ratio can have drastic effects on the Curie temperature, 
not to mention the potential phase changes at room temperature. With such stringent 
requirements and the large solubility difference between KT and KN preparing a starting 
KTN feedstock with the appropriate ratio will ensure the best chance of success. A solid 
state reaction with K2CO3, Nb2O5, and Ta2O5 were mixed, ground and heated in a 
platinum crucible at 1100oC. A specific ratio of 40% niobium and 60% tantalum was 
used.  This composition will optimize the electro-optic effects and have a Curie 
temperature slightly above room temperature.   
 Upon inspection of the product the material did not form KTN, but rather p ase 
separated into KT and KN powders. Therefore the unheated powders were press d into a 
pellet to bring the niobate and tantalate particles into closer proximity to ensure the 
formation of the KTN composition. The sample was heated at 24 hour intervals then was 
ground, repressed, and reheated for a total of 72 hours. Powder x-ray diffction on the 
resultant powder shows, Figure 4.6, a small shift in the reflections from the index pattern 
for KTN. The composition in the database is KTa0.77Nb0.23O3 and should have a larger 
unit cell than our 60:40 ratio.46 The presence of less tantalum in our sample would 
account for the shift to higher 2θ values. All hydrothermal reactions in this section were 
performed with the prepared KTN feedstock. 
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In the previous sections, conditions were determined for growth of KN and KT with 
synthesis temperatures ranging from 490-640oC and molar concentrations of KOH 
between 14 and 30. The initial KTN reaction was performed with solutions of 20M KOH 
heated to 575oC. This would provide a comprised between the KN and KT growth 
conditions. The resultant crystals grown from these conditions were analyzed by energy 
dispersive x-ray (EDX) and powder x-ray diffraction. It was determine that the crystalline 
product consisted primarily of orthorhombic KNbO3. EDX analysis was able to identify 
some tantalum content in a small number of crystals. However, th  concentration was 
between 2-5% by mole, which falls very short of the 60% goal. It was concluded that at 
this temperature and molarity the solution is more saturated with niobium rather than 
tantalum. To counter this, a reaction was performed with conditions of 30M KOH and 
640oC, which provided growth of large KT crystals. Yet, even at these conditions 
orthorhombic KNbO3 continued to phase separate. Analysis on the crystals was found to 
contain both metal centers consisting of 20-40% tantalum. This indicates tantalum is now 
in solution in appreciable amounts. Still the main obstacle to forming KTN crystals of the 
desired composition is suppressing the KNbO3 phase formation. It was speculated that 
the orthorhombic niobate phase was crystallizing before the solution was saturated with 
tantalum.  
 Typically in spontaneous nucleation reactions one band heater is appl ed to the 
autoclave, which only covers a portion of the ampoule. The upper section not covered is 
lower in temperature by 120oC or more. This is a very large temperature difference that 
may promote crystallization of KNbO3 before tantalum saturation is achieved. Therefore 
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to slow crystallization a gradient of 50oC was applied by using a second band heater. In 
addition to this, the feedstock temperature was raised to 660oC to further increase 
tantalum solubility. Under the established gradient, all examined crystals were cubic 
KTN with an average tantalum concentration of 56%. The quality of these crystals was 
suitable to get a structure solution with a R-factor of 0.0458. The size of the crystals is 
promising for future transport growth. Visibly though, the crystals, Figure 4.7, have a 
deep blue coloration indicating reduction of the metal centers. To eliminate the reduction 
issue the gradient could be tighten even more to promote slower growth. Fur er steps 
can be taken by addition of an oxidation such as KNO3, but this would require the use of 
gold or platinum ampoules. Any such change would be done once significant transport 
growth parameters had been established.  
 In this study congruently saturating conditions for growth of KTN has been 
achieved with an approximated tantalum concentration of 56%. This composition i  
acceptable to access KTN’s desirable properties however the homogeneity of the crystals 
must also be determined. This was achieved using an elemental mapping function. In the 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) picture, Figure 4.8, the white dots signify the 
presence of a specific atom on the surface of the crystal. From the images the tantalum to 
niobium content in the crystal is clearly homogenous. Thus both the ratio and 
homogeneity difficulties faced by the common melt techniques have been overcome in 





























































































Transport Growth of KNbO3 
 Typically in transport reactions seed crystals sizes of 3mm are required. These 
dimensions ensure that the seed crystal remains intact after the hole is drilled. 
Unfortunately, KNbO3 is a relatively soft oxide and is prone to cleavage. Therefore, 
larger than normal crystals were needed to successfully drill a hole. Suitable seeds, 
Figure 4.2c, for transport growth were obtained at higher temperatur s. While these 
crystals are of diminished quality, the overall dimensions are more important for 
consideration as seed crystals. The lessened quality of these se ds is inconsequential. 
Mild conditions can be applied to promote high quality growth of any material 
transported to the surface of the seed. When the crystal is fabricated for device interface 
the high quality growth will be extracted.  
 All transport reactions were performed in floating silver ampoules with lengths of 
6 inches. A variety of mineralizer and temperature conditions were used, but the outcome 
of every reaction was the same. The seed crystals would always fracture and then fall to 
the feedstock zone. Recovery of these seeds was usually possible due to the mild 
conditions. Upon inspection, it was noticed that the breakage would always occur along 
the drill point. Potassium niobate is known to have several cleavage pln s and using 
powder x-ray diffraction the (110) plane was identified as the fracture plane in our 
study.47 During the initial heating of the autoclave the outer fill water will created excess 
pressure that will slightly crush the ampoule. In an attempt to prevent this, the ampoule 
was crimped below the seed. Partially crushing the tube before it is placed in the 
autoclave can to some degree direct any further deformation of the ampoule. Even with 
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these precautions, the KN seeds continued to crack along the (110) plane.  Transport 
reactions therefore were suspended. Designs currently underway on a fixed silver lined 
autoclave represent the best hope for any success. In this system, the silver vessel will fit 
as a sleeve in the autoclave and will not be subjected to pressure which ould cause 
deformation. Until this design has been finished, transport growth of KNbO3 will not be 
continued. 
 
Infrared Spectroscopy of KT-KTN-KN Crystals 
 Hydrothermal growth has an inherent risk of incorporating undesired amounts of 
solvent in crystalline materials. In some cases, simple oxide based materials can be 
completely transformed into new hydrated or hydroxide species. These concerns in 
KNbO3 were first explored by Goh.
44 Infrared studies revealed the inclusion of water and 
hydroxyl groups in hydrothermal KNbO3 powders synthesized at 200
oC in 6M KOH. 
Also utilizing thermogravimetric analysis he was able determine an approximate 
composition of K0.95Nb0.99O2.92(OH)0.08·0.05H2O. While only small amounts of water and 
hydroxide are present, this can have very detrimental effects on he nonlinear properties. 
This was demonstrated by Li’s study, which examined the SHG signal of hydrothermal 
KN powders.3 Initial signals were considerably low, however after heating the samples to 
1000oC the SHG signals increased by several orders of magnitude.  Firing the samples 
can effectively remove any residual water in the sample, which may be interfering with 
the SHG signal. However, this would require multiple phase changes which would 
severely crack our large crystals.  
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 As our studies used extreme concentrations of KOH to crystallize KN, KT, and 
KTN there was much concern over the possibility of inclusions. Therefor  an infrared 
spectrum, Figure 4.9, for each material was taken from 400-4000cm-1. The broad peak 
visible in all three spectrum from 600-650cm-1 is attributed to the v3 mode of the corner 
shared NbO6 and TaO6 octahedra.
48-52 The areas of interest for water and hydroxide have 
none of the characteristic peaks in any of the spectrums. While this is encouraging it is 
also surprising.  
 Goh synthesized his KN powders in 6M KOH, while our growth occurred in 14-
30M KOH. It could be suggested that hydroxide inclusion would be more likely in higher 
concentrations. Another difference between the studies may actually account for the lack 
of hydroxide in our materials. All three of our materials were synthesized at much higher 
temperatures than Goh’s KN powder.  Good examples to illustrate the importance of this 
difference are the studies performed by Shafer and Roy53-54 on Y2O3 in pressurized water 
systems. When yttria is subjected to hydrothermal solutions, formati n of YO(OH) or 
Y(OH)3 can form at temperatures below 700
oC. However, at elevated temperatures the 
two hydroxide species are suppressed and the Y2O3 phase is crystallized. Their studies 
also outlined the transition temperatures for a variety of other simple oxide materials. The 
temperature can vary greatly dependent on the material. For example La2O3 can be 
formed at 500oC in lower pressures. While no study has been conducted in regards to our 
materials, the lack hydroxide present may be attributed to high synt esis temperatures. It 
is a general observation that fluids at much higher temperatures and hydroxide 
































































 Growth of KN and KTN has been achieved using many of the traditional high 
temperature methods. The quality necessary to utilize their desirable properties is still a 
major difficulty though. Inhomogeneity, metal reduction, and striations continue to 
prevent implementing the crystals into useful devices. Subcritical hydrothermal growth of 
these materials has been able to address some of the difficulties, but growth beyond 
micron sized crystals has yet to be realized. Our study explored the growth of these 
materials in supercritical fluids.  In doing so our existing heating system had to be 
redesigned to accommodate temperatures in excess of 600oC. Additionally, extremely 
concentrated solutions of potassium hydroxide were utilized for the first time. Fabricated 
by an exchange resin technique, the KOH was free from percarbonate impurities allowing 
us to reach concentrations of 30 molar without any silver degradation.  The time and 
effort to achieve the higher synthesis temperatures and concentrations has been richly 
rewarded. In these systems, the crystals of KT, KTN, and KN are the largest grown by 
hydrothermal methods to date. In addition, these conditions have allowed growth of many 
other important materials beyond the title compounds. These materials will be discussed 
Chapter eight of this manuscript.  
 Spontaneous crystallization of KN crystals did exceed necessary izes to pursue 
transport growth. However due to a (110) cleavage plane, the seed crystals would always 
fracture as the silver ampoule was partially collapsing due to excess outer fill pressure. 
Therefore, future transport growth can only take place in silver lin d vessels, which will 
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not collapse onto the seed. With the difficulties experienced in KN reactions, transport 
growth of KTN will not be attempted until silver lined vessels become available. 
 An infrared study was conducted on each of the title compounds to determine 
residual hydroxyl or water contaminants. Even in extremely concentrated potassium 
hydroxide solutions, there were no detectable impurities in the crystals. Single crystal 
structures obtained, also provide evidence to the excellent quality of these materials. The 
only quality issue that remains to this point is metal reduction, which can be dealt with 
easily when commercial growth is conducted in platinum or gold ampoules. It is apparent 
that hydrothermal growth has been able to overcome many of the difficulties associated 
with traditional crystal growth methods. We look forward to growth of even larger, high 
quality crystals once silver lined vessels can be utilized. 
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  The ternary system BaO-TiO2-Ta2O5 has been previously explored by Vanderah.
1 
In searching for complex titanium tantalum oxides for potential dielectric applications, 
she was able to identify a number of novel materials. These samples wer  predominately 
prepared by solid state synthesis in the form of powders. Only two samples, 
Ba10Ti27Ta2O69 and Ba18Ti53Ta2O129, were synthesized as small single crystals from an 
off stoichiometric melt. The form of the solid state powders and small single crystals 
prevents measurements of the dielectric properties or further sructural studies. Single 
crystals of suitable size are required to accurately determin  the physical properties of 
these materials. This however is not an easy task to accomplish. Tantalum oxide tends to 
be chemically inert under most reaction conditions, thus making crystal growth very 
difficult. This has been observed in the growth of KTN by the Czochralski method. 
Growth of tantalum rich, homogenous crystals is quite challenging, which prevents 
widespread use of KTN.2 Furthermore, the only crystals prepared by Vanderah during her 
study are very tantalum dilute.1 Species with high tantalum ratios could only be 
synthesized as powders, not crystals. 
 In Chapter 4 we demonstrated the utility of hydrothermal fluids to prepare both 
KTN and KTaO3 single crystals. Therefore the phase space of BaO-TiO2- a2O5 was 
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explored by hydrothermal synthesis in an effort to characterize new ternary tantalum rich 
species. However, our previous success with tantalum involved highly concentrated 
potassium hydroxide solutions. When in the presence of these hydroxide ich fluids, TiO2 
reacts to preferentially form whiskers of potassium hexatitanates.3 Thi  will severely limit 
crystallization of any ternary materials. Thus we chose to explore fluorides as a 
mineralizer. Titanates, such as fresnoite, Ba2TiSi2O8, have been grown out of potassium 
fluoride solutions in Chapter 3. To further reduce the chance of incorporating the alkali 
metal, cesium fluoride was chosen as a mineralizer. It has been our experience that 
cesium is the least likely of all the alkali fluorides to crystallize in the final products. In 
order to promote tantalum solubility in this mineralizer, concentrated solutions of 6 molar 
were used. During the study five novel species were crystallized and will be discussed in 
this chapter.  
 
Experimental 
The investigation of the BaO-TiO2-Ta2O5 system was performed by loading 
various ratios of BaO, TiO2, and Ta2O5 into 2” x 1/4” silver tubes with 0.4mL of 6M 
cesium fluoride solutions. A total of 4.475 x 10-5 moles of BaO, TiO2, and Ta2O5 
reactants were used. The ampoules were loaded into a 27mL internal volume, Inconel 
autoclave and then subjected to conditions of 575oC and 20,000psi for six days. Upon 
retrieving the ampoules, the welded ends were removed and the contents flushed onto 
filter paper using deionized water. The resultant crystals and powers were characterized 
by x-ray diffraction techniques, energy dispersive x-ray analysis and infrared analysis. 
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The Chemistry of the Ternary System 
 The final products characterized in the BaO-TiO2-Ta2O5 phase space have been 
displayed as a ternary map in Figure 5.1. The single crystal species in the phase space are 
designated by a number with an asterisk, whereas the powder products just have a 
corresponding number. A wide range of fifteen different species forming as crystals or 
powders were characterized during the study.  Many of these have incorporated cesium 
and fluorine into the structure, which makes this a quaternary rather than ternary system. 
However, since the mineralizer concentration and volume were kept constant throughout 
the study, the phase diagram, Figure 5.1, can be viewed as a single layer of the quaternary 
system. The location of this plane is designated in the three dim ns onal triangle 
displayed in Figure 5.2.  
 Along the BaO-TiO2 binary edge, a number of known structures were found, most 
notably BaTiO3. Barium titanate is a classical ferroelectric material that has a low 
temperature tetragonal structure.4 Above its Curie temperature of 125oC, it exists in the 
cubic Pm-3m structure.5-6 Single crystal x-ray diffraction reveals our crystals adopt the 
high temperature cubic form. While these were obviously subjected to temperatures 
above the Curie point, it was expected to revert to the tetragonal phase upon cooling. This 
expectation was based on other BaTiO3 synthesis techniques in which the structure does 
revert to the room temperature phase even though they are grown well above the Curie 
point.  Despite this curious result, conditions to form BaTiO3 in hydrothermal solutions 
are important if future growth of this material is ever attempted.  Sizable high quality 
spontaneous nucleated crystals occurred at the ideal one to one ratio of BaO and TiO2.  
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Figure 5.1: The phase diagram for BaO-TiO2-Ta2O5 in hydrothermal solutions of 6M 
CsF. All reactions were performed at 575oC, with 20,000psi of pressure for six days. 









Figure 5.2: A three dimensional view of the quaternary BaO-TiO2 a2O5-CsF system. 










BaTiO3 crystal formation of lesser quality can also be found at higher concentrations of 
BaO, but is accompanied by large amounts of BaF2 crystallization.  
 As the BaO-TiO2 binary system becomes more titanium rich, crystals of 
Ba4Ti13O30 and BaTi5O11 begin to form. Ba4Ti13O30 crystallizes in the Cmca space group
7 
and is commonly added to various ceramic compositions to improve mechanical d 
dielectric performance.8-9 Crystals of Ba4Ti13O30 and BaTi5O11 are present when titanium 
constitutes 80% of the mixture. O’Bryan likewise saw formation of both species from a 
single reaction mixture while trying to specifically form BaTi5O11 by solid state 
synthesis.10 Using a one to five barium titanium ratio he was able to prepare B Ti5O11 
powders, but if the reaction mixture was quickly quenched from the synthesis 
temperature of 1100oC Ba4Ti13O30 was formed. Contrary to Ba4Ti13O30, BaTi5O11 
properties have been well study and have generated a lot of interest as a microwave 
dielectric material.11-12 Thus a variety of techniques have been used to synthesize 
powders for pressed ceramics.13-18 Potentially, single crystals might have improved 
dielectric properties compared to ceramics, which are known t have high dielectric loss 
associated with grain boundaries. Therefore, the crystallization conditions found during 
this study may be important if BaTi5O11 continues to develop as a viable dielectric 
material. The best conditions for BaTi5O11 crystal growth is displayed in Figure 5.3, 
along with the optimal conditions for all single crystals generated during this study.  
 Further increases in the titanium concentration have resulted in thin crystal fibers 
of rutile, TiO2.  A starting component and important birefringent material, growth of 
rutile has previously been established by Kuznetsov in fluoride solutions.19 His study 
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demonstrated three dimensional single crystal growth using sodium, potassium, and 
ammonia fluoride solutions. Growth in potassium fluoride was specifically highlighted 
for potential commercial growth. Continued growth in CsF solutions however will most 
likely not be explored further due to the one dimensionality of the crystals.  
 The formation of species along the BaO-Ta2O5 binary edge was more diverse than 
the BaO-TiO2 binary system. At the one to one ratio of barium oxide to tantalum oxide 
the hexagonal bronze, BaTa2O6,
 forms as thin crystal rods.20-21 This also has dielectric 
properties, but has not been as extensively studied as BaTi5O11.
20 As the system becomes 
more tantalum rich the major product is a cubic species, CsTa2O5F, with minor formation 
of the mineral parabariomicrolite, BaTa4O10(OH)2·2H2O.  The crystal structure for 
CsTa2O5F has been solved by Babel, but the reflections have not been characterized by 
powder x-ray diffraction.22 Thus in Figure 5.4, the experimental reflections are compared 
against the indexed reflections for RbTa2O5F, which is isostructural with CsTa2O5F.
23 A 
few of the minor reflections could not be attributed to CsTa2O5F. These have been 
assigned to the indexed reflections of the hydrated barium tantalate, 
BaTa4O10(OH)2·2H2O.
24 Unfortunately most of BaTa4O10(OH)2·2H2O reflections overlap 
with CsTa2O5F reflections, which makes identification difficult. The assignmet was 
based on the minor reflections at two theta values of 14, 29, and 42, which are not 
indicative of CsTa2O5F. Further evidence is offered by infrared analysis on the powders 
which located stretches at 1610cm-1 and 3627cm-1 indicative of crystallized water and 
hydroxide.25   The other major species along the BaO-Ta2O5 binary edge include BaF2 
and a novel Ba3Ta4O12F2 species. Barium fluoride is present over much of the binary 
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system as either powders or single crystals. The novel specie , Ba3Ta4O12F2, forms only 
as powders except for barium concentrations of 30%, when it crystallizes as colorless 
rods. It is isostructural with Pb3Nb4O12F2 and Pb3Ta4O12F2, which have been previously 
prepared by a PbF2 flux.
26 The crystal structure of Ba3Ta4O12F2 will be discussed in a 
later section. 
 Along the TiO2-Ta2O5 binary edge, powders of CsTa2-xTixO5-xF1+x were prepared 
at every data point. The composition of this material was assigned o  the basis of the 
powder x-ray diffraction pattern, Figure 5.5, which was prepared at a 30%TiO2 to 70% 
Ta2O5 ratio. In the figure the reflections are again compared against the indexed 
reflections for RbTa2O5F. Clearly isostructural with CsTa2O5F, there are no unaccounted 
reflections that could suggest formation of another species in which the titanium could be 
incorporating. Thus it is very probable that titanium is sharing the metal site with 
tantalum to form a material with the composition CsTa2-x ixO5-xF1+x. Further support for 
this argument is the published crystal structure of CsTi2O3F3, which is isostructural with 
CsTa2O5F.
27 With the endpoints of CsTa2-xTixO5-xF1+x established, it seems very plausible 
to suggest a structure with this composition. Also in favor are the numerous examples in 
the literature where tantalum and titanium are known to readily form disordered metal 
sites.1,28-31 This is due to their similar size and preferred octahedral geometry. This metal 
disorder has been observed by single crystal x-ray and energy dispersive x-ray analysis in 
many other species synthesized in this study.  
 Other materials formed in the titanium tantalum binary system include rutile 















































































   















































































































































































































































































































the P21/m space group in a reaction mixture of one to one ratio of TiO2 and Ta2O5. 
However as the system becomes more titanium dilute the material adopts a Cmcm phase, 
which is isostructural with K2TiOF4·H2O.
32 Both phases have linear chains of corner 
sharing titanium oxyfluoro octahedra, with only small structural differences. The 
segregation and formation of the different structure types will be explained during the 
discussion of the two crystal structures of Cs2TiOF4·H2O. 
 One species, BaF2, is present over approximately 60% of the phase space. The 
thermodynamic stability of barium fluoride and other alkaline earth fluorides can be 
problematic in hydrothermal fluids. In many cases these fluorides will sequester the 
alkaline earth elements, thus preventing or limiting formation of other desired materials. 
The fact that alkali fluorides are commonly used as mineralizers adds further 
complications. Therefore conditions to suppress the alkaline earth fluorides, while still 
employing fluoride mineralizers would help design many future reactions beyond this 
study.  Figure 5.1 shows BaF2 crystals present when BaO constitutes sixty percent of the 
reaction mixture. However there are a number of other materials also crystallizing with 
this BaO concentration. In fact, BaF2 is only a minor product in these reactions. At lower 
BaO ratios, the BaF2 phase is almost always a minor product in the form of powders. By 
limiting the overall concentration to less than sixty percent muliple barium species were 
found to crystallize. This could potentially serve as a guideline for futu e crystal growth 
systems.  
 The single most abundant species in the entire system is based off a novel species 
already briefly discussed, Ba3Ta4O12F2. In the ternary phase space, titanium incorporation 
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into this structure is suspected in much the same way as it wasin CsTa2-xTixO5-xF1+x. A 
reaction composition of 70% BaO, 20% Ta2O5, and 10% TiO2 formed a powder, Figure 
5.6, which clearly matches the indexed reflections for Pb3Nb4O12F2. The only other 
product forming in this reaction mixture were single crystals of barium fluoride. With no 
indication of other titanium containing species in the powder diffraction pattern, it is 
assumed that a disorder titanium tantalum metal site is present. This leads to a species 
with a composition of Ba3Ta4-xTixO12-xF2+x. Unlike CsTa2-xTixO5-xF1+x, there is no 
titanium isostructural end member documented in the literature for Ba3Ta4-xTixO12-xF2+x. 
Despite the lack of a titanium end member, this assumption is validated by the remaining 
undiscussed species, Ba27Ta2Ti61O144F18 and Ba3Ta3-xTi5+xO20-xF1+x. These two novel 
species can be prepared as single crystals over much of the phase s ace. Both contain 
disordered titanium tantalum metal sites, which will be presented during their crystal 
structure discussion.  
 As the reaction mixture became more titanium and tantalum rich, the relative 
amount of total crystallization of tantalum containing crystals dropped significant. When 
BaO constituted only 20% or less, only three to four small spontaneously n c eated 
crystals of Ba3Ti5+xTa3-xO20-xF1+x or Ba27Ta2Ti61O144F18 could be observed in the reaction 
vessel. The remaining reactants combined to form powders of various specie . The most 
obvious conclusion for the lack of crystallization could be tied to the low barium 
concentration. Yet another possibility may include the reaction of BaO with water to 
produced soluble Ba(OH)2. The hydroxide contributed from BaO can now act as a 
mineralizer itself. Tantalum solubility in hydroxide solutions was established in highly 
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concentrated, 20-30M, solutions of potassium hydroxide in chapter four. The hydroxide 
concentration in this case would be comparatively small.  However, combined with 
cesium fluoride it does increase the solubility of tantalum in this ternary system. This was 
demonstrated by two separate reactions involving only Ta2O5 powder. In cesium fluoride 
solutions, only powders of CsTa2O5F could be identified. However, when a small amount 
of cesium hydroxide was added in order to mimic the hydroxide contribution from BaO, 
crystals of CsTa2O5F were synthesized. This indicates that the truly active mineraliz r for 
formation of tantalum containing crystals is probably a mixture of hydroxides and 
fluorides. Further evidence can be seen by the single crystal products formed along the 
TiO2-Ta2O5 binary edge. Crystallization of titanates persists, but there is a lack of 
tantalum crystallization. Tantalum activity along this binary edge is confined to powders 
of CsTa2-xTixO5-xF1+x, not single crystals. The importance of this mineralizer composition 
will be demonstrated in Chapter 7, where it is used to control the formation of various 
novel thorium silicates.  
 In total, seven novel species were identified while exploring the BaO-TiO2-Ta2O5 
phase space in cesium fluoride mineralizers. These include Ba3Ta4O12F2, Ba3Ta4-xTixO12-
xF2+x, Ba3Ti5+xTa3-xO20-xF1+x, Ba27Ta2Ti61O144F18, CsTa2-xTixO5-xF1+x, Cs2TiOF4·H2O 
(P21/m), and Cs2TiOF4·H2O (Cmcm). In the following sections the crystal structure of the 



























































































Figure 5.7: a) Crystals of Ba27Ti61Ta2O144F18; b) Crystals of Ba3Ti5+xTa3-xO20-xF1+x; c) 










The Crystal Structure of Ba27Ta2Ti61O144F18 
 
 The new crystal Ba27Ti61Ta2O144F18 forms hydrothermally as small blue 
rhombohedra. Successive refinements have obtained an acceptable R-factor of 0.0354 in 
the trigonal R-3 space group. The unit cell axes are quite large with a = 13.1651(19)Å and  
c = 21.179(4)Å, which accommodates the large empirical formula. A complete list of the 
crystallographic data is available in Table 5.1. The bond distance and angle data is 
presented in Tables 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4. The atomic coordinates are contained in Appendix 
A. 
 Inspection of the asymmetric unit, Figure 5.8, reveals Ti1, Ti2, and Ti3 are 
disordered titanium tantalum sites. Ti4 and Ti5 have been refined solely as titanium. This 
mixed site is not uncommon; in fact all of the currently known barium titanium tantalates 
in the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database have some degree of m tal disorder.33  Both 
titanium and tantalum tend to adopt octahedral geometries with similar oxide bond 
lengths which lead to this disorder in Ba27Ti61Ta2O144F18. During the initial stages of 
structure refinement, Shelxtl designated the three disordered sits as barium in an 
octahedral environment with short oxide bonds. Replacing the barium with either 
tantalum or titanium alone leads to an unstable refinement. To satisfy the electron density 
of the site, titanium and tantalum were disordered.  
 The degree of disorder was assigned based on optimization of thermal parameters, 
R-factor, energy dispersive x-ray analysis and literature precedence. It was reported that 
Ba10Ti27Ta2O69 and Ba18Ti53Ta2O129 both crystallize in C2/m and have disorder over ten 
and fifteen sites respectively.1 The complex empirical formulas of these two species are 
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Table 5.1 




Chemical Formula Ba27Ta2Ti61O144F18 Ba3Ta4O12F2  Ba3Ta2.50Ti5.50O19.50F1.5 
F. W. (g/mol)  9637.98   1365.82   1468.34 
Space Group  R-3 (No. 148)  P42/mnm (No. 136) P63/mcm (No. 193) 
Crystal System  Trigonal   Tetragonal  Hexagonal 
a, Å   13.1651(19)  12.7610(18)  9.0429(13) 
b, Å     
c, Å   21.179(4)  7.5072(15)  11.720(2) 
V, Å3   3178.9(9)  1222.5(3)  830.0(2) 
Z   1   4   2 
Dcal, Mg/m
3  5.035   7.421   5.876 
Indices (min)  [-15,-15,-25]  [-14,-15,-8]  [-10,-10,-13] 
 (max)  [15,15,25]  [15,15,9]  [10,10,13] 
Parameters  129   62   29 
Restraints  0   0   0 
µ, mm-1   13.653   45.233   25.999 
Trans. Range  0.743 - 1.000  0.359 - 1.000  0.712 - 1.000 
2θ range, o  2.03 - 25.37   3.15 - 25.23  2.60 - 24.91 
Reflections 
    Collected 9370   9671   6173 
    Unique   1308       639     291 
 Observed 1242     623     211 
R(int)   0.0594   0.1501   0.1290 
Final R (obs. Data)a 
 R1  0.0354   0.0646   0.0429 
 wR2  0.0654   0.1224   0.0757 
Final R (all data) 
 R1  0.0387   0.0668   0.0606 
 wR2  0.0664   0.1231   0.0794 
Extinction Coeff.  0.000121(5)  0.00073(6)  None 
Goodness of  fit (S) 1.232   1.472   0.829 
Largest diff. Peak, e/Å3 0.947   2.622   2.579 
Largest diff. Hole, e/Å3  -0.845   -2.206   -1.207 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 









Selected Bond Distances (Å) about Ba Atoms in Ba27T 2Ti61O144F18 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Barium Polyhedra  
 
 Ba1  Distance    Ba2  Distance 
 O1                     3.074(6)    O4                2.876(6)  
 O1 1                   3.074(6)    O4 1                  2.876(6) 
 O1 2                   3.074(6)    O4 2                  2.876(6) 
 O5                     3.007(6)    O4 3                   2.876(6) 
 O5 1                   3.007(6)    O4 4                  2.876(6)  
 O5 2                   3.007(6)    O4 5                  2.876(6) 
 O8                    2.813(5)    O6                2.794(6) 
 O8 1                   2.813(5)    O6 1                  2.794(6) 
 O8 2                   2.813(5)    O6 2                  2.794(6) 
 F1                     2.781(5)    O6 3                   2.794(6) 
 F1 1                   2.781(5)    O6 4                  2.794(6) 
 F1 2                   2.781(5)    O6 5                  2.794(6) 
 
   
    Ba3  Distance 
    O1 6                   3.122(6)  
    O2                     3.213(6) 
    O2 9                   2.983(6)  
    O3                      2.756(6) 
    O3 9                   2.824(6)  
    O5 7                   2.764(5)  
    O7 8                   2.802(5)  
    O8 1                   2.736(6)  
    F1                      2.611(5)  
    F1 6                   2.633(5)  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes: 1 -x+y+1,-x+1,z     2 -y+1,x-y,z      3 -x+4/3,-y+2/3,-z+2/3      
              4 x-y+1/3,x-1/3,-z+2/3     5 y+1/3,-x+y+2/3,-z+2/3     6 -x+1,-y+1,-z      
   7 y,-x+y+1,-z      8 x+1/3,y+2/3,z-1/3      9 y-1/3,-x+y+1/3,-z+1/3     








Selected Bond Distances (Å) about Ti Atoms in Ba27T 2Ti61O144F18 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 [Ti/TaO6] Octahedra 
 
 Ti1/Ta1  Distance    Ti2/Ta2  Distance 
 O1                      1.980(6)    O1                1.874(6) 
 O1 1                   1.980(6)    O2 13                  1.952(6) 
 O1 2                   1.980(6)    O3 15                 1.897(6) 
 O1 10                  1.980(6)    O4 17                  2.087(6) 
 O1 11                  1.980(6)    O5                      1.933(6) 
 O1 12                  1.980(6)    F1                      2.069(5) 
 
 
 Ti3/Ta3  Distance    Ti4  Distance 
 O2 3                   2.010(6)    O2 9                  2.070(6) 
 O4 2                   1.977(6)    O3 9                  1.900(6) 
 O4 4                   1.964(6)    O6 3                  1.916(6) 
 O5 19                  1.841(6)    O7 5                   2.001(5) 
 O6 1                   2.159(6)    O7 22                  2.069(6) 
 O7                     1.942(5)    O8 1                   1.844(6) 
 
    Ti5  Distance 
    O6 3                   1.991(6)  
    O6 4                   1.991(6)  
    O6 5                   1.991(6) 
    O8                     1.930(6)  
    O8 1                   1.930(6)  
    O8 2                   1.930(6)  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes: 1 -x+y+1,-x+1,z     2 -y+1,x-y,z      3 -x+4/3,-y+2/3,-z+2/3      
              4 x-y+1/3,x-1/3,-z+2/3     5 y+1/3,-x+y+2/3,-z+2/3     6 -x+1,-y+1,-z      
   7 y,-x+y+1,-z      8 x+1/3,y+2/3,z-1/3      9 y-1/3,-x+y+1/3,-z+1/3     
   10 x-y+1/3,x-1/3,-z-1/3      11 y+1/3,-x+y+2/3,-z-1/3    12 -x+4/3,-y+2/3,-z-1/3      
              13 -y+4/3,x-y+2/3,z-1/3     14 -x+y+1/3,-x+2/3,z-1/3    15 x-y+1,x,-z      
   16 y,-x+y,-z      17 x-y+2/3,x+1/3,-z+1/3     18 y+2/3,-x+y+4/3,-z+1/3    
   19 x-1/3,y-2/3,z+1/3      20 x-y+2/3,x-2/3,-z+1/3     21 -x+y+2/3,-x+1/3,z+1/3      










Selected Bond Angles (o) about Ti/Ta Atoms in Ba27Ti61Ta2O144F18 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 [Ti/TaO6] Octahedra 
 
 O-Ti1/Ta1-O  Angles    O-Ti2/Ta2-O/F  Angles   
 O1 1-Ti1/Ta1-O1             90.1(2)    O1-Ti2/Ta2-O2 13          100.5(3) 
 O1 1-Ti1/Ta1-O1 2           90.1(2)    O1-Ti2/Ta2-O3 15            92.7(3) 
 O1 2-Ti1/Ta1-O1 11         179.998(1)   O1-Ti2/Ta2-F1               83.2(2) 
 O1 10-Ti1/Ta1-O1            89.9(2)    O3 15-Ti2/Ta2-O5            92.8(2) 
 O1 10-Ti1/Ta1-O1 1         179.998(1)   O3 15-Ti2/Ta2-F1           174.1(2) 
 O1 10-Ti1/Ta1-O1 2          89.9(2)    O5-Ti2/Ta2-F1               83.7(2) 
             
 O-Ti3/Ta3-O  Angles    O-Ti4-O   Angles 
 O5 19-Ti3/Ta3-O2 3          97.3(3)    O3 9-Ti4-O7 5           96.7(2) 
 O5 19-Ti3/Ta3-O4 4          84.8(2)    O6 3-Ti4-O2 9          176.0(3) 
 O5 19-Ti3/Ta3-O7            97.6(2)    O8 1-Ti4-O3 9           95.5(3) 
 O7-Ti3/Ta3-O2 3             82.4(2)    O8 1-Ti4-O6 3           85.9(2) 
 O7-Ti3/Ta3-O4 4            100.2(2)   O8 1-Ti4-O7 5          164.3(3) 
 O7-Ti3/Ta3-O6 1             78.1(2)    O8 1-Ti4-O7 22          90.8(2) 
 
    O-Ti5-O   Angles 
    O6 4-Ti5-O6 3           91.2(2) 
    O8-Ti5-O6 4            167.9(2)  
    O8-Ti5-O8 2             89.8(2)  
    O8 1-Ti5-O6 4           98.6(2)  
    O8 2-Ti5-O6 3          167.9(2)  
    O8 2-Ti5-O6 4           81.6(2)  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes: 1 -x+y+1,-x+1,z     2 -y+1,x-y,z      3 -x+4/3,-y+2/3,-z+2/3      
              4 x-y+1/3,x-1/3,-z+2/3     5 y+1/3,-x+y+2/3,-z+2/3     6 -x+1,-y+1,-z      
   7 y,-x+y+1,-z      8 x+1/3,y+2/3,z-1/3      9 y-1/3,-x+y+1/3,-z+1/3     
   10 x-y+1/3,x-1/3,-z-1/3      11 y+1/3,-x+y+2/3,-z-1/3    12 -x+4/3,-y+2/3,-z-1/3      
              13 -y+4/3,x-y+2/3,z-1/3     14 -x+y+1/3,-x+2/3,z-1/3    15 x-y+1,x,-z      
   16 y,-x+y,-z      17 x-y+2/3,x+1/3,-z+1/3     18 y+2/3,-x+y+4/3,-z+1/3    
   19 x-1/3,y-2/3,z+1/3      20 x-y+2/3,x-2/3,-z+1/3     21 -x+y+2/3,-x+1/3,z+1/3      






 reminiscent of our Ba27Ti61Ta2O144F18. It is important to note that Vanderah 
characterized these two species as single crystal structures.  Tantalum rich species like 
Ba6Ta8Ti2O30 and Ba10Ta7.04Ti1.2O30 have only been prepared as powders.
28,30 Therefore 
when the metal sites in Ba27Ti61Ta2O144F18 were refined, the crystal structures of 
Ba10Ti27Ta2O69 and Ba18Ti53Ta2O129 provided a general starting point for tantalum 
occupancy ratios. Both of these species have tantalum with low site occupancies between 
0.8% and 21.6%. Using these numbers we were able to optimize the structural factors to 
include site of occupancies for Ta1, Ta2, and Ta3 as 41.7%, 2.1%, and 2.1% respectively.  
 The fluorine designation was performed using bond valence sums. When F1 is 
refined as oxygen it has an unsaturated bond valence of 1.569v.u. with an extremely 
small thermal parameter. Substituting fluorine provides a more acc ptable valence sum of 
1.207v.u. This improved the thermal parameter, while also lowering the R-factor from 
0.0364 to the current value of 0.0354. Even designated as a fully occupied fluorine site, 
the overall charge balance of our species is slightly positive. Instead of disordering 
fluorine over another oxygen site, the difference was satisfied by assuming tantalum is 
reduced to an oxidation state of four. The dark blue/black appearance of th se crystals 
suggests a reduction of a metal species. In chapter four we observed blue coloration in 
KTN and KTaO3 crystals. However growth of rutile, TiO2, in hydrothermal fluids is also 
known to have blue to black coloration when it is slightly reduced. The choice of 
tantalum was based on Vanderah’s decision to refine the Ba18Ti53Ta2O129 structure with a 
reduced tantalum state rather than titanium. In reality, there is most likely reduction in 
both metals. Furthermore, the Ba27Ti61Ta2O144F18 formula will vary slightly from one 
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crystal to another as the tantalum titanium ratios fluctuate, but it retains the overall 
structural features.  
 In the asymmetric unit, Figure 5.8, Ti1 can be seen as corner sharing with the 
other metal centers. As for the remaining titanium sites, they ar  edge sharing with other 
octahedra to form a rutile like chain structure. The long range structure, Figure 5.9, shows 
these chains extends along the c-axis. Ti1, shown as gray polyhedra, act s a bridge 
between these chains to form the framework structure. The voids in the framework are 
occupied by the barium atoms. Ba1 and Ba2 are both twelve coordinate, while Ba3 is ten 
coordinate. The coordination sphere of Ba3 has two short fluorine bonds, which account 
for its small environment.  There is some distortion of the titanium/tantalum octaheda. 
This was also noticed by Vanderah with bond distance ranges of 1.780Å to 2.1680Å for 
Ba18Ti53Ta2O129 and 1.741Å to 2.146Å for Ba10Ti27Ta2O69. Our distortion is somewhat 
limited in comparison with bond distances between 1.841Å and 2.159Å. 
 A thorough search of the literature has not revealed any similar compounds 
making Ba27Ti61Ta2O144F18 a novel structure type. This is not surprising when 
considering the shear number of phases found and characterized in Vanderah’s phase 
study. Likewise Roth’s study of the BaO-TiO2-Nb2O5 system was able to yield four new 
phases as well as a number species which have isostructural tantalum analogues.34 It is 
clear that ternary species comprised of alkaline earth metals with Group IV and V 





























































































































































































The Crystal Structure of Ba3Ta3-xTi5+xO20-xF1+x 0≤ x ≤ 0.5 
 Hexagonal rod crystals of Ba3Ta3-xTi5+xO20-xF1+x were refined in the P63/mcm 
space group with a R-factor of 0.0429. The full crystallographic parameters are available 
in Table 5.1 and the atomic coordinates can be found in Appendix A. Bond distance  and 
angles are provided in Table 5.5. Ba3T 3-xTi5+xO20-xF1+x is isostructural with a family of 
compounds with the general formula A3B4X4O21, where A is a divalent metal.
35-36 B and 
X are transition metals with 4+ and 5+ oxidation states. The crystal structure for this 
family of compounds was described in detail by Groult.37 For further discussion of the 
crystal structure beyond this text the reader is referred to his work.  
 Groult’s study was able to achieve an equal ratio of tantalum to titanium in the 
species Ba3Ta4Ti4O21 using solid state growth techniques. Our crystals of Ba3Ta3-
xTi5+xO20-xF1+x contained less tantalum than Ba3T 4Ti4O21, which required fluorine 
substitution for charge compensation. The presence of fluorine in appreciable amounts 
was verified by energy dispersive x-ray analysis. Crystals of Ba3Ta3-xTi5+xO20-xF1+x were 
found to occur over much of the phase diagram, therefore we took multiple data sets from 
various BaO-TiO2-Ta2O5 ratios. In doing so the formula Ba3Ta3-xTi5+xO20-xF1+x was used 
to describe this species, where x falls between 0 and 0.5. The fluctuation of the tantalum 
concentration in this structure type was also noticed by Groult during another study.38  
Using non-stoichiometric ratios of BaO, TiO2 and Ta2O5 he arrived at the formula 
Ba3Ta4-4xTi4+5xO21, where x is between 0 and 0.3. Charge balance of these species was 
achieved by assuming tantalum was slightly reduced. The crystals formed during our 
study did have varying degrees of color, Figure 5.7b. These however wer  yellow/green 
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to a pale pink color, which are far from the traditional dark blue color f educed 
tantalum. It therefore appears that charge balance of our specie is truly accomplished 
through fluorine substitution.  
 The structure of Ba3Ta3-xTi5+xO20-xF1+x contains two disordered titanium tantalum 
metal sites seen in the asymmetric unit, Figure 5.10. The octahedral environments around 
the metals are a mixture of disordered sites containing oxygen and fluorine. Typically, 
bond valence sums would be calculated to determine the extent of the disorder in the 
anions. However, the metal site was disordered on the basis of energy dispersive x-ray 
analysis, while optimizing the thermal parameters and R-factor. Having done this, 
calculating bond valence sums for the anions could not be done with any degree of 
certainty. Thus, these were also disordered to obtain suitable thermal parameters. The 
asymmetric unit shown has anion disorder spread over two of the thre sites. After 
structure solutions from many crystals, the disorder has been shown to form over one, 
two, or all three sites. It is apparent that every crystal is go ng to be slightly different in 
its overall composition and disorder.  
 The two metal sites combine to form a framework, Figure 5.12, in wh ch the sole 
barium is positioned in voids with a ten coordinate environment. In Figure 5.11, Ti2/Ta2 
combines to form two different three membered rings which are represented as blue 
octahedra. Each ring shares one corner with the other two octahedral members of the 
ring. Ultimately, the two rings are tightly layered together.  This forms edge sharing 
octahedra with a number of anions being shared by three different octahedra. By stacking 
these rings in a [1:2:2:1:1:2:2:1] fashion, Figure 5.11, the main column structure  
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Figure 5.10: Extended asymmetric unit of Ba3T 3-xTi5+xO20-xF1+x as 50% probability 











Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) for Ba3Ta3-xTi5+xO20-xF1+x 0≤ x ≤ 0.5 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Ba1   Distance   O/F-Ba1-O/F  Angles 
 O1           2.821(9)   O1 3-Ba1-O1 4           55.5(4) 
 O1 3        2.821(9)   O1 3-Ba1-O1 5           76.4(4) 
 O1 4          2.821(9)   O1 4-Ba1-O1 5          101.5(4) 
 O1 5         2.821(9)   O2 2-Ba1-O1 4          151.9(2) 
 O1 6         2.821(9)   O2 1-Ba1-O1 3           87.4(3)  
 O2/F1      2.736(13)   O2 2-Ba1-O1 3          151.9(2) 
 O2/F1 1        2.736(13)   O1 3-Ba1-O1 5           76.4(4) 
 O2/F1 2         2.736(13)   F1 1-Ba1-O1 3           87.4(3) 
 O3/F2   3.1710(19)   F1 2-Ba1-O1 3          151.9(2) 
 O3/F2 7                  3.1710(19)   F1 1-Ba1-F2 2           97.2(5)  
 
 Ta1/Ti1   Distance   Ta2/Ti2   Distance 
 O1             1.986(10)   O1          1.916(10) 
 O1 4           1.986(10)  O1 8          1.916(10) 
 O1 10         1.986(10)   O2/F1           1.985(11)  
 O1 11          1.986(10)   O2/F1 1          2.062(5) 
 O1 12            1.986(10)   O2/F1 9         2.062(5) 
 O1 13            1.986(10)   O3/F2 7          1.902(6) 
             
 
 O/F-Ta1/Ti1-O/F  Angles    O/F-Ta2/Ti2-O/F  Angles 
 O1-Ta1/Ti1-O1 11            98.5(5)    O2-Ta2/Ti2-F1 1             78.2(5) 
 O1 10-Ta1/Ti1-O1 11         88.0(4)    O1 8-Ta2/Ti2-O1            86.6(6) 
 O1 11-Ta1/Ti1-O1 4         171.1(5)   O1 8-Ta2/Ti2-O2            100.7(4) 
 O1 10-Ta1/Ti1-O1            86.3(5)    O1 8-Ta2/Ti2-O2 1          171.7(5) 
 O1 10-Ta1/Ti1-O1 4          98.5(5)    F2 7-Ta2/Ti2-O1 8           96.0(6) 
 O1 11-Ta1/Ti1-F1 4         171.1(5)   F2 7-Ta2/Ti2-O2           156.9(8) 
              
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes: 1 x-y,x-1,-z      2 x-y,x-1,z+1/2      3 y,x-1,z      
              4 -x+y+1,-x+1,z     5 y,x-1,-z+1/2       6 -x+y+1,-x+1,-z+1/2     
   7 x-3,y+1,z       8 -x+2,-x+y+1,z     9 y+1,-x+y+1,-z      
              10 -y+1,-x+1,-z      11 x,x-y,-z     12 -x+y+1,y,-z   






extending along the c-axis is constructed. The Ti1/Ta1 gray octahedr l units are used as a 
bridge between the column units. In this manner the overall framework of the structure is 
formed.        
 During crystal genesis, one thing of interest was noticed. Crystals of Ba3Ta3-
xTi5+xO20-xF1+x would always grow off the surface of the Ba27Ti61Ta2O144F18 species 
whenever it was present. An example of this can be seen in Figure 5.7d. Other than 
frameworks built upon tantalum/titanium octahedra, these two structure types have very 
little in common. This growth phenomenon prevented isolation of these two species. 
Therefore further analysis techniques such as IR and DSC/TGA were not performed 




































































































































































The Crystal Structure of Ba3Ta4O12F2 
 Along the BaO-Ta2O5 binary edge, Ba3Ta4O12F2 was crystallized from a 0.30:0.70 
ratio of barium oxide to tantalum oxide. The crystals are colorless with a square rod 
morphology and were only observed at this specific ratio. The structure was refined in the 
P42/mnm tetragonal space group with a R-factor of 0.0646. The slightly high R-factor is 
comparable to the isostructural species Pb3Nb4O12F2 prepared by Savborg using a PbF2 
flux.26 Structural refinements on the niobate species could not provide a R-factor below 
0.064. During Savborg’s study he notes the synthesis of Pb3Ta4O12F2 as well, but a 
satisfactory R-factor could never be obtained due to low crystal qu lity.  Ba3Ta4O12F2 
represents only the third member of this structure type and the first to contain a divalent 
species other than lead. A full list of the crystallographic data for Ba3Ta4O12F2 is 
available in Table 5.1. The atomic coordinates are available in Appendix A. 
 The asymmetric unit, Figure 5.13, reveals two unique tantalum sites in the 
structure. These have been displayed as gray and blue octahedra for T 1 and Ta2 
respectively in Figure 5.14. The Ta2 octahedra form trans-corner shared linear chains 
extending in the c-direction. Each chain is bridged to other chains by two trans-corner 
shared Ta1 octahedra. In total, the chain is connected via these bridg s with eight other 
surrounding chains, Figure 5.15. The voids formed from the tantalum framework contain 
an eleven (Ba1) and eight (Ba2) coordinate barium atom.  
 The designation of the oxygen and fluorine sites was not attempted in Savborg’s 
structure solution. Through the use of bond valence sums such distinctions were made in 
our solution. These values were calculated using the bond distances and angles found in  
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Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) about Ba Atoms in Ba3Ta4O12F2 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Barium Poyhedra 
  
 Ba1   Distance   O/F-Ba1-O/F  Angles 
 O1 1                    2.83(2)    O1 1-Ba1-O1 13         113.9(8) 
 O1 6                    3.230(19)   O1 1-Ba1-O4              59.0(5) 
 O1 13                   2.83(2)    O1 1-Ba1-O6              115.6(5) 
 O1 14                   3.230(19)   O2 12-Ba1-O1 13         77.8(5) 
 O2 6                    3.13(2)    O2 12-Ba1-O4            122.4(4) 
 O2 12                   2.58(2)    O2 12-Ba1-F1           136.7(9) 
 O4                       2.82(2)    O4 -Ba1-O6            57.7(4) 
 O4 8                    2.82(2)    O6 -Ba1-O1 6            53.6(8)  
 O5 4                    3.07(2)    F1 -Ba1-O1 6           118.5(7)  
 O6                       3.008(7)   F1 -Ba1-O4 8             72.8(5) 
 F1                       2.801(18)   F1-Ba1-O5 4            60.5(9) 
 
 Ba2   Distance   O/F-Ba2-O/F  Angles 
 O3                       2.75(2)    O3 2-Ba2-O3              93.0(10)  
 O3 2                    2.75(2)    O3-Ba2-O4 15           104.5(5) 
 O4                       2.788(18)   O3 2-Ba2-O4 15          60.6(4) 
 O4 15                   2.788(18)   O4 15-Ba2-O4           159.9(9) 
 O4 16                   2.788(18)   F1-Ba2-O4 15           118.5(4) 
 O4 17                   2.788(18)   F1 9-Ba2-O3 2           90.2(8) 
 F1                       2.56(3)    F1 9-Ba2-O4 15          77.1(5) 
 F1 9                    2.56(3)    F1 9-Ba2-F1              86.6(13)              
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes: 1 x,y,-z      2 -x+1,-y+1,-z      3 x,y,z+1      
              4 -y+1/2,x+1/2,z+1/2     5 -x+1/2,y-1/2,-z-1/2      6 y-1/2,-x+1/2,-z-1/2     
   7 y,x,-z-1       8 x,y,-z-1      9 -x+1,-y+1,-z-1     
   10 -x+1/2,y-1/2,-z-3/2      11 y-1/2,-x+1/2,-z-3/2     12 -y+1/2,x+1/2,z-1/2      
              13 x,y,z-1      14 y-1/2,-x+1/2,z-1/2      15 -x+1,-y+1,z      



















Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) about Ta Atoms in Ba3Ta4O12F2 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Tantalum Octahedra  
  
 Ta1   Distance   O-Ta1-O  Angles 
 O1                     1.990(19)   O2-Ta1-O1         88.0(7) 
 O1 1                    1.990(19)   O2-Ta1-O3          176.9(11)  
 O2                       1.89(3)    O2-Ta1-O4          93.0(7) 
 O3                      2.033(12)  O4-Ta1-O1       177.6(8)              
 O4                      1.949(19)   O4 1-Ta1-O1             89.6(8) 
 O4 1                    1.949(19)  O4 1-Ta1-O4             92.5(11)  
 
          Ta2   Distance   O-Ta2-O  Angles 
 O1 5                    1.950(18)   O1 5-Ta2-O1 6           92.5(10)  
 O1 6                    1.950(18)   O1 5-Ta2-O4 7           89.4(7) 
 O4 7                    2.040(18)   O1 5-Ta2-O5             93.1(9) 
 O4 8                    2.040(18)   O1 5-Ta2-O6             90.3(11) 
 O5                       1.962(10)   O1 6-Ta2-O4 7          177.3(7) 
 O6                       2.021(17)   O5-Ta2-O6          175.0(15)  
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes: 1 x,y,-z      2 -x+1,-y+1,-z      3 x,y,z+1      
              4 -y+1/2,x+1/2,z+1/2     5 -x+1/2,y-1/2,-z-1/2      6 y-1/2,-x+1/2,-z-1/2     














Tables 5.6 and 5.7. With a bond valence sum of 0.930v.u., F1 was designated as a fully 
occupied fluorine site. The fluorine atom is not a part of the octahedral coordination 
sphere of tantalum, but is instead found in the framework voids with three bonds spread 
over Ba1 and Ba2. Upon further review of the structure O2 and F2 were found to share 
the same site with 50% disorder. This is validated by a bond valence sum of 1.501v.u. for 
this designation. All other undiscussed oxygen atoms are fully occupied in the structure.  
 The crystal structure of Ba3Ta4O12F2 and probable existence of Ba3T 4-xTixO12-
xF2+x doubles the known members of this family. Applications for this structu e type have 
not been pursued due to the toxicity of lead. With crystallization of barium as thedival nt 
species this reluctance will be lessened. Continued growth of this species for dielectric 
property measurements should be pursued. Furthermore, with time and effort this family 
could most likely be expanded to contain other alkaline earth elements with various 










Figure 5.14 a) A view of the Ta2 octahedral chain extending along the c-axis, bridged by 














































Figure 5.15: a) The extended structure of Ba3Ta4O12F2 viewed down the c-axis; b) The 
extended structure of Ba3Ta4O12F2 viewed down the b-axis. 
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The Crystal Structures of Cs2TiOF4·H2O 
 While exploring the TiO2-Ta2O5 binary system, two polymorphs of 
Cs2TiOF4·H2O were found at different titanium tantalum ratios. Successive refinements 
in P21/m and Cmcm provided excellent R-factors of 0.0387 and 0.0318 respectively. The 
remaining crystallographic parameters for both structures ar available in Table 5.8. 
Bond distance and angles can be found in tables 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11. Atomic positions are 
presented in Appendix A.   
 The Cmcm phase has been well established with a number of different alkali nd 
transition metal analogues.32,39-41 The only other known titanium phase of this structure 
type is K2TiOF4·H2O.
32 The structure is built upon linear trans-corner connected titanium 
oxyfluoro octahedra, which can be seen in Figure 5.16. An oxygen atom servesas the 
corner shared bridging anion between titanium atoms. Fluorine atoms comprise the 
remaining ligands of the octahedra. The voids between these isolated chains are filled 
with cesium atoms and crystallized water. The hydrogen atoms are directed toward the 
chain to form hydrogen bonds with the octahedrally coordinated fluorine ligands. The 
hydrogen bonds from the crystallized water molecule extend over two octahedral units in 
the chain. To accommodate the hydrogen bonding the chain is slightly distorted from a 
perfectly linear ascent through the structure in the c-direction. In doing so a “rocking” tilt, 
which is frequently displayed in perovskites with orthorhombic Pnma and Cmcm 
symmetry, can be seen in Figure 5.16.42-44 The only practical use for this structure type 
has been derived from this structural feature. Fully fluorinated Mn3+ species, 
A2MnF5·H2O, have been studied for their magnetic properties.
45-46 By altering  
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Table 5.8 




  Chemical Formula Cs2TiOF4·H2O  Cs2TiOF4·H2O 
  F. W. (g/mol)  423.70   423.70  
  Space Group  P21/m (No. 11)  Cmcm (No. 63)  
  Crystal System  Monoclinic  Orthorhombic   
  a, Å   6.7730 (14)  10.318(2)  
  b, Å   8.0982(16)  8.7696(18) 
  c, Å   7.7720(16)  8.0848(16) 
  β, o   99.36(3)    
  V, Å3   420.61(15)  731.6(3)  
  Z   2   4  
  Dcal, Mg/m
3  3.346   3.702  
  Indices (min)  [-8,-9,-8]  [12,-10,-9]  
   (max)  [8,9,8]   [12,10,9] 
  Parameters  51   32  
  Restraints  0   0  
  µ, mm-1   9.554   10.968  
  Trans. Range  0.585 - 1.000  0.668 - 1.000 
2θ range, o  2.66 - 25.04   3.05 - 25.01  
  Reflections 
      Collected 3279   2962  
      Unique     759       369 
   Observed   689       334 
  R(int)   0.0291   0.0450  
  Final R (obs. Data)a 
   R1  0.0387   0.0318  
   wR2  0.0904   0.0737  
  Final R (all data) 
   R1  0.0418   0.0358  
   wR2  0.0920   0.0766  
  Extinction Coeff.  0.0038(9)  0.0002(3)  
  Goodness of  fit (S) 1.127   1.154  
  Largest diff. Peak, e/Å3 1.569   1.647  
  Largest diff. Hole, e/Å3  -1.461   -1.112  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 








Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) for Cs2TiOF4·H2O (Cmcm) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Cesium Polyhedra 
 
 Cs1   Distance   O/F-Cs1-O/F  Angles 
 O1                       3.291(8)   O2 4-Cs1-F1 1          124.59(15) 
 O1 5                    3.537(6)   F1-Cs1-F1 1           102.69(2) 
 O2                      3.557(8)   F1-Cs1-F1 3             84.85(18) 
 O2 4                    3.265(10)   F1-Cs1-F2 3           101.66(13) 
 F1                       3.091(5)   F1 3-Cs1-F1 1          164.51(10) 
 F1 1                    3.549(4)   F2-Cs1-F1 1            74.13(13) 
 F1 2                    3.549(4)   F2 1-Cs1-F2 2           86.40(8) 
 F1 3                    3.091(5)   F2 1-Cs1-F2 3          162.27(3) 
 F2                       3.2381(9)   F2 2-Cs1-F1             147.43(13) 
 F2 1                    2.953(2)   F2 2-Cs1-F1 1           94.75(13) 
 F2 2                    2.953(2)   F2 2-Cs1-F2 3           95.62(5) 
 F2 3                    3.2381(9)   F2 3-Cs1-F1 1          114.52(13) 
  
 Titanium Octahedra  
  
 Ti1   Distance   O/F-Ti1-O/F  Angles 
 O1                       2.0222(5)   O1 6-Ti1-O1             180.0(6) 
 O1 6                    2.0222(5)   F1-Ti1-O1 6            89.9(4) 
 F1                       1.902(5)   F1 6-Ti1-O1 6           90.1(4) 
 F1 6                    1.902(5)   F2 6-Ti1-O1              90.000(1) 
 F2                       1.899(6)   F2 6-Ti1-F1              90.0 
 F2 6                    1.899(6)   F2 6-Ti1-F2             180.0 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes:  1 -x+1/2,-y+1/2,-z     2 -x+1/2,-y+1/2,z+1/2      3 x,y,-z+1/2     
   4 x-1/2,y-1/2,z      5 x+1/2,y-1/2,z       6 -x,-y+1,-z     










Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) for Cs2TiOF4·H2O (P21/m) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Cesium Polyhedra 
 
 Cs1   Distance   Cs2   Distance 
 O1                       3.280(9)   O1 10                   3.787(11) 
 O1 6                    3.570(9)   O2 7                   3.268(12) 
 O2 9                    3.759(15)   O2 12                  3.574(13) 
 F1                       3.155(6)   F1 10                   3.291(6) 
 F1 3                    3.155(5)   F1 11                   3.291(6) 
 F1 7                    3.745(6)   F1 13                   3.736(6) 
 F1 8                    3.745(6)   F1 12                   3.736(6) 
 F2 1                    2.969(5)   F2                       3.434(6) 
 F2 2                    2.969(5)   F2 3                   3.434(6) 
 F2 4                    3.352(6)   F2 4                   3.174(6) 
 F2 5                    3.352(6)   F2 5                   3.174(6) 
  
 Titanium Octahedra  
  
 Ti1   Distance   O/F-Ti1-O/F  Angles 
 O1                       2.0258(5)   O1-Ti1-F2 4            89.8(3) 
 O1 12                   2.0258(5)   O1 12-Ti1-O1            180.000(1) 
 F1                      2.060(5)   O1 12-Ti1-F2 4          90.2(3) 
 F1 12                   2.060(5)   O1 12-Ti1-F2 14         89.8(3) 
 F2 4                    2.053(5)   F2 4-Ti1-F1 12          82.2(2) 
 F2 14                   2.053(5)   F2 14-Ti1-F1 12         97.8(2) 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes: 1 x+1,-y+1/2,z+1      2 x+1,y,z+1      3 x,-y+1/2,z      
             4 -x-1,-y,-z       5 -x-1,y+1/2,-z      6 x+1,y,z      
              7 -x,-y,-z+1       8 -x,y+1/2,-z+1      9 -x,-y,-z+2      
              10 x,y,z-1       11 x,-y+1/2,z-1      12 -x-1,-y,-z+1      













Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) for Hydrogen Bonding in Cs2TiOF4·H2O 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Cmcm     P21/m     
 
 D ― H ····A  O2 ― H1 ···· F1  O2 ― H1 ···· F1  
 D ― H  0.801     0.859 
 H ···· A  2.023     2.068 
 D ···· A   2.757(11)    2.851(11) 
 D ― H ···· A  152.2(9)    151.4(8) 
 H ― O ― H1  130.4(1)   N/A 
 H ― O ― H2  N/A    127.2(1)  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes: 1 x, y, -z+1/2      2 x, -y-1/2, z 



























Figure 5.16: a) The Cmcm linear chain “rocking” back and forth towards the crystallized 









the alkali cation, small changes in the linear chain can be effect d due to Jahn Teller 
distortions of the Mn3+ metal center. This allows direct correlations between structural 
and magnetic properties to be observed. 
 The P21/m structure is very similar to the Cmcm phase. This is demonstrated by 
comparing the asymmetric units, Figure 5.17, and the long range structures, Figure 5.18 
and Figure 5.19, of each material. The monoclinic structure likewise has linear chains of 
titanium oxyfluoro octahedra with crystallized water forming hydrogen bonds over two 
octahedral units. This structural feature is mirrored in the thin rod c ystal morphology, 
Figure 5.20, of each species. Also analogous is the relative location of the cesium atoms 
in between the isolated chains. With these similarities it mayseem plausible that the 
distinction of two phases was an error. However, after many attempts neither structure 
could be solved in the opposing space group. The conclusion of two structures was 
finalized when multiple single crystals were characterized from reactions with varying 
initial ratios of titanium and tantalum. It was found that an initial 50:50 ratio of titanium 
to tantalum crystallized only the P21/m phase. As the composition became more tantalum 
rich this phase was diminished and the emergence of the Cmcm phase occurs.  This 
clearly demonstrates a phase transition between the species, but it however does not 
explain why two strikingly similar species would form. Justification for this can be found 
in the relative distortion of the titanium octahedra. Comparatively, the ti anium octahedra 
in the P21/m structure is much more distorted than the near ideal octahedra found in the 
Cmcm phase. The P21/m phase forms at a 50:50 ratio of titanium and tantalum, which in 
contrast to the Cmcm phase, should facilitate faster crystallization due to better ti anium 
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access. Elevated synthesis rates may result in the evolution of the distorted octahedral 
environments. Preparation of the Cmcm phase was greatest when accessibility to titanium 
was extremely low and constituted only 10% of the overall mixture. This would slow the 
crystallization, allowing time for the ideal octahedral environments to arrange. It is 
important to note that the initial ratios only reflect the Ta ratio in the starting materials, as 
no tantalum was incorporated into either structure. Beyond theoretical and single crystal 
justification for two different structures, other physical evidence could be provided by 
powder x-ray diffraction. However, due to extremely low yields of both phases, many 
months would be required to synthesize sufficient quantities for analysis.  
 In this chapter a number of structures containing mixed titanium tantalum metal 
sites have been presented. With both Cs2TiOF4·H2O phases forming in tantalum rich 
compositions, it seems highly likely that substitution of tantalum at some concentration 
may be occurring. During our structure refinements, attempts were made to introduce 
tantalum to the metal site. Even small additions were accompanied by much higher R-
factors and distorted thermal parameters. Energy dispersive x-ray analysis on crystals of 
each phase was also unable to detect tantalum. The lack of tantalum incorporation can be 
explained by the structure itself. In the other mixed metal species found in the phase 
space, substitution of small amounts of tantalum would have very little effect on the 
overall structure. With a preference for octahedral geometry and a crystal radius size only 
slightly larger than titanium, tantalum would add very little structural stress.  However, 





















Figure 5.17: a) Extended asymmetric unit of Cs2TiOF4·H2O (Cmcm); b) Extended 





















Figure 5.18: a) The extended structure of Cs2TiOF4·H2O (Cmcm) viewed down the a-






















Figure 5.19: a) The extended structure of Cs2TiOF4·H2O (Cmcm) viewed down the c-
axis; b) The extended structure of Cs2TiOF4·H2O (P21/m) viewed down the b-axis. 
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stress already applied to both structures can be seen in the elongation of the titanium 
thermal ellipsoids in the asymmetric units. The Cmcm Cs2TiOF4·H2O structure has the 
largest unit cell and is the first reported cesium analogue of this structure type. Crystals of 
Cs2MnF5·H2O and Cs2VOF4·H2O have been synthesized, but with the introduction of 
cesium, the linear chain is broken into isolated octahedra connected via hydrogen 
bonding of the crystallized water.47-48 Even though very similar in size to titanium, the 
Cmcm chain structure in the case of manganese and vanadium has not be stabilized. By 
only incorporating small amounts of tantalum, the size increase would undoubtedly break 
the linear chains forming our structure. Yet, the formation of both the Cmcm and P21/m 
phase of Cs2TiOF4·H2O in the presence of tantalum may have been fortuitous.   
 Synthesis of the Cmcm family of compounds as well as the Cs2MnF5·H2O and 
Cs2VOF4·H2O phases have be prepared in hydrofluoric acid solutions. By dissolving the 
metal oxide and the alkali carbonate in HF, crystals were formed by slow evaporation of 
the aqueous solution. In this manner, access to the metal is unrestricted and thereby 
promotes formation of the most stable species. Contrary, titanium availability in both 
phases of Cs2TiOF4·H2O is limited by nonparticipating species which include tantalum 
oxide and CsTa2-xTixO5-xF1+x. With crystallization possibly slowed, the formation of the 
linear phase of both P21/m and Cmcm may now be the more stable option. Furthermore 
synthesis under 20,000psi of pressure, while in the presences of CsTa2-xTixO5-xF1+x 
powders may also have contributed to the different structure types. Th crystal structure 
of Cs2Ta2O5F, Figure 5.21, has distorted linear chains of tantalum octahedra extending in 
two different directions. This is shown by a chain of gray tantalum polyhedra extending 
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perpendicular to the blue tantalum polyhedra chain. With these structural similarities to 
the P21/m and Cmcm phases, the CsTa2-xTixO5-xF1+x powders may have provided a rough 





















































































Figure 5.21: a) The structure of CsTa2O5F with a linear chain (blue polyhedra) extending 
parallel to the ab-plane; b) The structure of CsTa2O5F with a second linear chain (gray 





  Previous work into the BaO-TiO2-Ta2O5 ternary systems has been predominately 
been achieved by solid state synthesis of powders. While many structures were identified 
in these studies, the potential dielectric properties of these materials could not be attained 
without single crystals. The chemical nature of tantalum has limited crystal growth of 
these structures. Due to our former success with crystallization of the tantalum species 
KTN and KTaO3, we conducted our own investigation of this system.  
 Multiple binary species were formed as single crystals. These include BaTiO3, 
BaTi5O11, Ba4Ti13O30, and BaTa2O6. Each has either interesting dielectric, mechanical, or 
ferroelectric properties, which may be justification for furthe growth studies. Thus their 
optimized growth parameters in this system have been presented in Figure 5.3. The 
mineralizer influence on the binary regions was evident due to formati n of crystals or 
powders of BaF2, CsTa2O5F, CsTa2-xTixO5-xF1+x, Ba3Ta4O12F2, and two polymorphs of 
Cs2TiOF4·H2O. Of these Ba3Ta4O12F2 and the Cmcm phase of Cs2TiOF4·H2O are novel 
species with previously reported structure types. However the P21/m phase of 
Cs2TiOF4·H2O is a novel structure type with a linear octahedral chain structure flanked 
by hydrogen bonding from crystallized water. 
 Exploration of the ternary phase space formed crystals of two novel species, 
Ba3Ta3-xTi5+xO20-xF1+x and Ba27Ti61Ta2O144F18. Only the Ba27Ti61Ta2O144F18 represents a 
novel structure type in the R-3 space group. Crystals of Ba3Ta3-xTi5+xO20-xF1+x were 
isostructural with Ba3Ta4Ti4O21.  Other than crystals of BaTiO3 and BaF2 the remaining 
ternary space only provided powders of CsTa2-x ixO5-xF1+x and Ba3Ta4-xTixO12-xF2+x. 
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 Even though single crystal growth of truly ternary species walimited, crystal 
structures for five novel species were obtained. Also the work has provided valuable 
insight. Such as the conditions need to suppress alkaline earth fluoride crystallization. 
Also of importance was the emergence of a potent new mineralizer comprised of cesium 
fluoride and cesium hydroxide, which will prove useful in later chapters. 
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HYDROTHERMAL GROWTH OF ThO2 SINGLE CRYSTALS 
 
Introduction 
 Thorianite, ThO2, is one of the only naturally occurring actinide oxide species. 
More commonly referred to as thoria, its mineralogical formation is generally found in 
monzanite grains of dark beach sands native to India, Australia, and Brazil.1 Thoria 
adopts the fluorite, CaF2, structure and like many other species with this structure type, it 
is capable of incorporating various metal dopants.2-3 This structure type is most notably 
associated with cubic zirconia and their use as gemstones.4 Zirconia’s low temperature 
form exists in a monoclinic crystal system, but adding dopants of magnesium, calcium, or 
yttrium, the cubic fluorite phase can be stabilized.5 With multiple phase transitions, 
zirconia’s use for extremely high temperature applications must be careful chosen. 
Comparatively though, thoria exists solely in the cubic phase and doesn’t not need 
stabilizing dopants even though it readily accepts them. It has no known phase 
transitions, which makes it a very attractive refractory oxide. 
 The melting point of thoria has been established as 3377±17oC, which is the 
highest known for any oxide species.6 With a number of high temperature applications 
thoria receives the most interest as a nuclear fuel. It was first considered by both the 
United States and the USSR as a possible means for long term fuel generation in the late 
1960’s. However, with the relatively abundance of uranium and knowledge of its fuel 
cycle to produce plutonium, both countries eventually adopted these as a means for 
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energy production.  In the past two decades though, the interest in thoria has been revived 
by India, which has approximately 290,000 tons of economically extractable horium.1 
This is only surpassed by Australia’s 300,000 tons. Overall it is est mated that thorium is 
three times more abundant in the earth’s crust than uranium.7 Thus, as the uranium 
reserves around the world dwindle, the thorium fuel cycle is rapidly becoming a cost 
effective means of supplying electrical needs. 
 Radioactively, thorium releases alpha particles and is accountable for much of the 
trapped helium gas in the earth’s crust.8-9 In fact, 232Th is not fissionable, but by means of 
neutron capture it can undergo multiple beta decays to produce 233U, which is 
fissionable.5 The lack of weapons grade plutonium and uranium isotopes produced in the 
thorium fuel cycle is extremely important. This means thorium based fuels are highly 
resistant to nuclear weapons proliferation.10 If this cycle can be perfected it could have 
major global impacts. Regimes suspected of developing nuclear weapons could no longer 
conduct research under the blanket of pursuing peaceful nuclear energy. Other 
advantages to this fuel cycle include a significant reduction of highly radioactive 
byproducts common to uranium based fuels.10 With low amounts of waste and gradual 
formation of fissionable materials the estimated energy reactor cycles are in the range of 
fifteen years. This greatly exceeds the current two years of continuous operation before 
the nuclear chamber must be cleaned and refueled.  
 While there are a number of thorium fuel compositions being considered, th  
most research has been conducted on pressed ceramics of uranium doped ThO2. The 
uranium levels are relatively low and are only used to initiate and help sustain the nuclear 
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reaction. Beyond the attractive fuel cycle, using the oxide form of thorium gains many 
physical advantages over the current UO2 based fuels. These include a higher melting 
point, higher corrosion resistivity, lower thermal expansion coefficints, and a higher 
thermal conductivity which allows heat to flow more easily out of he fuel rod.1 The 
properties of the current fuels vary greatly due to differing morphology and sizes of the 
uranium doped particles used in the pressed ceramic. Without consistency in the 
ceramics, there are many potential problems that could affect safe operation. One 
example is the variations in the thermal expansion coefficients of the pressed fuels. This 
could result in unexpected expansion followed by compromised fuel cladding. Thermal 
conductivity must also be consistent in the fuel to control the temperature of the water 
and the fuel rod. The reported thermal conductivity values of the ceramic fuels rods are 
thus far not consistent and range from 9 to 15Wm-1K-1 at 300K.11-12 
 Beyond the thermal problems lie corrosion issues with the fuel. One of the 
primary reasons for going to thorium based fuels is its higher corrosi n resistance 
compared to uranium oxide. However, the pressed ceramics have many surface defects, 
which promote disassociation of water.13 Under the anoxic conditions in the reaction 
chamber this can form H2 gas.
14 Expansion of the gas can cause cracks to form in the fuel 
rod, which will inevitably increase the corrosion rate.15 Once the fuel rod has been 
penetrated the formation of higher oxides of uranium is very likely. This is accompanied 
by volume changes of the fuel, which can break the cladding.16 
 Single crystals of the fuel material would be capable of addressing many of the 
current concerns. Limited porosity and surface defects of single crystals would lessen the 
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corrosion of the fuel. Also it is well understood that single crystals provide much higher 
thermal performance and consistency in comparison to pressed ceramics. Evidence of this 
has been established by Yagi in his study on yttrium aluminum garnet.17 Y t, for the most 
part ThO2 single crystals have not been considered as a fuel. This is perhaps attributed to 
the relative ease of fabricating the ceramic fuels in applicable sizes. However, another 
reason could be tied to the difficulty in preparing high quality single crystals of ThO2. 
The extremely high melting point of thoria precludes the use of traditional melt 
techniques such as Czochralski growth. Currently there are no crucibles capable of 
withstanding the temperatures needed for the melt, thus exotic mel bas d techniques are 
required. Keem was able to grow 5 x 5 x 2mm single crystals froma cold crucible or 
skull melting method.18 While optically clear, there are many striations running 
throughout the crystals. Herrick also experienced problems with this method, as his 
crystals always turned a rose color caused by oxygen deficiencies.19 Another exotic 
technique involves using a solar furnace to melt thoria, however crystallization size and 
quality are quite poor.20  
 The limited quality of these melt techniques has lead to extensive research in flux 
growth of thoria single crystals.21-24 This growth technique, while much easier in 
comparison, has its own quality issues. Instead of the limited sizes and crystallographic 
defects, there are now flux inclusions that must be dealt with. These impurities could 
have many unknown and potentially dangerous side reactions in the nuclear chamber. 
Thus, to this point single crystal genesis by any means has not been a l  to provide both 
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high quality and sizable single crystals of thorium oxide for any pplication, particularly 
nuclear applications.   
 Beyond nuclear interests, thoria has been explored as a possible laser host due to 
its high melting point, cubic structure, lack of phase transitions, and ability to accept 
lasing dopants. Spectroscopy on a variety of lanthanide and actinide doped th ria crystals 
has been performed.25-30 Linares attempted to generate laser light from a 1%Nd:ThO2 
crystal grown from a PbO-PbF2-B2O3 flux.
21 However, the crystal quickly developed 
color centers from the lead flux inclusions.  Unfortunately, the use of l ad based fluxes 
has thus far proved the most effective for ThO2 crystal growth. Since Linares’ 1967 
study, no other attempts to generate laser light from thoria have been reported.  
 To the author’s knowledge, hydrothermal growth of thoria has not been 
attempted. Yet thorium itself has been controlled in hydrothermal solutions to produce 
multiple novel phosphate structures.31-32 Also geological evidence supports formation of 
thorianite in fluor-rich fluids.33 We therefore propose to begin our investigation of 
refractory oxide chemistry by growing thorium oxide in hydrothermal fluids, with an 
eventually goal of measuring thermal conductivity and thermal expansion properties of 
high quality single crystals. 
 
Spontaneous Nucleation of ThO2 crystals 
 Exploratory growth reactions starting with ThO2 powder were conducted in a 
variety of hydroxide and fluoride mineralizers. Commonly employed hydroxides, NaOH 
and KOH, were unable to initiate crystal growth of any products and only unreacted 
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powders remained. However, small spontaneously nucleated crystals with dimensions of 
0.10mm3 were formed at 575oC in 6M KF solutions. These were determined by powder 
x-ray diffraction, Figure 6.1, and single x-ray diffraction to be ThO2. Further exploration 
revealed larger spontaneous growth of crystals in solutions containing rubidium and 
cesium fluoride. Concentrations of cesium fluoride, ranging from 1-10M, were compared 
based solely on overall size of resultant crystals. The largest cry tals were grown out of 
6M CsF solutions with crystal dimensions of 0.25-0.50 millimeters on edge.  
 During Chapter 4, we detailed the implementation of a redesigned heating system 
using a copper collar which would allow higher temperatures. Reactions were performed 
up to 660oC in that study; however the redesign can accommodate temperatures up to 
690oC. Since the current crystal size is quite far from the desired size of 3 millimeters 
needed for seeded transport reactions, the temperature of the fluids was raised to 690oC to 
promote higher ThO2 solubility in 6M CsF solutions. Longer reaction times, 3-4 weeks, 
were also used. All of these changes lead to a size increase of 0.75-1 millimeter per edge. 
Even though larger dimensions were attained at these higher temperatures, further 
temperature increases could not be implemented using this heating system. Currently, 
690oC is the maximum allowable temperature of our band heaters. It seems evident that 
the pursuit of ThO2 seed crystals will necessitate higher temperatures, thus our heating 
system underwent further design changes. The discussion of these changs is minimized 
here as a full description is detailed in Chapter 2 of this manuscript. 
 The target temperature for any new designs was set at 750oC, which would be the 
highest safe operating temperature. Beyond 800oC the integrity of the Inconel vessel will 
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begin to weaken. Immediate design solutions were found by altering a Lindberg Blue 
tube furnace to accommodate the autoclave. While this did allow us to reach 750oC, there 
was little control over various temperature zones, which would be needed if transport 
reactions were performed at this temperature. Therefore a band he ter equipped with an 
inorganic coating, allowing temperatures of 750oC, from Mor Electric was finally settled 
upon.  
 Crystal growth of ThO2 at 750
oC in 6M CsF solutions provided dimensional sizes 
of 1.5-2 millimeter per edge. These crystallized on the wall of the ampoule in the cooler 
regions, which suggest positive solubility with temperature. By applying a 60oC gradient 
to mimic a transport reaction, spontaneous nucleated single crystals of l rger dimensions, 
3-4 millimeters, were obtained, which could be used for seeded growth r solubility 
studies. There was some initial concern as to whether or not the silver ampoules w d be 
able to withstand the alkaline solutions at these elevated temperatures. As the melting 
point of silver, 960oC, is approached it should be expected that the ampoule may be less 
inert under such extreme conditions. However, the silver ampoules exhibit d no signs of 
any degradation, even after many weeks at 750oC. The importance of this discovery 
means that the synthesis of refractory oxides at relatively high temperatures can be 
performed in silver, rather than the more expensive gold or platinum tubing.  
 

























































































Figure 6.2: a) Typical spontaneously nucleated ThO2 crystals grown at 690
oC in 6M CsF; 
b) Growth of a large spontaneously nucleated crystal in 6M CsF at 750oC with a 
temperature gradient of 60oC. 
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ThO2 Solubility Study 
 The importance of solubility data when attempting long term seeded growth 
reactions cannot be stressed enough. The information gleaned from solubility curves can 
assist in designing successful growth reactions. Without a detailed view of a material’s 
solubility at various temperatures in hydrothermal solutions, much time could be wasted. 
For example, low growth rates could be a result from a small solubility gradient between 
the feedstock and growth zone temperatures. More disastrous would be completely 
dissolving the seed crystals due to retrograde solubility of the material in a particular 
solution. Such is the case of ZrO2 growth in ammonium fluoride solutions.
34 This 
material defies convention and is more soluble in cold temperatures of ammonium 
fluoride. Special horizontal systems have to be designed for growth of t is material. 
Therefore to avoid these potential time consuming difficulties, solubility data for ThO2 in 
cesium fluoride solutions was obtained. 
 The procedure for obtaining these results only varies slightly from Gelabert’s 
study and is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2.35 ThO2 single crystals and cesium 
fluoride solutions were loaded into silver ampoules and welded shut. These were heated 
for twenty four hours to ensure equilibrium between dissolution and deposition onto the 
seeds. Pressures were monitored closely so that the entire study was conducted at 
30,000psi. After quickly cooling the ampoules, the seeds were weighed to determine their 
mass loss. Using equation 6.1, the weight percent solubility was then plotted against
temperature in Figure 6.3. Each point represents the average of three to five 
measurements. In Figure 6.3, solubility curves for 3, 6, and 9M cesium fluoride are 
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Equation 6.1   weight % = ∆m/(mCsF + ∆m) 
   ∆m = mass loss of crystal 
   mCsF = mass of H2O and CsF 
 
displayed in the temperature range of 550-750oC. The term curve doesn’t truly apply in 
the case of ThO2, as the points for each concentration have a nearly linear relationship. Of 
greatest importance for successful transport reactions is positive solubility with 
increasing temperature. This is noticeable in each line with 9M cesium fluoride having 
the highest solubility. A benchmark for an acceptable weight percent solubility needed 
for sufficient growth rates has been roughly established at 1wt% and above. However, 
even at 750oC the solubility of ThO2 in 9M cesium fluoride falls between 0.5-0.6wt%.  
 Searching for greater solubility concentrations up to 15 molar were used to 
generate Figure 6.4. All points in this figure were performed at 750oC exclusively. The 
solubility of ThO2 steadily increased with higher concentrations, until reaching 15 molar 
concentrations where the curve appears to be leveling off.  This concentration at 750oC 
has a weight percent solubility of 0.81wt%, which is now considerably close to the 1wt% 
goal.  
 There is some concern that at these higher cesium fluoride concentrations that 
ThO2 may not be the stable species. During an investigation to grow ThF4 for IR anti-
reflective coatings, four novel cesium thorium fluoride materials were produced. These 
results have yet to be published, but it raises some doubts as to ThO2 forming in these 









































































































































































































































































































































ThO2 powder and 15M cesium fluoride solutions. Powder x-ray diffraction confirmed 
thorium oxide as the only phase present. The novel species α-CsThF5, β-CsThF5, α-
CsTh3F13, and β-CsTh3F13 were only produced when starting with ThF4 powder not 
ThO2. Throughout our spontaneous nucleation study the use of alkali fluoride 
mineralizers always produced ThO2 regardless of concentration or temperature. The only 
exception to this was KHF2, which would crystallize the previously reported fluoride 
species K7Th6F31.
36 KHF2 is slightly more acidic than the other fluorides mineralizers. 
The importance of pH to control thorium products will be discussed in more detail in 
chapter seven.   
 Although thorium oxide has been confirmed as the stable phase in such highly 
fluorinated solutions there are two other quality issues that should also be addressed. In 
these solutions possible defects such as fluorine substitution could lessen the thermal 
stability of the crystals. Thus energy dispersive x-ray analysis has been performed on 
crystals from various concentrations of cesium fluoride mineralizers. At no time were x-
rays unique to fluoride observed. The last quality issue is one faced by all oxide materials 
grown in hydrothermal solutions. There is a potential to have small inclusions of 
hydroxyl groups in the crystalline lattice. This would also comprise the integrity of the 
crystals once heated.  Infrared analysis was performed on crystals looking specifically for 
the broad hydroxyl group stretch. In Figure 6.5 the characteristic stretch at 3400cm-1 is 
not present in the sample. It appears that thorium oxide grown in ces um fluoride 
mineralizers is of very good chemical quality. With quality issues now set aside, transport 



































































































































Transport Growth of ThO2 Single Crystals 
 In the previous section we determined 15M cesium fluoride solutions would 
provide adequate solubility for transport reactions. Using this mineraliz r we sought to 
prepare a large particle crystalline feedstock, while also increasing the number of seed 
crystals available for the transport study. An applied gradient of 30oC between the 
feedstock, 750oC, and growth, 720oC, zone was used. The results were unexpected as the 
entire charge of three grams of thorium oxide powder was transported to the cool zone 
over the course of eleven days. Such fast crystallization resulted in opaque and highly 
twinned spontaneously nucleated thoria crystals. Transporting material to a seed under 
these conditions would provide very low quality growth. Despite thoria having solubility 
close to a favorable value of 1wt% in15 molar solutions of cesium floride, growth 
experiments were not performed in this mineralizer. Lower concentrations of cesium 
fluoride would have to be employed, since the already small 30oC gradient would leave 
little room to reduce the grow rate significantly.  
 Commercial growth of solid state crystals using the hydrothermal ethod is 
generally set at 1mm of three dimensional growth per week. This typically provides the 
optimum tolerance of mass transport and growth quality. In Figure 6.2b the 
spontaneously nucleated crystal shown has dimensions of 3.57 x 4.12 x 2.58mm. This 
crystal was grown in 6M CsF over twenty days, which makes the growth rates similar to 
rates of commercial materials such as KTP. This crystal i vis bly cloudy and has regions 
of polycrystalline growth as the quality is still not high. Thus a tighter gradient was 
applied to further slow and improve growth when approaching our initial transport 
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reactions. Using a feedstock zone temperature of 750oC and a gradient of 40oC, 
176.74mg of thorium oxide was deposited on the surface of the seed crystal in 6M cesium 
fluoride solutions. Growth primarily occurred along the length and width of t e crystal 
which increased to 4.06mm x 2.59mm overall. Very little increase was noticed in the 
width of crystal. The areas of new growth, Figure 6.6, exhibited good clarity and well 
faceted faces. Unfortunately the overall dimensions were just slightly too small to 
fabricate a bar of thorium oxide for thermal measurements. At 40 days the growth rate of 
thorium oxide was small, thus our next reaction expanded the gradient to 60oC. 
 Using the crystal seen in Figure 6.6b, a hole was drilled approximately where the 
previous hole was located. This was used as the seed crystal, which was placed in 6M 
CsF solutions at 750oC. The gradient between the seed and feedstock zone was 60oC. 
These conditions are very similar to those which produced the spontaneusly nucleated 
crystal seen in Figure 6.2b. After 35 days the seed had increased by 1643.49mg, which 
compared to the forty degree gradient is a tenfold increase in daily mass being deposited. 
Just above the seed crystal another crystal spontaneously nucleated on th  ladder, Figure 
6.7b. This seed grew to be over 5mm long and even began to grow completely around the 
1mm silver wire used to construct the ladder. While an accurate measurement of this 
crystal’s weight could not be determined, it has an approximate weight of 856mg. This 
value was chosen because the entire feedstock was dissolved and deposite  on either this 
crystal or the main seed. With 2,500mg grams of feedstock minus the mass gain of the 
main seed this gives the approximated weight. Because the feedstock was completely 
consumed in the reaction, growth rates are very difficult to establish. Since we are unable 
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Figure 6.6: a) A view of the seed before transport reactions; b) Growth of a thoria crystal 
in 6M CsF at 750oC with a gradient of 40oC; c) The side view of the seed before transport 









Figure 6.7: a) Growth of a thoria crystal in 6M CsF at 750oC with a gradient of 60oC; b) 
Growth of a spontaneous nucleated crystal on the ladder above the main seed; c) Another 







to detect when the feedstock was depleted, an accurate account of the numb r of days 
required for this growth is impossible. Regardless, the growth rate w s too fast as 
optically the seed is cloudy over much of the new growth. This quality was also noticed 
in the spontaneous growth under similar conditions. As this project continues he most 
obvious next step is to apply a 50oC gradient with the other conditions remaining the 
same. Perhaps in this reaction, the high quality growth of the 40oC gradient can be 
balanced with the high growth rates of the 60oC gradient to provide large, high quality 
single crystals. Presently reactions are underway with these conditions. 
 One of the main goals of this study was to develop the growth of ThO2 crystals 
with the purpose of obtaining thermal property measurements. In order t  o this a ThO2 
crystal bar approximately 2 x 2 x 6mm would need to be cut and polished. T  top half of 
the crystal, Figure 6.7a, contained the highest quality of new growth and a length of 
8.45mm in certain sections. Therefore a slab was cut away from the main seed and 
polished with parallel faces on both sides. With the dimensions of this slab we were 
hopefully of extracting two bars for thermal measurements. In Figure 6.8a, the silver wire 
can be seen directly in the middle of the slab. Unfortunately the silv r wire did not 
proceed directly through this slab, but instead snaked its way throug  the crystal. This 
limited the clean areas of thoria and only enabled us to fabricate one bar. The cut and 
polished bar, Figure 6.8b, had dimensions of 1.30 x 2.40 x 6.47mm. The 1.30mm edge is 
not too much of a concern as the 6mm length is of utmost importance for thermal 
conductivity. Some leeway is allowable in the 2mm dimensions. Therefor  we are 
confident that with this bar both the coefficient of thermal expansion and thermal 
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conductivity properties can be obtained. Currently this bar is with our collaborators who 























Figure 6.8: a) A slab of ThO2 with the silver wire; b) A bar of thorium oxide cut from the 















 The growing interest in thorium oxide as a nuclear fuel has brought with it 
demands for accurate knowledge of its physical properties. Although already recognized 
as the highest melting oxide material, many of the other thermal properties are less 
established. So far property measurements have been gathered from pressed c ramics, 
which have varying thermal conductivity and coefficient of thermal expansion values. 
Without reliable data, a nuclear fuel with appropriate cladding can not be safely 
constructed to prevent fuel cracking.  In response to this we have grown single crystals of 
ThO2 by the hydrothermal technique to obtain thermal property measurements.  
 Our initial spontaneous growth reactions identified fluoride mineralizers as a 
sufficient medium to form single crystals of ThO2. Solutions of cesium fluoride proved to 
have the highest solubility of all the fluoride mineralizers. Thus, CsF was the subject of a 
solubility study where appreciable, 0.81wt%, solubility was establihed in 15M 
concentrations. The large amounts of mass transport growth in this solution proved to be 
too fast for optical quality crystal growth, thus lower concentrations, 6M, of cesium 
fluoride were extensively studied. Ultimately with a 60oC gradient and a feedstock zone 
temperature of 750oC the largest single crystal of ThO2 reported by any method was 
obtained. From this crystal a bar suitable for thermal measurements was extracted and 
polished. Currently we are awaiting the results of the property measurements.  
 The growth of thorium oxide approximately 2700oC below its melting point 
validates hydrothermal synthesis as a low temperature technique capable of crystallizing 
the most refractory of materials. The quality of these crystals were examined and found 
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to obtain no discernable hydroxyl or fluorine defects. The optical clarity of the transport 
reactions is still low, but can be eventually optimized with slower growth rates. In 
comparison to previous growth methods, hydrothermal solutions have been able to 
provide both large growth and improved quality.  
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HYDROTHERMAL SYNTHESIS OF NOVEL THORIUM SILICATES 
 
Introduction 
 There are only three naturally occurring actinide orthosilicates, which include 
coffinite, USiO4, and two polymorphs of ThSiO4, thorite and huttonite.
1 The low 
temperature thorite phase is usually found in a metamict state, which is an ongoing 
transformation from a crystalline to amorphous state in the presenc  of fissionable 
nuclides.2-3 This phenomenon has allowed geologist to date the mineralogical veins in 
which thorite is found, based upon its level of deterioration.4 When heated, the thorite 
phase will transform into the huttonite phase at approximately 1200oC.5-6  Both thorite 
and huttonite have been found to form in the later stages of magmatic activity.7  
Specifically, they are thought to have crystallized in hydrothermal veins and are typically 
associated pegmatites with syenites and nepheline syenites.8 Th e igneous rocks contain 
high concentrations of quartz, mica and feldspar (KAlSi3O8). The mineralogical roots of 
ThSiO4 were taken advantage of by Frondel.
9 Using mixed gel reactants, he synthesized 
both polymorphs hydrothermally between 150 and 800oC. 
 Since ThSiO4 has been proven to form synthetically and naturally by 
hydrothermal genesis, we are looking to exploit our expertise in this technique to explore 
the chemistry of novel thorium silicates. In the previous chapter we demonstrated an 
ability to solubilize thoria. Using similar fluoride mineralizers, this study will explore 
ratios other than the one to one ratio in huttonite and thorite. Beyond possible formation 
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of a new binary thorium silicate, ternary species with the incorporation alkali metals is a 
goal. Of the few naturally occurring thorium silicates, alkali metals have appeared in 
thornasite, Na12Th3[Si8O19]4.18H2O,
10 and ekanite, KNaCaThSi8O20.
11  
 Thorium’s tetravalent counter-parts, titanium and zirconium boast an extensive 
array of silicate structures. Many of those have been synthetically prepared by 
hydrothermal methods. Of particular interest is the isostructural nature of thorite with 
zircon, ZrSiO4.
12 This suggest the thoria-silica phase diagram should have only slight
differences from the zirconium-silica phase space.7 Thorium silicates may even have 
similarities with other ternary zirconium silicate systems. With this in mind, our study 
aims to explore a silicate family that has been previously untouched by synthetic 
chemists. The novel materials discovered will be characterized by single crystal x-ray, 
infrared, and thermal analysis.   
 
The Crystal Chemistry of Novel Thorium Silicates 
 Growth of ThO2 crystals was demonstrated in fluoride solutions in the previous 
chapter. While large growth was restricted to cesium fluoride, prliminary studies did 
reveal ThO2 solubility in rubidium and potassium fluoride as well. Small spontaneously 
nucleated thoria crystals could be produced at a relatively low temperature of 575oC. 
Therefore our investigations of novel silicates began with the alkali f uorides, while 
implementing the same spontaneous nucleation synthesis temperature. Initially a wide 
range of thoria to silica ratios was used with 6M CsF. However, high quality crystals of 
the novel phase Cs2ThSi6O15 were derived from a one thoria to five silica ratio. All 
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further exploratory reactions in other fluoride mineralizers were performed with this 
ratio. Also included with the Cs2ThSi6O15 product were small ThSiO4 crystals of the 
huttonite phase. This was unexpected because while there are some disputes to the 
actually phase transition temperature of ThSiO4, it is generally accepted that the P21/n 
huttonite structure a high temperature phase which forms above 1200oC. Below that 
exists the thorite phase in the I41/amd space group.  
 Exploring rubidium fluoride solutions produced huttonite and large crystals of 
Rb4Th2Si12O30, which will be referred to by its empirical formula, Rb2ThSi6O15, hence 
forth. This phase crystallized in P-1 and had a very similar silicate sheet structure to the 
Cmc21, Cs2ThSi6O15 species.  The loss of symmetry from replacing cesium with 
rubidium, lead us to believe another structure may exist in the space between. Using a 
mixture of these two fluorides a novel CsRbThSi6O15 Pca21 structure was synthesized. 
The presence of huttonite once again appeared as a side product. Continuing with the 
alkali fluorides, the use of potassium fluoride resulted in another thorium structure, 
K2ThSi4O10F2, which contains a very rare silicate column. Further exploration into the 
sodium and lithium fluoride solutions did not yield any other novel silicates. However, 
both solutions would form microcrystalline powders of the low temperature thorite phase. 
The exact nature of why thorite forms preferentially in the presence of small alkali metals 
is not known. Perhaps it is a result of a metastable species that incorporates sodium or 
lithium to promote formation of thorite. Another possibility could be tid to the 
difference in solvation spheres of the alkali metals. Unfortunately, with no way of 
monitoring the reaction in situ only speculative theories can be surmised.  
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Table 7.1 




  Chemical Formula Cs2ThSi3O9  Rb2ThSi3O9   
  F. W. (g/mol)  726.13   631.5 
  Space Group  P63/m (No. 176)  P63/m (No. 176) 
  Crystal System  Hexagonal  Hexagonal 
  a, Å   7.4738(11)  7.3064(10)   
  c, Å   10.674(2)  10.604(2)    
  V, Å3   516.34(15)  490.22(14) 
  Z   2   2 
  Dcal, Mg/m
3  4.670   4.276 
  Indices (min)  [-9,-8,-13]  [-9,-9,-13] 
   (max)  [8,9,13]   [9,9,13] 
  Parameters  28   28 
  Restraints  0   0 
  µ, mm-1   21.762   25.467 
Trans. Range  0.515 - 1.000  0.447 - 1.000 
  2θ range, o  3.15 - 26.32   3.22 - 26.40 
  Reflections 
      Collected 4540   4335 
      Unique     372       357 
   Observed   337     320 
  R(int)   0.0661   0.0865 
  Final R (obs. Data)a 
   R1  0.0253   0.0305 
   wR2  0.0576   0.0649 
  Final R (all data) 
   R1  0.0296   0.0338 
   wR2  0.0602   0.0664 
  Extinction Coeff.  0.0232(14)  0.0162(14) 
  Goodness of  fit (S) 1.252   1.212 
  Largest diff. Peak, e/Å3 1.905   2.306 
  Largest diff. Hole, e/Å3  -2.122   -2.167 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 





































































































































Figure 7.2: Hydrothermally prepared crystals of novel thorium silicates. a) Cs2ThSi6O15; 











In chapter five, growth of mixed titanium tantalates were explored in 6M CsF solutions. 
During the study the reaction of BaO with water added small amounts of  hydroxide to 
the mineralizer solution. This proved to be very necessary for growth f hese novel 
compounds. Utilizing this study, the pH of our fluoride mineralizers were altered by the 
addition of 1M hydroxide solutions.  By increasing the basicity of the mineralizers, we 
hoped to improve growth of our thorium silicates. Instead two novel thorium s licates 
were discovered. Cs2ThSi3O9 and Rb2ThSi3O9 were isolated from the higher pH 
solutions. Both of these species adopt the wadeite, K2ZrSi3O9, structure.
13 This structure 
type already has an extensive array of analogues, thus an in depth discussion of these two 
thorium silicates will not be given in this text. The crystallographic data is reported in 
Table 7.1 and the atomic positions are provided in Appendix A. Additions of potassium 
hydroxide to 6M KF solutions failed to crystallize a potassium analogue. It is believed 
that the size ratio between thorium and potassium will not be capable of supporting the 
formation of the wadeite structure. Nonetheless, the ability to preferentially form 
different products by a small change in the mineralizer speaks to the versatility of 
hydrothermal synthesis.  
 In total six novel thorium silicates were formed of which three are new structure 
types. These will be discussed in the following sections. To put this in perspective, the 
Inorganic Crystal Structure Database14 reports a total of only 24 truly unique thorium 
silicates and only one novel synthetic structure. The addition of our six structures 
represents 20% of all known thorium silicates and 86% of novel synthetic t orium 
silicates. Also, this is the first occurrence of a stabilized wadeite structure containing 
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thorium as the metal center. With many other possible combinations of mineralizers, the 
number of thorium silicates could at some point even rival the extensive titanium and 
zirconium silicate families.  
 
The Crystal Structure of Cs2ThSi6O15 
 Crystals of Cs2ThSi6O15 were synthesized during a hydrothermal reaction with 
ThO2 and SiO2 using 6M CsF solutions. The colorless crystals are visibly clear and have 
a rectangular plate morphology. Structure refinements in the Cmc21 space group provided 
an acceptable R-factor of 0.0378. Table 7.2 contains the full crystallographic parameters 
and the bond distance and angle data are summarized in Tables 7.3 and 7.4. The atomic 
coordinates are located in Appendix A.  
 The asymmetric unit, Figure 7.3, reveals thorium octahedra and silicon tetrahedra. 
The thorium and silicon oxygen bonds are acceptable with those found in the l terature 
with average distances of 2.285Å and 1.585Å, respectively.15 In the asymmetric unit all 
four unique silicon sites are connected suggesting a chain structure. How ver, when the 
extended structure, Figure 7.4, is investigated a complex sheet structure can be seen. 
Using Liebau’s classification,15 Cs2ThSi6O15 is a monophyllosilicate which has a sheet 
structure identical to both dalyite, K2ZrSi6O15,
16-17 and β-K3NdSi6O15.
18 More specifically 
the silicate environment is an unbranched single layer that extends along the a-axis. Some 
confusion surrounding the unbranched designation could occur due to the interaction with 
the thorium environment. Each sheet is connected to one another via thorium octahedra 
that lie along the (021) plane. The unbranched classification is only in reference to the 
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Table 7.2 




Chemical Formula Cs2ThSi6O15 CsRbThSi6O15 Rb4Th2Si12O30 K2ThSi4O10F2  
F. W. (g/mol)  906.40  858.96  1623.04  620.60 
Space Group  Cmc21 (No. 36) Pca21 (No. 29) P-1 (No. 2) Pnma (No. 62) 
Crystal System  Orthorhombic Orthorhombic Triclinic  Orthorhombic 
a, Å   7.2813(15) 16.309(3) 7.3288(15) 11.794(2) 
b, Å   16.420(3) 7.2582(15) 12.235(2) 8.5762(17)  
c, Å   13.591(3) 13.677(3) 17.510(4) 22.099(4) 
α ,o       98.97(3) 
β, o       90.97(3) 
γ, o       106.44(3)     
V, Å3   1625.0(6) 1618.9(6) 1484.4(5) 2235.3(8) 
Z   4  4  2  8 
Dcal, Mg/m
3  3.705  3.524  3.631  3.688 
Indices (min)  [-8,-20,-16] [-19,-7,-16] [-8,-15,-21] [-14,-9,-26] 
 (max)  [9,20,15] [19,8,16] [9,14,21] [13,10,26] 
Parameters  122  207  429  190 
Restraints  1  1  0  0 
µ, mm-1   14.106  14.930  17.124  14.590 
Trans. Range  0.574 - 1.000 0.515 - 1.000 0.509 - 1.000 0.674 - 1.000 
2θ range, o  2.48 - 26.40  2.81 - 25.03 2.70 - 26.33 3.08 - 25.04 
Reflections 
    Collected 7540  12142  12740  16469 
    Unique   1573    2857    5581    2110 
 Observed 1381    2344    3520    1710 
R(int)   0.0726  0.0797  0.0509  0.0582 
Final R (obs. Data)a 
 R1  0.0378  0.0508  0.0326  0.0452 
 wR2  0.0766  0.1216  0.0563  0.1141 
Final R (all data) 
 R1  0.0455  0.0650  0.0649  0.0554 
 wR2  0.0815  0.1332  0.0691  0.1217 
Extinction Coeff.  0.00042(8) None  0.00047(3) None 
Flack Parameter  0.036(14) -0.097(18) N/A  N/A 
Goodness of  fit (S) 1.062  1.132  0.715  1.075 
Largest diff. Peak, e/Å3 2.115  3.337  2.187  5.421 
Largest diff. Hole, e/Å3  -1.572  -3.151  -1.498  -2.448 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 







Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) for Cs2ThSi6O15 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Cesium Polyhedra 
 
 Cs1   Distance   Cs2   Distance 
 O1                       3.421(15)   O2                3.698(14)  
 O2 4                    3.415(16)   O2 3                   3.698(14)  
 O2 5                    3.415(16)   O3                  3.271(9)  
 O3                       3.217(10)  O3 3                    3.271(9) 
 O3 3                    3.217(10)   O5 12                  3.381(14) 
 O4                       3.690(14)               O6                       3.431(13) 
 O4 3                    3.690(14)              O6 3                    3.431(13) 
 O7 8                    3.807(16)   O7 10                  3.316(12) 
 O7 9                    3.807(16)              O7 11                  3.316(12) 
 O8 6                    3.682(13)   O8                  3.6425(9) 
 O10                      3.746(3)   O8 7                    3.6425(9)  
 O10 7                   3.746(3)  
             
 [ThO6] Octahedra 
 
 Th1   Distance   O-Th1-O  Angles 
 O3 2                    2.294(9)   O3 2-Th1-O3 3           88.4(4) 
 O3 3                    2.294(9)   O6-Th1-O3 3             87.4(4) 
 O6                      2.284(9)   O6-Th1-O6 1            96.7(7) 
 O6 1                    2.284(9)   O6-Th1-O8           95.3(4) 
 O8                      2.290(13)   O6 1-Th1-O3 2           87.4(4) 
 O10                     2.264(14)   O8-Th1-O3 2             85.2(3) 
       O10-Th1-O3 2            89.0(3) 
       O10-Th1-O6              90.0(4)   
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes:          1 -x,y,z      2 x-1,y,z      3 -x+1,y,z      
             4 -x+3/2,-y+3/2,z+1/2     5 x-1/2,-y+3/2,z+1/2     6 -x+1/2,-y+3/2,z+1/2    
   7 x+1,y,z                  8 -x+1/2,y+1/2,z     9 x+1/2,y+1/2,z      
              10 x,-y+1,z-1/2      11 -x+1,-y+1,z-1/2    12 x,y,z-1      















Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) about Si Atoms in Cs2ThSi6O15 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
                          
 [SiO4] Tetrahedra  
                         
 Si1   Distance   O-Si1-O   Angles 
 O1                      1.628(6)   O2 4-Si1-O1            103.6(8) 
 O2 4                    1.617(12)   O3 4-Si1-O1            111.7(6) 
 O3 4                    1.579(9)   O3 4-Si1-O2 4          111.1(6) 
 O4 4                    1.613(12)   O3 4-Si1-O4 4          111.1(7)  
                   O4 4-Si1-O1            107.8(6)  
       O4 4-Si1-O2 4          111.3(7)  
 
 Si2   Distance   O-Si2-O   Angles 
 O4 14                   1.606(12)   O4 14-Si2-O5 11        109.5(6) 
 O5 11                   1.613(6)   O4 14-Si2-O7           105.6(8) 
 O6 13                   1.577(10)  O5 11-Si2-O7           103.6(7)  
 O7                      1.615(12)   O6 13-Si2-O4 14        111.9(7)  
                   O6 13-Si2-O5 11        113.7(7)  
                              O6 13-Si2-O7           111.9(7)  
 
 Si3   Distance   O-Si3-O   Angles 
 O7 17                   1.607(12)   O7 17-Si3-O7 18        110.9(11 
 O7 18                   1.607(12)   O7 17-Si3-O8 19        108.7(5) 
 O8 19                   1.611(14)   O7 18-Si3-O8 19        108.7(5) 
 O9 16                   1.552(19)  O9 16-Si3-O7 17        107.9(7)  
                   O9 16-Si3-O7 18        107.9(7)  
                   O9 16-Si3-O8 19        112.8(9)  
             
 Si4   Distance   O-Si4-O   Angles 
 O2 19                   1.578(11)   O2 19-Si4-O2 21        108.0(12) 
 O2 21                   1.578(11)   O2 19-Si4-O9 9         109.2(6)  
 O9 9                    1.61(2)    O2 21-Si4-O9 9         109.2(6)  
 O10 6                   1.574(15)  O10 6-Si4-O2 19        109.2(6)  
                   O10 6-Si4-O2 21        109.2(6)  
                              O10 6-Si4-O9 9         111.8(9)  
 
 
Symmetry Codes:          1 -x,y,z      2 x-1,y,z      3 -x+1,y,z      
             4 -x+3/2,-y+3/2,z+1/2     5 x-1/2,-y+3/2,z+1/2     6 -x+1/2,-y+3/2,z+1/2    
   7 x+1,y,z                  8 -x+1/2,y+1/2,z     9 x+1/2,y+1/2,z      
              10 x,-y+1,z-1/2      11 -x+1,-y+1,z-1/2    12 x,y,z-1      
   13 x,y-1,z      14 x-1/2,y-1/2,z   15 -x+1,-y+1,z+1/2     
   16 x,y+1,z      17 -x,-y+1,z+1/2      18 x,-y+1,z+1/2      
   19 x,y,z+1      20 x-1,y,z+1       21 -x+1,y,z+1      














silicate sheet. In some sheet structures such as NaPrSi6O14, silicate “loops” off of the 
main sheet can occur, thus requiring further distinction.19 This is not the case in our 
structure, as the sheet is roughly confined to the (020) plane. A detaile  inspection of the 
sheet structure can be seen in Figure 7.5.  This reveals the presence of two dreier single 
chains which combine to form the sheet. The dreier designation is determined by the 
chain’s periodicity, which is the number of silicate environments ivolved in the chain 
before a repeating segment. Chain 1 is comprised of Si1 and Si4, but is arranged in such a 
way that the periodicity is three or dreier. Likewise, Chain 2 also involves only two 
silicate environments, Si2 and Si3, but still retains the same threfold character. Similar 
chains can be found in the mineral sorensenite, Na4Be2Sn[Si3O9]2·2H2O.
20 The sheet 
structure is built upon alternating these two chains, while subsequent chai s will have a 
slight rotation from the original. This can be seen in the two examples of chain 1 given in 
Figure 7.5. Once the sheet structure has been constructed from the chain units, the 
complexity of the silicate environment is now apparent. Silicate rings with four, six, and 
eight members can be distinguished. Infrared detection of these rings can be seen in a 
later section of this chapter.  
 Until recently, no novel thorium silicates had yet been synthesized by any 
method. However, in 2005 Woodward accidentally formed small colorless cry tals of 
Cs2ThSi6O15.
21 The original goal of his work was to synthesize a novel cesium thorium 
tellurate, but small amounts of silica were leached off the quartz reaction vessel at 800oC. 
The structure was refined in Pca21, which is different than our chosen space group of 
Cmc21. Structurally both species contain the same silicate network with thorium 
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octahedra bridging the sheets. With such small symmetry differenc s it seems unlikely 
that Cs2ThSi6O15 could exist as both forms. However, multiple attempts to refine our 
structure in Pca21 were unsuccessful. Yet, this does not indicate an error in Woodward’s 
solution either. A possible explanation did present itself as we continued to explore other 
novel thorium silicates. Mixtures of cesium and rubidium fluoride with thoria and silica 
produced CsRbThSi6O15 that does exist in the Pca21 space group. A structural description 
will be given later in this chapter. This also has the same silicate sheet as both ours and 
Woodward’s Cs2ThSi6O15 only with rubidium and cesium at 50% occupancy in the alkali 
metal sites. A small spatial decrease at this site was enough to lower the symmetry from 
Cmc21 to Pca21. It is plausible, given that Woodward had significant amounts of TeO3 in 
the reaction mixture that a small amount of tellurium has incorporated into his structure at 
his higher reaction temperatures. Perhaps a small unrefined tellurium contamination s the 
reason for the differing symmetries. Our reaction mixture contained no other metals that 











Figure 7.4: A view of the extended structure of Cs2ThSi6O15. The silicate sheet (yellow 
polyhedra) can be seen roughly occupying the (020) plane and the thorium (gray 





Figure 7.5: A view of the dreier silicate chains 1 and 2 as they combine to form the 






The Crystal Structure of CsRbThSi6O15 
 A hydrothermal reaction with thorium oxide, silicon oxide and a mixture of 3M 
CsF and 3M RbF mineralizers was heated to 575oC. The resultant crystals were colorless 
rectangular plates, which were determined to be CsRbThSi6O15.  A R-factor of 0.0508 
was obtained after consecutive refinements in the Pca21 space group. CsRbThSi6O15 is 
isostructural with the Pca21 Cs2ThSi6O15 reported by Woodward.
21 For a detailed 
discussion of the title structure the reader is referred to Woodward’s work. Only notable 
structural features and a comparison between CsRbThSi6O15 and the Cmc21 Cs2ThSi6O15 
synthesized at Clemson will be reviewed here. A full list of the crystallographic data can 
be found in Table 7.2 and selected bond distance and angle data are arrangd in Tables 
7.5,  7.6, and 7.7. The atomic coordinates are located in Appendix A.  
 Inspection of the asymmetric unit, Figure 7.6, reveals elongated thermal ellipsoids 
for the alkali metal sites. Energy dispersive x-ray analysis confirms the presence of both 
metals in appreciable amounts. Therefore, these sites were refin d as 50% occupied by 
both cesium and rubidium. The addition of rubidium can also be seen by the decrease in 
the volume of the unit cell to 1618.9(6)Å3 from an observed volume of 1625.0(6)Å3 in 
Cs2ThSi6O15. The elongation of the thermal ellipsoids may be attributed to metals with 
dissimilar atomic radii occupying the same site. It may also be due to an imminent 
structural realignment to a more stable species.  Evidence of this is seen when RbF is the 
sole mineralizer. Another species, Rb2ThSi6O15, is preferentially formed when these 




Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) for CsRbThSi6O15 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 [ThO6] Octahedra 
 
 Th1   Distance   O-Th1-O  Angles 
 O1                      2.330(13)  O5-Th1-O1         84.9(6)  
 O5                      2.266(14)   O5-Th1-O5         89.8(5) 
 O9 1                    2.296(14)   O9 1-Th1-O1             90.7(5) 
 O11                     2.263(15)   O11-Th1-O1          90.6(5) 
 O13                     2.278(14)   O11-Th1-O15          87.9(5) 
 O15                     2.302(15)   O13-Th1-O9 1           89.8(5) 
       O13-Th1-O15             89.1(5) 
 
 Cesium/Rubidium Polyhedra       
 
 Cs1/Rb1   Distance                             Cs2/Rb2   Distance   
 O1                       3.219(15)   O1                 3.529(16) 
 O2                       3.275(16)   O5                 3.130(14) 
 O3 4                    3.378(13)   O6 1                   3.464(16) 
 O5                       3.448(15)   O7 1                   3.473(17) 
 O8                       3.521(16)   O8 7                   3.297(15) 
 O11                      3.403(14)   O9 1                   3.601(16) 
 O12 5                   3.385(15)   O12 8                  3.357(16) 
 O13 3                   3.670(15)   O14                 3.514(19)  
 O15 3                   3.126(14)   O15 3                  3.299(13)  
 
 O-Cs1/Rb1-O  Angles    O-Cs2/Rb2-O  Angles 
 O1-Cs1/Rb1-O3 4            136.2(4)   O5-Cs2/Rb2-O7 1             97.9(4) 
 O1-Cs1/Rb1-O11               59.0(4)    O5-Cs2/Rb2-O8 7            172.4(4) 
 O2-Cs1/Rb1-O5               97.4(3)    O7 1-Cs2/Rb2-O14            149.8(4)  
 O3 4-Cs1/Rb1-O8              99.1(3)    O8 7-Cs2/Rb2-O6 1           44.4(3) 
 O8-Cs1/Rb1-O13 3           101.9(3)   O12 -Cs2/-O6 1          99.8(4) 
 O11-Cs1/Rb1-O5               54.3(3)    O14-Cs2/Rb-O1              116.9(4) 
 O12 5-Cs1/Rb1-O5            150.2(4)   O14-Cs2/Rb2-O9 1          124.5(3) 
 O12 5-Cs1/Rb1-O8             79.5(4)    O15 3-Cs2/Rb2-O7 1         162.5(4) 
 O15 3-Cs1/Rb1-O1            92.7(4)    O15 3-Cs2/Rb2-O12 8         84.7(4) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes: 1 -x+1,-y+1,z-1/2    2 x,y+1,z      3 x,y-1,z      
              4 -x+1/2,y,z+1/2     5 -x+1/2,y-1,z-1/2      6 -x+1/2,y,z-1/2     
   7 -x+1,-y,z-1/2             8 x+1/2,-y+1,z-1       








Selected Bond Distances (Å) about Si Atoms in CsRbThSi6O15 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 [SiO4] Tetrahedra 
 
 Si1   Distance   Si4   Distance  
 O1                      1.579(16)   O2 4                    1.616(15) 
 O2 6                    1.640(15)  O10                 1.60(2) 
 O3                      1.628(15)              O11 4                   1.584(15) 
 O4                      1.60(2)    O12               1.642(14) 
                         
 Si2   Distance   Si5   Distance             
 O4 9                    1.62(2)    O3 2                    1.614(15) 
 O5                      1.623(16)   O12 16                  1.633(14) 
 O6                      1.625(14)   O13               1.565(16) 
 O7                      1.631(16)  O14 15                  1.594(17) 
        
 Si3   Distance   Si6   Distance  
 O7 10                   1.610(17)   O6                   1.634(14) 
 O8 10                   1.640(14)  O8 2                   1.633(15) 
 O9 10                   1.545(15)   O14 2                  1.649(18) 
 O10                     1.61(2)    O15               1.584(16)             
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes: 1 -x+1,-y+1,z-1/2    2 x,y+1,z      3 x,y-1,z      
              4 -x+1/2,y,z+1/2     5 -x+1/2,y-1,z-1/2      6 -x+1/2,y,z-1/2     
   7 -x+1,-y,z-1/2             8 x+1/2,-y+1,z-1     9 x+1/2,-y+1,z      
              10 -x+1,-y+1,z+1/2     11 x,y+1,z+1       12 x,y,z+1      
   13 -x+1/2,y+1,z+1/2      14 x-1/2,-y+1,z+1     15 x-1/2,-y+1,z      
              16 x,y,z-1          
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Table 7.7 
Selected Bond Angles (o) about Si Atoms in CsRbThSi6O15 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
        
 [SiO4] Tetrahedra                   
                               
 O-Si1-O   Angles    O-Si4-O   Angles 
 O1-Si1-O2 6            111.2(9)   O2 4-Si4-O12           108.5(8) 
 O1-Si1-O3              111.9(8)   O10-Si4-O2 4           111.2(10) 
 O1-Si1-O4              110.3(10)   O10-Si4-O12        107.3(10) 
 O3-Si1-O2 6            105.7(8)   O11 4-Si4-O2 4         109.4(9) 
 O4-Si1-O2 6            106.7(10)   O11 4-Si4-O10          110.2(10) 
 O4-Si1-O3              110.8(8)   O11 4-Si4-O12          110.2(9) 
 
 O-Si2-O   Angles   O-Si5-O   Angles 
 O4 9-Si2-O5           110.6(10)   O3 2-Si5-O12 16        106.0(8) 
 O4 9-Si2-O6            108.6(9)   O13-Si5-O3 2          112.0(8) 
 O4 9-Si2-O7            110.6(10)   O13-Si5-O12 16        114.6(8) 
 O5-Si2-O6              112.1(8)   O13-Si5-O14 15         110.6(9) 
 O5-Si2-O7              113.4(9)   O14 15-Si5-O3 2        111.3(7) 
 O6-Si2-O7             101.1(8)   O14 15-Si5-O12 16      101.8(9) 
 
 O-Si3-O   Angles   O-Si6-O   Angles 
 O7 10-Si3-O8 10        110.2(9)   O6-Si6-O14 2           107.3(8) 
 O9 10-Si3-O7 10        109.1(9)   O8 2-Si6-O6            103.2(8) 
 O9 10-Si3-O8 10        109.3(8)   O8 2-Si6-O6            103.2(8) 
 O9 10-Si3-O10          113.5(10)   O15-Si6-O6           111.4(8) 
 O10-Si3-O7 10          107.6(11)   O15-Si6-O8 2          112.0(9) 
 O10-Si3-O8 10          107.2(10)   O15-Si6-O14 2         111.8(9) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes: 1 -x+1,-y+1,z-1/2    2 x,y+1,z      3 x,y-1,z      
              4 -x+1/2,y,z+1/2     5 -x+1/2,y-1,z-1/2      6 -x+1/2,y,z-1/2     
   7 -x+1,-y,z-1/2             8 x+1/2,-y+1,z-1     9 x+1/2,-y+1,z      
              10 -x+1,-y+1,z+1/2     11 x,y+1,z+1       12 x,y,z+1      
   13 -x+1/2,y+1,z+1/2      14 x-1/2,-y+1,z+1     15 x-1/2,-y+1,z      
              16 x,y,z-1        









completely different silicate sheet than CsRbThSi6O15. As the alkali site is contracted 
there is a formation of a different silicate network. Therefore in an effort to stabilize the 
current silicate sheet the cesium and rubidium are displaced across this ite, which lead to 
the distorted ellipsoids. This is most likely a contributing factor to the slightly high R-



























The Crystal Structure of Rb2ThSi6O15 
 Rb2ThSi6O15 was synthesized in a hydrothermal reaction of thoria and silica in 
RbF solutions. The resultant colorless crystals were columnar in shape and were prone to 
cleavage along the longest axis. An acceptable R-factor, 0.0326, was obtained in the P-1 
space group.  A complete overview of the crystallographic data is provided in Table 7.2. 
Tables 7.8 - 7.13 contain the selected bond distance and angle data for Rb2ThSi6O15. The 
atomic coordinates are located in Appendix A. 
 Given the identical silicate sheets of Cs2ThSi6O15 and CsRbThSi6O15, the 
structure of Rb2ThSi6O15 was expected to follow suit. Especially since the synthesis 
conditions are quite similar and the empirical formula for the titl  compound mirrors the 
Cs2ThSi6O15 formula. However, when cesium is completely removed from the synthesis 
mixture an entirely different structure crystallizes. This is quickly apparent by observing 
the asymmetric unit, Figure 7.7, of Rb2ThSi6O15. Silicon atoms eight through twelve form 
a five membered silicate ring, which is not present in the formerly discussed sheet 
structures. A total of twelve unique silicon sites are present, all of which have tetrahedral 
environments. Also contained in the asymmetric unit are two highly distorted thorium 
octahedra. While, the average bond distances, 2.304Å and 2.321Å, are with in acceptable 
limits. The bond angles range from 78.3-113.5o for Th1 and 78.4-118.6o for Th2, both of 
which are extreme deviations from the ideal 90o angle.  These distortions in both 
octahedra can be attributed directly to the silicate environment.  




Selected Bond Distances (Å) about Rb Atoms in Rb2ThSi6O15 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 [RbO8] Polyhedra 
 
 Rb1   Distance   Rb3   Distance   
 O1 4                    3.056(7)   O14                 2.874(7) 
 O2                      3.014(7)   O16               3.220(7) 
 O3                      2.989(7)   O20 2                   3.136(7) 
 O9                      2.808(8)   O20 6                   3.132(8) 
 O11                     3.310(7)   O22               3.390(7) 
 O26                     3.253(8)   O23               3.329(7) 
 O27 3                   2.910(7)   O24                  3.045(7) 
 O28                     3.081(6)   O30               3.058(7) 
                         
 Rb2   Distance   Rb4   Distance 
 O9                    3.375(8)   O5                3.060(7) 
 O11                     3.303(7)   O6                3.318(7) 
 O12 5                   3.100(7)   O8                     3.139(7) 
 O17                     2.965(7)   O16               3.226(8) 
 O18                     3.059(7)   O24               3.297(7)  
 O23                     3.171(7)   O25               3.096(8) 
 O26                     3.005(7)   O29               3.341(7) 
 O28                     3.163(7)   O30               3.178(7)             
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes: 1 x-1,y,z      2 -x+1,-y+1,-z+1     3 x,y,z+1      
              4 x+1,y,z+1      5 x,y-1,z        
               
 
             
             
             
             
                                    











Selected Bond Angles (o) about Rb Atoms in Rb2ThSi6O15 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 [RbO8] Polyhedra 
 
 O-Rb1-O  Angles    O-Rb3-O  Angles 
 O3-Rb1-O2                82.76(19)   O14-Rb3-O22              68.68(19) 
 O3-Rb1-O11              104.86(19)   O14-Rb3-O24            60.0(2) 
 O3-Rb1-O26               49.12(17)   O16-Rb3-O23           123.08(19)  
 O9-Rb1-O1 4             81.8(2)    O16-Rb3-O24 2         167.93(18)                        
 O9-Rb1-O27 3           126.0(2)   O22-Rb3-O24 2          44.93(16) 
 O27 3-Rb1-O3             93.5(2)    O23-Rb3-O22          44.62(16) 
 O27 3-Rb1-O28           117.07(19)   O24-Rb3-O30            89.76(18) 
 O28-Rb1-O11             105.47(18)   O30-Rb3-O24 2         131.59(17) 
 O28-Rb1-O26              85.55(18)   O30-Rb3-O20 6           57.93(19) 
 
 O-Rb2-O  Angles    O-Rb4-O  Angles 
 O11-Rb2-O9              66.00(17)   O5-Rb4-O25             126.0(2)  
 O12 5-Rb2-O23          110.77(19)   O6-Rb4-O29             137.16(19) 
 O12 5-Rb2-O28          138.21(17)   O8-Rb4-O30             137.08(17) 
 O17-Rb2-O12 5           50.45(18)   O16-Rb4-O24             95.63(18) 
 O17-Rb2-O26             82.92(19)   O16-Rb4-O29          98.84(18) 
 O18-Rb2-O28             62.94(18)   O24-Rb4-O29          97.47(17) 
 O23-Rb2-O11            132.82(18)   O25-Rb4-O8        118.1(2) 
 O26-Rb2-O28             88.45(18)   O30-Rb4-O6         139.68(18) 
 O28-Rb2-O9              53.35(18)    O30-Rb4-O24           83.36(17)  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes: 1 x-1,y,z      2 -x+1,-y+1,-z+1     3 x,y,z+1      
              4 x+1,y,z+1      5 x,y-1,z        











Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) about Th Atoms in Rb2ThSi6O15 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 [ThO6] Octahedra 
 
 Th1   Distance   Th2   Distance 
 O2                      2.279(7)   O6                2.284(7) 
 O9 1                    2.305(7)   O14                 2.355(7) 
 O11                     2.313(7)   O16 1                  2.325(6) 
 O18 1                   2.276(7)   O20                  2.316(7) 
 O26                     2.301(6)   O24               2.331(6) 
 O28 1                   2.353(7)   O30 1                  2.317(7) 
 
 O-Th1-O  Angles    O-Th2-O  Angles 
 O2-Th1-O9 1             91.3(3)    O6-Th2-O14             101.1(3) 
 O2-Th1-O11              86.8(3)    O6-Th2-O16 1            94.2(3) 
 O2-Th1-O26              85.3(3)    O6-Th2-O24         86.3(3) 
 O2-Th1-O28 1            89.2(3)    O6-Th2-O30 1           90.7(3) 
 O9 1-Th1-O11           113.5(3)   O16 1-Th2-O14          118.6(3) 
 O9 1-Th1-O28 1          78.3(2)    O20-Th2-O14             85.4(3) 
 O18 1-Th1-O9 1          92.3(3)    O20-Th2-O16 1          89.0(2) 
 O18 1-Th1-O11          94.0(3)    O20-Th2-O24           87.7(2) 
 O18 1-Th1-O26           90.5(2)    O20-Th2-O30 1          80.6(3) 
 O18 1-Th1-O28 1         89.1(3)    O24-Th2-O14             78.4(2) 
 O26-Th1-O11             83.4(2)    O30 1-Th2-O16 1         80.4(2)     
 O26-Th1-O28 1           84.6(2)    O30 1-Th2-O24           82.0(2) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes: 1 x-1,y,z            
                
    












Selected Bond Distances (Å) about Si Atoms in Rb2ThSi6O15 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
       
 [SiO4] Tetrahedra  
 
 Si1   Distance   Si7   Distance 
 O1                      1.643(7)   O13 12                  1.655(7) 
 O2 8                    1.563(7)   O17                 1.628(7) 
 O3 2                    1.625(7)   O18 1                  1.581(7)  
 O4                      1.602(8)   O19               1.604(7) 
       
 Si2   Distance   Si8   Distance         
 O4                      1.605(7)   O19 2                   1.620(7) 
 O5 1                    1.636(7)   O20 2                  1.581(8) 
 O6                      1.588(8)   O21               1.616(7)  
 O7                      1.624(7)   O22 2                   1.620(7) 
       
 Si3   Distance   Si9   Distance             
 O7 10                   1.610(7)   O22 2                  1.617(7) 
 O8 10                   1.635(7)   O23 2                  1.632(7) 
 O9                      1.610(8)   O24               1.586(7) 
 O10 9                   1.596(8)   O25                  1.615(7)  
 
 Si4   Distance   Si10   Distance  
 O5 2                    1.631(8)   O3 2                  1.623(7)              
 O8 2                    1.631(7)   O25                 1.626(7) 
 O10                     1.620(8)   O26 2                 1.587(7) 
 O11 11                  1.576(8)   O27                   1.622(7)  
       
 Si5   Distance   Si11   Distance 
 O12 2                   1.633(7)   O1 6                   1.611(7)  
 O13 2                   1.621(7)   O27                  1.647(7) 
 O14                     1.584(8)   O28 7                 1.586(7) 
 O15 5                   1.585(8)  O29                    1.610(8) 
                                               
 Si6   Distance   Si12   Distance 
 O12                     1.631(7)   O21 7                 1.610(7) 
 O15                     1.621(8)   O23              1.636(7)  
 O16 2                   1.589(7)   O29 7                 1.614(7)   
 O17 11                  1.643(7)   O30 7                 1.594(7)           
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes: 1 x-1,y,z      2 -x+1,-y+1,-z+1     3 x,y,z+1      
              4 x+1,y,z+1      5 x,y-1,z      6 x+1,y,z      
              7 -x+2,-y+1,-z+1  8 x,y,z-1      9 -x+1,-y+1,-z+2      
              10 -x+1,-y,-z+1      11 x,y+1,z      12 x-1,y-1,z      




Selected Bond Angles (o) for Si1-Si6 in Rb2ThSi6O15 
 
 [SiO4] Tetrahedra 
 O-Si1-O   Angles    O-Si4-O   Angles 
 O2 8-Si1-O1            110.6(4)   O8 2-Si4-O5 2          101.5(4)              
 O2 8-Si1-O3 2          111.1(4)   O10-Si4-O5 2          111.1(4) 
 O2 8-Si1-O4            112.8(4)   O10-Si4-O8 2          108.5(4) 
 O3 2-Si1-O1            102.8(4)   O11 11-Si4-O5 2        112.1(4) 
 O4-Si1-O1              112.1(4)   O11 11-Si4-O8 2        112.8(4) 
 O4-Si1-O3 2           107.0(4)   O11 11-Si4-O10         110.6(4) 
                                   
 O-Si2-O   Angles          O-Si5-O   Angles 
 O4-Si2-O5 1            108.6(4)   O13 2-Si5-O12 2        109.6(4) 
 O4-Si2-O7              107.4(4)   O14-Si5-O12 2          112.0(4)  
 O6-Si2-O4              110.9(4)   O14-Si5-O13 2          102.4(4) 
 O6-Si2-O5 1            112.4(4)   O14-Si5-O15 5         116.5(4) 
 O6-Si2-O7              112.0(4)   O15 5-Si5-O12 2        107.1(4) 
 O7-Si2-O5 1            105.3(4)   O15 5-Si5-O13 2        109.1(4)  
 
 O-Si3-O   Angles              O-Si6-O   Angles  
 O7 10-Si3-O8 10        107.9(4)   O12-Si6-O17 11         104.4(4) 
 O9-Si3-O7 10           105.8(4)   O15-Si6-O12            107.3(4)  
 O9-Si3-O8 10           111.9(4)   O15-Si6-O17 11        109.3(4) 
 O10 9-Si3-O7 10        110.1(4)   O16 2-Si6-O12          111.8(4) 
 O10 9-Si3-O8 10        108.3(4)   O16 2-Si6-O15          111.9(4) 
 O10 9-Si3-O9           112.7(5)   O16 2-Si6-O17 11       111.6(4) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes: 1 x-1,y,z      2 -x+1,-y+1,-z+1     3 x,y,z+1      
              4 x+1,y,z+1      5 x,y-1,z      6 x+1,y,z      
              7 -x+2,-y+1,-z+1  8 x,y,z-1      9 -x+1,-y+1,-z+2      
              10 -x+1,-y,-z+1      11 x,y+1,z        
 
 
       








Selected Bond Angles (o) for Si7-Si12 in Rb2ThSi6O15 
 
 [SiO4] Tetrahedra 
 
 O-Si7-O   Angles    O-Si10-O  Angles 
 O17-Si7-O13 12         104.3(4)   O3 2-Si10-O25          111.4(4)  
 O18 1-Si7-O13 12       110.9(4)   O26 2-Si10-O3 2        108.5(4) 
 O18 1-Si7-O17          112.8(4)   O26 2-Si10-O25         113.2(4) 
 O18 1-Si7-O19          113.0(4)   O26 2-Si10-O27         112.4(4) 
 O19-Si7-O13 12         107.0(4)   O27 -Si10-O3 2         106.1(4) 
 O19-Si7-O17            108.3(4)   O27 -Si10-O25           105.1(4) 
            
 O-Si8-O   Angles    O-Si11-O  Angles 
 O20 2-Si8-O19 2        109.8(4)   O1 6-Si11-O27          103.5(4)  
 O20 2-Si8-O21           111.8(4)   O28 7-Si11-O1 6        115.1(4)  
 O20 2-Si8-O22 2        112.4(4)   O28 7-Si11-O27        110.3(4)  
 O21-Si8-O19 2          107.1(4)   O28 7-Si11-O29         113.9(4)  
 O21-Si8-O22 2          106.7(4)   O29-Si11-O1 6         106.8(4) 
 O22 2-Si8-O19 2        108.9(4)   O29-Si11-O27           106.3(4)  
 
 O-Si9-O   Angles    O-Si12-O  Angles 
 O22 2-Si9-O23 2        103.5(4)   O21 7-Si12-O23          104.7(4)  
 O24-Si9-O22 2          113.5(4)   O21 7-Si12-O29 7       107.7(4) 
 O24-Si9-O23 2          111.9(4)   O29 7-Si12-O23          109.6(4) 
 O24-Si9-O25            109.0(4)   O30 7-Si12-O21 7       114.2(4) 
 O25-Si9-O22 2          109.9(4)   O30 7-Si12-O23          111.3(4) 
 O25-Si9-O23 2          109.0(4)   O30 7-Si12-O29 7       109.1(4) 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes: 1 x-1,y,z      2 -x+1,-y+1,-z+1     3 x,y,z+1      
              4 x+1,y,z+1      5 x,y-1,z      6 x+1,y,z      
              7 -x+2,-y+1,-z+1  8 x,y,z-1      9 -x+1,-y+1,-z+2      
              10 -x+1,-y,-z+1      11 x,y+1,z      12 x-1,y-1,z      








          
Figure 7.7 Extended asymmetric unit of Rb2ThSi6O15 as 50% thermal probability thermal 
ellipsoids. 
 253
silicate sheets in the (01-2) plane. The oxygen ligands of thorium are shared with one 
silicon atom. Typically silicon tetrahedra are less easily distorted than octahedral 
environments. Additional, these silicon atoms are part of a complex shet w ich further 
increases the rigidity of the tetrahedra. Taken these factors int  account, it is much easier 
for the thorium octahedra to distort than the silicon tetrahedra.  
 Similar to the previously discussed structures, the silicate environment of 
Rb2ThSi6O15 can also be classified as a monophyllosilcate unbranched sheet. Far from 
the simplicity of the Cs2ThSi6O15 silicate sheet, which contained only two unique 
alternating chains, the Rb2ThSi6O15 sheet is built upon four dreier chains that are 
arranged in an extensive pattern. To describe the construction of the sheet structure the 
following notation has been provided. A chain that has been unaltered from the original 
orientation, which is noted in Figure 7.9, will be designated by its chain number. Thus, 
chain 1 will have a notation of 1. Chains which have been oriented to produce an 
inversion of the original chain will be labeled by a minus sign followed by the chain 
number. For example the inverted chain 2 will be described as a -2. Also, some chains 
undergo a shift from the original position. This occurs by lateral movement of one or 
more tetrahedral units to the right. The notation for this shift will include the chain 
number with a superscript 1 or 2 designating the degree of movement. Thus, if the 
original chain 4 has the order (Si2, Si3, Si4) and a different chain 4 proceeds by (Si4, Si2, 
Si3) the notation would be 42. The shift and inversion alterations in some cases can even 
combine leading to notations like -32. With the chain transformations defined the silicate 
sheet pattern is presented in Equation 7.1. 
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Equation 7.1 [ 1 : 2 : 3 : -3 : -2 : -1 : 4 : -42 :12 : 22 : 32 : -32 : -22 : -12 : 42 : -41 : 11 : 21 :  
  : 31 : -31 : -21 : -11 : 41 : -4 : 1 ] 
 This distinctive pattern forms a complex sheet structure, Figure 7.10, which 
contains four, five, six, and eight membered rings. The formation of these rings can be 
looked upon as layers. By stacking these layers a pattern can be developed for the ring 
alignment of the sheet structure.  In Figure 7.10, the top layer is comprised of chains 1 
and 2 to form two different five membered rings. The formation of a five membered 
silicate ring is quite rare, let alone two unique rings.15 These two rings are followed by a 
layer of eight membered rings. The next layer contains a four and six membered ring with 
a slight tilt applied. Beyond this the inversion symmetry found in the chain pattern begins 
to alter the sheet to form inverted silicate rings. Using similar designations, as was done 
with the chains, the ring pattern is described in Equation 7.2. 
 
Equation 7.2 [ 5 : 8 : 4/6 : -8 : -5 : -8 : -4/-6 : 8 : 5]    
 
 A similar sheet can be found in the material, NaNdSi6O13(OH)2·H2O, which also 
contains the same rings and layered structure.22 However, this material crystallizes in the 
Cmm2 space group, which contains no inversion symmetry. Therefore the inverted rings 
that are contained in the Rb2ThSi6O15 silicate sheet are not present in 
NaNdSi6O13(OH)2·H2O. Also differing is the arrangement of the four and six membered 
rings. In Rb2ThSi6O15 these rings are tilted to the right or left, but no such tilt is noticed in 
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NaNdSi6O13(OH)2·H2O. While these sheet structures may have rings with similar 
numerical construction, they are indeed different. A thorough search of the literature has 
not uncovered any other similar structures. Not only is Rb2ThSi6O15 a novel structure 
type, but it contains a new silicate sheet with two unique five membered rings.   
   












































































































































































Figure 7.9: A view of the dreier chains as they combine to form the overall sheet 




Figure 7.10: A view of the Rb2ThSi6O15 silicate sheet, with the designated ring layers. 
  







The Crystal Structure of K2ThSi4O10F2 
 In chapter six, thorium oxide solubility was established in a number of fluoride 
solutions. In solutions of six molar potassium fluoride the ThO2 crystals grown were 
extremely small, indicating relatively low solubility of thorium in this particular 
mineralizer. Nonetheless, attempts to synthesize a new potassium thorium silicate were 
attempted at 575oC with the 1ThO2 to 5SiO2 ratio. The resultant crystals have a similar 
column morphology to that of the Rb2ThSi6O15 species. Refinements in Pnma provided a 
novel K2ThSi4O10F2 species with an R-factor of 0.0452. Additional crystallographic data 
is available in Table 7.2, with the bond distance and angle date compiled in Tables 7.14, 
7.15 and 7.16. The atomic coordinates can be found in Appendix A.  
 The structure of K2ThSi4O10F2 is somewhat reminiscent to another series of 




previous three structures exist in the P21/m space group are structurally similar with the 
exception of the metal site coordination. In the case of copper, a square planar geometry 
is observed, which is different then the octahedral coordination of the trivalent indium 
and lutetium.  Unique to these structures is a rare silicate column, which is also found in 
K2ThSi4O10F2. The addition of K2ThSi4O10F2 to this list of compounds represents only 
the fourth reported occurrence of this particular type of silicate olumn. More interesting 
is the crystallization of our silicate in the space group Pnma, making this a novel 
structure type with this rare column. The main difference between the P21/m and Pnma 
structures is the orientation of the column. The silicate columns in K2InSi4O10(OH) are all 





Selected Bond Distances (Å) about K Atoms in K2ThSi4O10F2 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Potassium Oxyfluoro Polyhedra 
 
 K1   Distance              K3   Distance  
 O1 6                     3.281(9)   O5 5                    3.360(11) 
 O1 9                     3.281(10)   O5 12                   3.360(11) 
 O2 7                     2.893(9)   O8 19                    3.31(3) 
 O2 8                     2.893(9)   O9 7                    2.883(9) 
 O2 10                    3.295(9)   O9 8                    2.883(9) 
 O2 11                    3.295(9)   O10 17                  3.139(12) 
 F1 6                     2.669(11)   O10 18                  3.139(12) 
 F3 7                     2.685(17)   F3 7                    2.805(15) 
                   F4 16                    2.705(18) 
 
 K2   Distance   K4   Distance 
 O1                       3.165(9)   O5 2                     2.875(12) 
 O1 5                     3.165(9)   O5 21                    2.875(12) 
 O3 6                     2.960(13)  O6                  3.14(2) 
 O4                       2.798(9)   O9 20                   3.227(11) 
 O4 5                     2.798(9)   O9 22                   3.227(11) 
 O4 9                     3.181(9)   O10                 3.236(11) 
 O4 14                    3.181(9)   O10 5                   3.236(11) 
 O6                        3.33(2)    O11 2                   3.252(17) 
 O7 11                    2.859(10)   O11 21                  3.252(17) 
 O7 6                     2.859(10)   O12 2                   3.175(17) 
 O8 13                    3.09(2)    F2                        3.06(3) 
                   F2 16                    3.15(3)   
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes:   1 x-1,y,z      2 x-1/2,y,-z+1/2     3 x,y-1,z      
              4 x-1,y-1,z      5 x,-y+1/2,z      6 -x+1,-y+1,-z+1      
              7 x+1,y,z      8 x+1,-y+3/2,z      9 -x+1,y+1/2,-z+1      
              10 -x+1,-y+2,-z+1   11 -x+1,y-1/2,-z+1      12 x,y+1,z      
   13 x-1/2,y,-z+3/2    14 -x+1,-y,-z+1      15 -x+1/2,y-1/2,z+1/2     
   16 x+1/2,y,-z+1/2      17 x+1/2,y+1,-z+1/2     18 x+1/2,-y+1/2,-z+1/2      
              19 -x+3/2,-y+1,z-1/2     20 x+1/2,-y+3/2,-z+1/2      21 x-1/2,-y+1/2,-z+1/2     
   22 x+1/2,y-1,-z+1/2        












Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) about Th Atoms in K2ThSi4O10F2 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 [ThO4F4] Polyhedra 
 
 Th1   Distance   O-Th1-F  Angles 
 O2 3                    2.348(8)   O2 3-Th1-F1             71.4(3) 
 O5 2                    2.330(9)   O2 3-Th1-F2            131.5(4) 
 O9 3                    2.334(9)   O2 3-Th1-F3 3           75.8(4) 
 O11 1                   2.242(10)   O2 3-Th1-F4 3           84.6(5) 
 F1                     2.458(5)   O5 2-Th1-F1             83.6(4) 
 F2                      2.392(7)   O5 2-Th1-F2             79.1(7) 
 F3 3                    2.522(8)   O5 2-Th1-F3 3          122.3(4) 
 F4 3                    2.525(8)   O5 2-Th1-F4 3           68.3(5) 
       O9 3-Th1-F1            131.1(3) 
 O-Th1-O  Angles    O9 3-Th1-F2             71.9(4) 
 O5 2-Th1-O2 3           83.8(3)    O9 3-Th1-F3 3           81.6(4) 
 O5 2-Th1-O9 3          103.5(3)   O9 3-Th1-F4 3           77.7(5) 
 O9 3-Th1-O2 3          156.5(3)   O11 1-Th1-F1           83.7(4)  
 O11 1-Th1-O2 3          90.5(4)    O11 1-Th1-F2            96.4(8) 
 O11 1-Th1-O5 2         167.2(4)   O11 1-Th1-F3 3          66.9(5) 
 O11 1-Th1-O9 3          86.2(4)    O11 1-Th1-F4 3         122.7(6) 
 
 
    F-Th1-F   Angles 
    F1-Th1-F3 3            135.3(4) 
    F1-Th1-F4 3            144.9(5) 
    F2-Th1-F1               61.9(3) 
    F2-Th1-F3 3            149.7(6) 
    F2-Th1-F4 3            128.2(6) 
    F3 3-Th1-F4 3           56.5(5) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes:   1 x-1,y,z      2 x-1/2,y,-z+1/2     3 x,y-1,z      


















Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) about Si Atoms in K2ThSi4O10F2 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 [SiO4] Tetrahedra 
 
 Si1   Distance   O-Si1-O   Angles 
 O1 12                   1.634(9)   O1 12-Si1-O4 12        103.0(5) 
 O2                      1.584(9)   O2-Si1-O1 12          112.3(5) 
 O3                      1.623(5)   O2-Si1-O3        113.4(5) 
 O4 12                   1.659(8)   O2-Si1-O4 12          114.7(5) 
                 O3-Si1-O1 12           109.2(6)  
                              O3-Si1-O4 12          103.4(6)  
            
  Si2   Distance            O-Si2-O   Angles 
 O4                      1.633(8)   O5 2-Si2-O4            114.4(5) 
 O5 2                    1.551(10)   O5 2-Si2-O6            113.8(10) 
 O6                      1.614(7)   O5 2-Si2-O7 3          114.2(5) 
 O7 3                    1.592(9)   O6-Si2-O4           107.1(7) 
                             O7 3-Si2-O4            103.4(5) 
       O7 3-Si2-O6            102.8(8)  
  
 Si3   Distance             O-Si3-O   Angles 
 O7 2                    1.627(9)   O8 6-Si3-O7 2          101.9(9) 
 O8 6                    1.584(5)   O9-Si3-O7 2            115.0(5) 
 O9                      1.566(9)   O9-Si3-O8 6           112.2(8) 
 O10 12                  1.583(9)   O9-Si3-O10 12          113.7(5)  
                   O10 12-Si3-O7 2        108.3(5) 
                   O10 12-Si3-O8 6        104.6(11) 
 
 Si4   Distance   O-Si4-O   Angles  
 O1 14                   1.636(9)   O10 16-Si4-O1 14       108.7(5) 
 O10 16                  1.616(10)   O11-Si4-O1 14          115.0(7) 
 O11                     1.542(10)   O11-Si4-O10 16        108.9(6) 
 O12                     1.604(6)   O11-Si4-O12        115.1(10)  
                   O12-Si4-O1 14          105.8(7) 
                   O12-Si4-O10 16         102.5(11)  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes:   1 x-1,y,z      2 x-1/2,y,-z+1/2     3 x,y-1,z      
              4 x-1,y-1,z      5 x,-y+1/2,z      6 -x+1,-y+1,-z+1      
              7 x+1,y,z      8 x+1,-y+3/2,z      9 -x+1,y+1/2,-z+1      
              10 -x+1,-y+2,-z+1   11 -x+1,y-1/2,-z+1      12 x,y+1,z      
   13 x-1/2,y,-z+3/2    14 -x+1,-y,-z+1      15 -x+1/2,y-1/2,z+1/2     
   16 x+1/2,y,-z+1/2        
 





      
Figure 7.11: A view of the extended structure looking down the column of K2ThSi4O10F2, 
above, and K2InSi4O10(OH), below. Note the different orientations of the columns.  
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also has tilted columns, yet the tilt alternates from right to left as the structure extends 
along the c-axis. 
The potassium environments in each of the four structures reside in four uniq e 
sites. Three K+ ions are found in areas outside of the silicate columns, while the other one 
is staggered along the b-axis inside the column. In terms of the metal centers, they bridge 
three columns along four metal oxide bonds in both the P21/m and Pnma structures. The 
square planar geometry of copper is slightly distorted from ideal to ccommodate the 
location of the terminal silicate oxide bonds of the column. This leaves th  planar 
geometry roughly parallel with the ac plane. Indium and lutetium have octahedral 
geometry with four of the six oxide bonds mirroring the square planar geometry along the 
ac plane to bridge the columns. The remaining octahedral oxygen atoms re located 
above and below the ac plane. They are corner sharing with the next indium/lutetium 
octahedra to form a metal oxide chain extending parallel with the column. Charge 
balance of the indium and lutetium structures was achieved by designating these corner 
shared atoms as hydroxyl groups. The use of higher oxidation states, such as thorium, is 
much more difficult to resolve in this structure type, but was achieved with an unusual 
coordination sphere and substitution of fluorine for oxygen.  
 Previously discussed species in this chapter have also been grown out of 
concentrated fluoride solutions, but K2ThSi4O10F2 is the first to have fluoride incorporate 
into the structure. The confirmation of fluoride presence was achieved using energy 
dispersive x-ray analysis. The observed fluoride content was comparable to the suggest 
formula of the title species. The possibility of hydroxide rather at fluoride was removed 
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when infrared analysis, Figure 7.12, proved to have none of the typical hydroxide 
stretches. Thorium most commonly adopts an octahedral geometry, but larger 
coordination numbers have been noticed in some fluoride based structures. The smaller 
fluoride atom can be extended further from the metal center to facilitate large 
coordination environments. In the case of K2ThSi4O10F2, the thorium has a compilation of 
oxide and fluoride bonds to form a ThO4F4 polyhedra. The four oxide bonds are in a 
nearly square planar geometry similar to those found in the P21/m structures. These also 
bridge three adjacent silicate columns. Above and below the planar oxide bonds are two 
fluorine sites, which serve as bridging bonds to the next thorium as the structure 
propagates down the b-axis. Unexpectedly, the fluoride bonds are considerably longer 
than the oxide bonds. The high oxidation state of thorium, coupled with the larg 
electronegativity of fluorine should demand shorter fluoride bonds. Thismay be 
explained by the four thorium oxide bonds interacting with the silicate olumn along the 
ac plane. The column’s rigidity would dictate the location of the planar oxide atoms. 
However the fluorine atoms only have an interaction with thorium and nearby potassium. 
Due to the fixed oxide environment, steric interactions force the fluorine atoms away 
from the thorium metal. So far removed from thorium, the fluorine atoms are held 
“loosely” which is evident by the large thermal ellipsoids seen in the asymmetric unit, 
Figure 7.13.  
 The rare silicate column is constructed by two vierer unbranched chains exte ding 
down the b-axis. Labeled as chain 1 and chain 2 in Figure 7.14, both are similar to the 
chain found in the synthetic silicate Na2Cu3Si4O12.
26 By combining a total of four 
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alternating chains this rare silicate column is produced. The column itself can be broken 
down into multiple silicate rings with repeating segments. Each segment has an eight 
membered ring that caps both ends along the ac plane. The sheath of the column contains 
a four membered ring, two different six membered rings, and a highly distorted eight 
membered ring. The confirmation of which is observed in the infrared study detailed later 
in this chapter.  As the chains propagate down the b-axis there are four bridging bonds 
from one eight membered ring cap to the next. Of these O6, O8, and O12 all have 
distorted thermal ellipsoids. Other than these, O11 is the only oxygen to show an extreme 
distortion. This is due to its position on the already distorted eight membered ring.  
 The addition of K2ThSi4O10F2 to the short list of compounds containing this rare 
silicate column is important. Until now, only metals with oxidation states of two or three 
were thought possible of supporting this silicate column. This new thorium compound 
has not only proven this idea false, but has the columns arranged to form a novel 






































































































































































Figure 7.13 Extended asymmetric unit of K2ThSi4O10F2 as 50% probability thermal 
ellipsoids. 
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Figure 7.14: A view of the veier chains 1 and 2 as they combine to construct the rare 















     Infrared Study of the Novel Thorium Silicates 
 The most versatile crystal structure building block in all of nature is the silicon 
tetrahedral unit. This is demonstrated by the enormous number of known silicate minerals 
with many more discovered each year. The tetrahedra can be found as isolated groups or 
combine with many other tetrahedra to form chains, rings, or sheets. The use of infrared 
energy to detect many of these silicate environments has become a very common 
technique. Infrared analysis however is limited in the scope of what it can distinguish. 
For example, the overall arrangement of a silicate sheet can not be accurately detailed, 
but individual components of the sheet such as rings and terminal Si-O- bending 
vibrations can be gleaned from the spectra. With this in mind, our infrared study looked 
to analyze the novel thorium silicates with primary emphasis on the ring environments. 
 To understand the detection of ring silicates by infrared techniques th  
orthosilicate or isolated silicon tetrahedral vibrations must be first determined. With a 
point group symmetry of Td, the reducible representations of an isolated tetrahedron are 
(Г = A1 + E + 2F2).
27 All of these vibrations are Raman active, but only the 2F2 vibrations 
are IR active. These two IR bands correspond to the Si-O- terminal stretching and the -O-
Si-O- bending modes. When considering ring structures, the symmetry of multiple 
tetrahedrons must be taken into account. In determining the symmetry th  ing structures 
are always viewed as ideal with no puckering or deformation. Thus a three membered 
ring will have a D3h point group symmetry, which has the following reducible 
representations (Г = 4A1’  + A1’’  + 2A2’  + 3A2’’  + 6E’ + 4E’’ ).
27 Of these, all are due to 
internal tetrahedron vibrations except three, which can be attributed to he ring structure. 
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However, only the A2’ mode is IR active. This mode is designating the Si-O(Si) 
stretching bridge of the cyclosilicate. Similar reductions can be made for four and six 
membered rings as well. Their reducible representations, as well as the IR active modes 
are given in Equations 7.3 and 7.4 respectively.27    
 
Equation 7.3 D4h (Г = 4A1g + A1u + 2A2g + 3A2u + 4B1g + 2B1u + 3B2u + 3B2g + 4Eg   
   + 6Eu)    
Cyclosilicate IR active mode:  A2u 
 
Equation 7.4    D6h (Г = 4A1g + A1u + 2A2g + 3A2u + 2B1g + 4B1u + 3B2u + 3B2g + 4E1g 
   + 6E1u + 7E2g + 5E2u)  
Cyclosilicate IR active mode:  A2u 
  
 The IR active mode for both four and six membered rings is A2u, which also 
represents the Si-O(Si) stretching bridge of the ring. With onlye mode IR active for 
three, four, and six membered rings, particular wavelengths can be correlated with their 
presence in inorganic structures. Typically three membered rings can be found in the 
range of 720-700cm-1.27-28 Four and six membered rings have lower energies associated 
with their vibrations thus these occur between 654-690cm-1 and 630-600cm-1, 
respectively. These ranges allow us to identify cyclosilicate rings present in our novel 
thorium silicates. The results of a few selected thorium silicates are compiled in Table 
7.17.   
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 From our crystal structure descriptions of these novel thorium silicates, a number 
of them contained eight membered rings. These rings as well as five, nine, ten, and 
twelve membered rings are considered rare. In fact to date, they have not been 
characterized by infrared techniques. Typically when these rare silicate rings crystallize 
they are usually far from an ideal symmetry, resulting in weak or non-existence infrared 
absorption. The Rb2ThSi6O15 structure contains two five member rings that have minimal 
deformation.  As stated above no five membered ring stretches have been reported, yet 
there is a correlating factor with silicate rings which an give a good approximate 
wavenumber range. The intensity of the infrared energy absorb for three silicate rings is 
directly associated to the Si-O-Si bond angle.28-29  Small bond angles in cyclosilicates, 
such as three membered rings, have significant strain, which is partly the reason two 
membered silicate rings do not exist. Despite the proximity of tw  silicon atoms the 
necessary bond angle is not energetically favorable. Thus, when a small bond angle is 
involved the Si-O(Si) mode absorbs higher wavenumbers. As the number of silicate 
members increase the Si-O-Si bond angle becomes larger this ultimate y corresponds to 
absorption of lower infrared energy. Thus, a rough approximation for a five membered 
ring vibration should occur between the four and six membered ring vibrations. When 
observing the Rb2ThSi6O15 spectra, Figure 7.15, the four and six membered rings are 
located by the stretches at 686 and 616cm-1.  In between there are two other stretches at 
662 and 637cm-1 which are tentatively assigned as the two five membered ring vibrations.  
 The assignment of the eight membered rings also has not been reported as of yet. 
This is mainly due to the propensity of the eight membered ring to deform, thus  
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Table 7.17 




  Cs2ThSi3O9        Cs2ThSi6O15 Rb2ThSi6O15    K2ThSi4O10F2 
  
Si-O-  1003         963  932   1024 
 
Th-O-  921         895  910   993, 976 
 
-O-Si-O- 537         525  529   525 
 
N = 3  722         ----  ----   ---- 
 
N = 4  ----                    686  686   673 
 
N = 5  ----         ----  662, 637  ---- 
 
N = 6  ----         636  616   645 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
   
All values are reported in wavenumbers (cm-1). N represents the number of silicate 




































































weakening the absorption. However, many of our novel thorium silicates ontain eight 
membered rings with little or no distortion. Therefore this study proposes to finally 
designate a wavenumber range associated with an eight membered ring vibration. This 
was not attempted with the five membered rings, because the number of structures 
containing this ring is quite few. However, eight member rings are more commonly 
found, allowing multiple other structures to be synthesized for comparison purposes. Two 
titanium silicates, Cs2TiSi6O15 and Rb2TiSi2O15, discovered by Nyman
30-31 and the 
mineral davanite, K2TiSi6O15,
32 were prepared.  The other species involved in the study 
are novel materials inspired by the K2ThSi4O10F2 structure. 
 The silicate environment of K2ThSi4O10F2 is a column structure which contains 
two eight membered rings. One ring wraps around the sheath of the column and is very 
deformed which will most likely prevent its detection by IR. However, the other ring is 
highly symmetric making it a good candidate for this study. Preparing other structures 
with this column would hopefully provide multiple samples with a strong ring absorption. 
Unfortunately, this column is limited to only three other structures, K2CuSi4O10, 
K2InSi4O10(OH), and K2LuSi4O10(OH). Due to the lack of infrared data on eight 
membered rings, we attempted to synthesize these materials. Despite our efforts we could 
not prepare any by hydrothermal synthesis. Even attempts to synthesize the copper 
species by solid state techniques failed. K2InSi4O10(OH) and K2LuSi4O10(OH) obviously 
could not be prepared by solid state methods due to the hydroxyl group’s lack of stability 
at elevated temperatures. However, we found that substituting the hydroxide for fluoride 
enabled the synthesis of a number of isostructural novel lanthanide species by solid state  
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techniques. The reactions were performed in sealed silver ampoules t  minimize the loss 
of K2O and fluoride during heating. A detailed description of the synthesis t chnique is 
available in Chapter 2 of this manuscript. 
Lanthanide based structures ranging from dysprosium to lutetium were prepared 
as well as the yttrium analogue. Attempts with terbium and other larger lanthanides were 
not successful in synthesizing the rare silicate column phase. Figure 7.16 is a PXRD plot 
of K2TmSi4O10F, which matches the indexed peaks for K2LuSi4O10(OH) confirming the 
isostructural nature of these lanthanide silicates. When the thulium analogue is compared 
to the infrared spectrum of K2ThSi4O10F2, there is a close match in the silicate 
environments. Particularly, the terminal Si-O- stretch, the 550-400cm-1 silicate bending 
vibrations, and the four and six membered rings are clearly similar in Figure 7.18.  The 
discrepancy peaks that do not match between 820-750cm-1 fall in a region devoid of 
silicate absorption. Rather these represent metal oxyfluoro overtones vibrations that 
should have comparative differences.  
 The same logic in determining the five member ring’s possible location was used 
to surmise the wavenumber range for eight membered rings. At slightly lower 
wavenumbers than six membered rings a small absorption peak between 616-564cm-1 
was noticed in every sample containing the eight membered ring. As there are no known 
silicate stretches in this region, this wavenumber range has been tentatively assigned as 
the eight membered ring stretch. The individual stretches for each compound is presented 
in Table 7.18.  A selected number of infrared spectra can be seen in figure 7.19. With all 
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the evidence, it seems reasonable to conclude that the eight membered ring stretch can be 



























































































 Structure  N = 8   Structure   N = 8 
 
 Cs2ThSi6O15  587   Rb2ThSi6O15  598 
 
 CsRbThSi6O15  593   K2ThSi4O10F2  604 
 
 Cs2TiSi6O15  564   Rb2TiSi6O15  565 
 
 K2TiSi6O15  569   K2YSi4O10F  603 
 
 K2LuSi4O10F  616   K2YbSi4O10F  604 
 
 K2TmSi4O10F  602   K2ErSi4O10F  602 
 
 K2HoSi4O10F  602   K2DySi4O10F  604 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
   
All values are reported in wavenumbers (cm-1). N represents the number of silicate 














































































































DSC/TGA Study of Cs2ThSi6O15 and Rb2ThSi6O15 
 The crystallization of Cs2ThSi6O15 in the acentric space group Cmc21, carries with 
it possible nonlinear applications. Of the many aspects that must be considered in 
determining viability, thermal stability is at the top of the list. For second harmonic 
generation applications, the crystal must endure prolonged exposure to int nse laser light. 
This rapidly accumulates heat within the crystals, which can result in phase transitions, 
formation of crystal defects, and even melting of the material. Therefore, the thermal 
profile needs to be established to determine if further research into Cs2ThSi6O15 is 
merited.  
 Simultaneous DSC/TGA, Figure 7.20, was performed on a small sample of 
Cs2ThSi6O15 powder to 1300
oC. At 950oC a large exotherm is noticed, which is 
accompanied by increasing weight loss of the sample. Upon removal of the aluminum 
crucible small crystals were observed on the surface of what appears to be a glass. Single 
crystal x-ray analysis determined the crystals were the Cmc21, Cs2ThSi6O15 phase. The 
analysis on the glass was not done, due to the difficulties of removing it from the 
crucible. Its identity may however be drawn from the Cs2O-SiO2 phase study by 
Alekseeva.33 He reports the formation of Cs2Si2O5 and Cs2Si4O9 which are both 
congruent melting species. Specifically, the Cs2Si4O9 has a melting point of 950
oC, which 
is exactly were our exotherm occurs. Thermodynamics studies reveal the heat of 
formation on this material to be highly exothermic.34-35 It is surmised that a flux of 
Cs2Si4O9 formed at 950
oC and dissolved the excess thoria and silica. During the cooling, 
small crystals of Cs2ThSi6O15 were formed. However, without direct analysis of the glass 
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this is only conjecture at this point. Nonetheless, these events negate the potential 
nonlinear applications of Cs2ThSi6O15. 
 DSC/TGA performed on Rb2ThSi6O15, Figure 7.21, had a similar outcome. An 
exothermic event is once again occurring near 950oC, which results in the formation of a 
glass and small crystals. These were also determined to be the starting material, 
Rb2ThSi6O15. Alekseeva also explored the phase space of Rb2O-SiO2 and discovered two 
congruent melting species, Rb2Si2O5 and Rb2Si4O9.
36 The Rb2Si4O9 species has a melting 
point just above 900oC, which is again very close to our exothermic event. Although 
there have been no thermodynamic studies done on Rb2Si4O9 its similarities to Cs2Si4O9 
suggest an exothermic heat of formation. Taken all this into account, the theory 
developed for crystal genesis of Cs2ThSi6O15 is also suggested for the formation of 



































































































































































































 The difficulties associated with dissolving and crystallizing thorium species has 
been a challenge due to the highly recalcitrant nature of ThO2. With a melting point near 
3400oC, this has limited the number of viable crystal growth techniques. Therefore basic 
exploratory work of binary and ternary systems has been neglectd. Our ability, 
demonstrated in chapter six, to recrystallize ThO2 powder lead us to explore the phase 
space of thoria and silica.  
 During our study, six new alkali thorium silicates were characte ized by single 
crystal x-ray diffraction. Several of the products, Cs2ThSi3O9 and Rb2ThSi3O9 joined a 
long list of species adopting the wadeite, K2ZrSi3O9, structure. These represent the first 
analogues of this structure to contain thorium. Crystals of Cs2ThSi6O15, CsRbThSi6O15, 
Rb2ThSi6O15, and K2ThSi4O10F2 were also synthesized using alkali fluoride mineralizers 
and all but CsRbThSi6O15 represent new structure types. Each of these contains extensive 
silicate sheet structures, except for K2ThSi4O10F2 which has a rare silicate column. These 
six structures constitute 20% of all known thorium silicates and 86% of the novel 
synthetic structures.   
 Infrared analysis of these compounds was performed based on occurren e of rare 
five and eight membered silicate rings in these structures. D signation of the five 
membered ring was predicted and observed between the stretches of four and six 
membered rings. This however is only a preliminary analysis, which will require further 
studies on other materials containing this ring. As for the eight membered ring infrared 
study, a series of novel potassium lanthanide silicates were synthe ized to corroborate the 
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spectroscopic evidence of an eight membered ring stretch noticed in our thorium silicates.  
In total fourteen species were found to contain undesignated stretches in the range 616-
564cm-1. These could not be attributed to any known silicate or other structural modes. 
Therefore we are suggesting this as the wavenumber range for eight membered silicate 
rings.  
 This exploratory work represents the first step into a relativey untouched silicate 
family. Only a few mineralizers and combinations of mineralizers were actually used in 
the study. Reactions containing alkaline earth and other transition metals were not 
explored. Considering this, the number of potential novel thorium silicates ould prove to 
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 Over the past sixty years considerable interest in high melting oxide materials has 
grown significantly. As our society continues to develop, the need for stable species that 
can structurally and mechanically withstand extremely harsh environments will only 
increase. Referred to as refractory oxides, materials must capable of enduring 
temperatures of at least 1100oC to obtain this designation.1 The refractory oxides 
containing Group IV transition metals typically exceed this temperature range with 
melting points well above 2000oC, making them a subject of intense study. The 
applications for this class of materials include laser hosts, abrasives, gate dielectrics, 
thermal barrier coatings, optical components, solid state electrolytes, and nuclear reactor 
components.1-4 
 The titanium based oxides typically have the lowest melting points of the Group 
IV oxides. This enables them to be crystallized using some traditional melt techniques, 
which cannot be used for the higher melting zirconium and hafnium oxides. For example, 
rutile crystals have been directly melted using the Verneuil and the pulling-down 
method.5-6 One of three polymorphs of TiO2, rutile has exceptional birefringent 
properties.7 The edge sharing titanium octahedra that make up the rutile structure has 
been studied extensively. For species of MX2, the rutile structure has been predicted to be 
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the most stable binary configuration when the radius of M and X fall between 0.414 and 
0.732.8 This seems to hold true for most species, except for ZrO2 and HfO2. Despite 
falling in the middle of this range they adopt a very different monoclinic structure. 
Bendoraitis and Salomon have attributed this to increased covalent bonding i  zirconia 
and hafnia.9 The P21/c structure of ZrO2 and HfO2 is a defect fluorite, CaF2, type.
10 The 
radius of zirconium and hafnium are not capable of supporting the eight coordinate 
environment associated with the fluorite structure. Instead, a coordination sphere of seven 
oxygen atoms around the metal center is formed. Structurally very similar, both zirconia 
and hafnia undergo a phase transitions to a tetragonal structure when heated above 
1200oC and 1750oC respectively.1 Finally above 2600oC, they both adopt the cubic 
fluorite structure and remain stable until melting at 2710oC and 2900oC for ziconia and 
hafnia respectively.1  
 The cubic high temperature phases of zirconia and hafnia can be stabilized at 
room temperature by incorporating additives such as Y3+, Ca+2 into the crystalline 
lattice.11 The larger metal cations partially occupy the zirconium site in order to stabilize 
the eight coordinate environment. Cubic zirconia is commonly known as the world’s 
preferred diamond substitute. Due to its hardness, 8Mohs, and exceptional dispersion 
value of 0.060, hundreds of tons are produced commercially every year.11 The skull 
melting technique is generally used to provide these massive amounts needed for the 
gemstone industry. With a melting point of 2750oC, there are few containers that could 
withstand such temperatures. Therefore this technique uses a compressed ball or “skull” 
of zirconia powder mixed with a yttrium or calcium stabilizer. This skull is surrounded 
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by cold fingers (copper tubing) which keep the surface of the skull coo  as RF coils heat 
the inside to the point of melting. In this manner the target material acts as the container 
itself. Once the skull has cooled, the crystals are retrieved by cracking the skull with a 
hammer. This method enables growth of cubic zirconia and other highly refractory 
oxides, but the size of the single crystals are generally small. Thus the practical industrial 
uses of cubic zirconia have been limited. Furthermore, while this technique can provide 
stabilized zirconia crystals, the dopant free phase of monoclinic zirconia and hafnia are 
highly desired for gate dielectrics.12 If melted by this technique the crystals would 
undergo two phase transitions before reaching the monoclinic phase. This would cause 
crystals to become severely cracked from the structural realignment. Therefore flux 
growth of the monoclinic phases of ZrO2 and HfO2 has been explored.
13-14 Single crystals 
of these species have formed in a number of lead and borate fluxes. These crystals 
however are usually small and have color centers associated with flux inclusions. Other 
difficulties of this method include the volatility and toxicity of the flux, as well as the 
propensity to crystallize other phases. Grodkiewicz noticed that in the presence of lead, 
many of the Group IV metals would form PbMO3 species (M=Ti, Zr, Hf).
15 Even though 
single crystals can be produced by flux growth, high performance gat dielectric 
applications necessitate higher quality than currently can be provided. 
 Potential growth of refractory oxides in hydrothermal solutions could provide 
several advantages over the skull melting technique and flux growth. The most obvious is 
much lower synthesis temperatures. This can be best illustrated by previous hydrothermal 
growth of monoclinic zirconia and hafnia at relatively low temperatures.16 Kuznetsov 
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found both species to be soluble at 690oC in a number of fluoride mineralizers, namely 
NaF, KF, and NH4F. In these experiments, potential use of each mineralizer was asse sed 
on its ability to dissolve and then recrystallize zirconia or hafnia i  a different 
temperature zone of the vessel. Both sodium and potassium fluoride were only capable of 
very slow rates, which negates their use for commercial growth. However, zirconia and 
hafnia were both found to be highly soluble in ammonium fluoride, with the entire 
feedstock charge being transported in a matter of days. Unfortunately, Kuznetsov 
determined that both target species had retrograde solubility in this mineralizer. 
Typically, species are more soluble in higher temperature solutions, but in the case of 
zirconia and hafnia, these show greater solubility in cooler solutions of ammonium 
fluoride. This creates a host of problems when designing a viable transport procedure.  
 Attempts have been made to overcome retrograde solubility by placing the 
feedstock above the seeded growth zone. However there are many difficulties in 
fashioning a container to hold the feedstock, while also allowing the solution access. 
Furthermore, during cooling the seed crystal can become clouded by xcess feedstock 
that has fallen from the container. Due to these problems, Kuznetsov looked to avoid this 
altogether by using a horizontal growth system. Although he saw some initial success, 
control over the crystal quality and transport rates prevented further esearch into this 
method. Thus commercial production of both species has not been realized. Inst ad 
pressed ceramics and pulsed laser deposition, due to the ease of fabrication compared to 
single crystal growth, became an attractive means of accessing diminished properties of 
these materials.1,17 However, the next generation of dielectric based technologies 
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demands single crystals due to their low dielectric loss in comparison to ceramics and 
pulsed laser deposited thin films.  
  Unable to prepare large crystals of monoclinic zirconia and hafnia, Kuznetsov’s 
work nonetheless validated hydrothermal synthesis as a means of crystallizing high 
melting materials at relatively low temperatures. In this chapter we look to further 
explore refractory oxide growth in hydrothermal fluids. This will be done by first 
verifying Kuznetsov’s work with monoclinic zirconia and hafnia, followed by expanding 
the study to other mineralizer solutions with an ultimate goal of seeded transport 
experiments. Growth of the cubic phases of ZrO2 and HfO2 with traditional and 
nontraditional stabilizing dopants will also be explored. The last body of work in this 
chapter will focus on the refractory perovskites of Group IV. Despit excellent dielectric 
properties of these materials, their basic structural work is incomplete. Many of the 
crystals structures for the high melting zirconium and hafnium perovskites have not been 
determined from single crystals. Using hydrothermal synthesis we hope to provide single 
crystals and complete the structural analysis of these materials.  
 
Growth of Monoclinic ZrO2 and HfO2 
 The monoclinic form of ZrO2 occurs naturally as the mineral baddeleyite. 
Geologically ZrO2 occurs only as a trace phase in lunar samples, meteorites, and 
terrestrial rocks.18 Generally sizes are usually small and on the order of a few microns. 
Crystallization occurs mainly by molten magma genesis, but it may also form by 
geological hydrothermal synthesis as well. Attempts to mimic the hydrothermal 
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conditions have been performed by many researchers. Bućko and Nishizawa both were 
successful in producing the monoclinic form in solutions of NaOH.19-20 Yet, crystals in 
these two studies never exceeded sizes of 250 nanometers. Of all the hydrothermal 
attempts to crystallize large monoclinic zirconia, Kuznetsov has had the most success. 
Performing his reactions in fluoride solutions, crystals a few hundred microns in size 
were formed.  
 Using Kuznetsov’s work as a starting point, we verified his study by dissolving 
and recrystallizing monoclinic zirconia at 600oC in solutions of two molar sodium and 
potassium fluoride. Characterized by powder x-ray diffraction, Figure 8.1, the small 
zirconia crystals were on the same dimensional scale as previously reported. However, 
our attempts with ammonium fluoride, which Kuznetsov reported as the best grow h 
medium, resulted in very little crystallization at synthesis temperatures of 600oC.  
Slightly improved growth in terms of size and clarity of the crystals could be obtained at 
higher temperature, 650oC, in potassium fluoride. However, some precautions must be 
taken when reactions are performed above 600oC in fluorides. In particular the 
mineralizer concentration had to be kept below two molar, otherwise alkali zirconium 
fluoride species such as K3ZrF7 and K2HfF6 would form preferentially.   
 Looking to build upon Kuznetsov’s work, we began to explore other fluoride and 
hydroxide mineralizes. The use of two molar rubidium fluoride solutions also crystallized 
the monoclinic form, but there were no significant size increases. Thi  however changed 
when implementing 2M CsF and 0.5M KHF2 mineralizers. At 650
oC, these solutions 





































































resultant crystals can be seen in Figure 8.2a. While the crystals are still only a tenth of a 
millimeter in size, there is a noticeable size increase over the microcrystalline products 
formed in other fluorides. If a zirconia seed could be obtained, potential bulk growth in 
either one of these solutions may be possible. Mineralogical samples of baddelyite are 
quite expensive and in most cases too small for seeded growth anyway. Commercial 
samples of zirconia currently only exist as pressed ceramics. Even though these are 
optical clear and resemble single crystals, we have previously found growth on ceramic 
surfaces to be limited. Because the single crystal grains are randomly orientated there is 
an absence of long range structure, thus transport of crystalline mat rial can not 
uniformly deposit on the surface of the seed. There is unfortunately no substitute for a 
single crystal when it comes to seeded growth reactions.  
 Continuing the search for seed crystals, other viable mineralizers w re sought. 
Some inspiration came from work performed by Bućko and Nishizawa, who 
demonstrated nanocrystal formation of monoclinic zirconia in sodium hydroxide below 
the critical point of water.19-20 Our use of sodium and potassium hydroxide solutions 
resulted in the growth of micron sized zirconia crystals at 650oC. Unlike the fluoride 
species the mineralizer concentration could be increased without the cons quence of side 
products. When 20M KOH was used at 650oC, crystals of zirconia rivaled those found in 
CsF and KHF2 solutions. However, without a significant size increase seeded growth 
reactions still could not be performed. 
 Due to the higher temperatures need for single crystal growth f T O2 in chapter 
six, our heating system was redesigned. Capable of reaching 750oC, we could now 
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explore growth of zirconia and hafnia in a temperature regime beyond all previous 
hydrothermal studies. After running through the gauntlet of fluoride and hydroxide 
mineralizers at these higher temperatures, one solution exceed exp ctations. Initially 
growth in ammonium fluoride solutions was disappointing, but when the synthesis 
temperature is raised to 750oC the resultant spontaneously nucleated crystals are 
significantly larger than growth in either 6M CsF or 0.5M KHF2. The crystals seen in 
Figure 8.2b, have an amber color which can be attributed to oxygen defects. Upon 
annealing in air at 900oC, full removal of the color can be achieved. Despite the increased 
dimensions, crystals still remain too small for seeded growth. 
 Growth of monoclinic hafnia was relatively more difficult compared to zirconia. 
Dissolution and recrystallization of hafnia powder could not be achieved in fluorides or 
hydroxides at lower synthesis temperatures. Even when raising the temperature to 750oC, 
crystallization only occurred in solutions of two molar ammonium fluoride. This 
mineralizer has produced the largest spontaneous nucleated of crystals of monoclinic 
hafnia during our study. Seen in Figure 8.2c, the hafnia crystals are approximately half a 
millimeter in length and have less color than zirconia grown under similar conditions. 
Optical clarity also appears to be of high quality. Because of the great interest in hafnia as 
a dielectric material, we sought to further explore spontaneous growth in ammonium 
fluoride to obtain seeds for transport reactions.21-23  
 During Kuznetsov’s study he determined that zirconia and hafnia had retrograde 
solubility in ammonium fluoride. By use of a horizontal growth system, he was able to 
demonstrate transport of hafnia material from a cooler temperatur zone to a hotter zone. 
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The entire charge of hafnia powder would be recrystallized in the hottr zone in a matter 
of a few days. We hoped to slow this rate to promote growth of large spontaneous 
nucleated crystals in the hot zone. Initially, a modified tube furnace was used to apply 
heat. While verifying the retrograde solubility claim, the hafnia material was completely 
transported to the hotter zone in three days.  Growth of single crystals was limited in both 
size and quality. Accurate temperature control of the feedstock and growth zones is not 
possible using the modified tube furnace and is directly responsible for the high transport 
rates.  Therefore further growth was carried out with the use of band heaters to apply 
stringent control over the zones.  A small gradient of 15oC considerably slowed the rate 
of transport, which formed crystals of improved quality. Only slightly larger than the 
crystals shown in Figure 8.2c, more modifications are needed. These were addressed by 
lowering the molarity and further tightening the gradient. The resultant crystals were of 
higher quality, but growth was not accompanied by significant size incr ases.  As in the 
case of zirconia, crystals of hafnia also have not reached sizes suitable for seeded growth 
experiments.  
 The use of the horizontal growth system is relatively new to us. Perhaps in time 
the conditions for larger growth of hafnia crystals can be optimized. Furthermore, the 
growth of zirconia was not explored horizontally. If a seed of zirconia could be obtained, 
bulk growth could potential be performed using the familiar vertical system in alkali 
fluorides and hydroxides. In these systems zirconia has demonstrated positive solubility 
with respect to increasing temperature.  Despite our best effors we were unable to secure 
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seeds for transport growth experiments. We have nonetheless produced the largest 
hydrothermally grown crystals of monoclinic zirconia and hafina reported to date.  
  





















Figure 8.2: a) Single crystals of monoclinic ZrO2 grown in CsF solutions 650
oC; b) 
Single crystals of monoclinic ZrO2 grown in 2M NH4F solutions at 750
oC; c) Single 











Exploring Growth of Stabilized Cubic ZrO2 in Hydrothermal Fluids  
 Using the skull melting technique, widespread production of stabilized cubic 
zirconia is routinely performed for the gemstone market. However, synthesis of large 
crystals of sufficient quality for industrial applications is difficult by this method. This 
coupled with the extremely high temperatures needed to melt zirconia, there is much to 
be gained by exploring other synthesis techniques.  In the previous section we 
demonstrated the growth of monoclinic zirconia and hafnia with some succes  at 
temperatures significantly below their melting points. Here we look to determine the 
viability of crystallizing stabilized cubic zirconia in hydrothermal fluids. 
 Traditionally the cubic zirconia phase is stabilized with magnesium, calcium, or 
yttrium. Our attempts with these stabilizers in fluoride solutions were unable to isolate 
the cubic phase. Single crystals of MgF2, CaF2, and YF3, which are known to be very 
stable in hydrothermal fluids, formed preferentially.24-26 Similarly when using 
hydroxides, thin plates of Ca(OH)2 and Mg(OH)2 crystallized. The use of yttrium in the 
presence of hydroxide was accompanied by crystals of YO(OH) and Y(OH)3. Unable to 
overcome these thermodynamically stable species, other nontraditional d p nts were 
explored.  
 Recent work in solid oxide fuel cells has involved using scandium as the stabilizer 
dopant in cubic zirconia.27-28 Proceeding with scandium will provide significant 
advantages over yttrium. Phase studies performed by Shafer and Roy established the tri-
hydroxide and oxyhydroxide as the stable phases for yttrium in hydrothermal fluids 
below 620oC.29 Our previous reactions with yttrium, calcium, and magnesium were 
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conducted between 575oC and 650oC.  The higher range of synthesis temperatures are 
slightly above the phase boundary whereY2O3 should be stable, but the hydroxide species 
still formed. The phase diagram for scandium, established by Shafer and Roy in an earlier 
publication, suggests Sc2O3 is the only stable species at all temperatures above 430
oC.30 
By performing our reactions at 575oC we should completely avoid the hydroxide phases, 
thus improve the chance of forming the stabilized cubic zirconia phase. A reaction 
mixture with the intent of crystallizing 10% scandium stabilized cubi  zirconia was 
heated to 575oC in solutions of 20M KOH. The resultant crystals were not cubic zircon a, 
instead the trigonal Sc4Zr3O12 phase was detected by single crystal x-ray diffraction, 
Table 8.1. Formation of this phase and other trigonal species has been a common 
difficulty in the oxide fuel cell research. A known phase transition fr m the cubic to a 
trigonal R-3 phase is noticed in solid state powders around 600oC when stabilizing with 
scandium.31-32 The role of the stabilizer dopant is to increase the size of the metal site 
radius, because zirconium by itself is too small to support an eight coordinate 
environment. The radius of scandium is only slightly larger than zirconium, which leads 
to the instability of the fluorite structure and ultimately formation of the trigonal species. 
Therefore, small amounts of other metals dopants are usually added in th  oxide fuel cell 
research to stabilize Sc:ZrO2.
28  
 The crystal structure of Sc4Zr3O12 has been solved by Thornber and Bevan as a 
defect fluorite structure.33 With structural units similar to cubic zirconia, Thornber 
considered the distortion to the trigonal phase to be induced by lattice relaxation. Known 
as the delta phase, Sc4Zr3O12 synthesis to this point has been confined to powders or 
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extremely small crystals.34-35  Unfortunately in this form many of the fundamental 
physical properties of this material can not be characterized. This is a common problem 
associated with many refractory oxides. Due to the high melting points of these materials, 
crystallization as high quality single crystals is often difficult, thus fundamental 
properties and structural features remain unknown. Crystals of sufficient size must be 
obtained to accurately determined properties like hardness, thermal conductivity, thermal 
expansion coefficients, piezoelectric, dielectric, and several others.  Currently, Sc4Zr3O12 
has been examined for long term storage of radioactive nuclear waste.34,36 Determining 
the fundamental properties could justify continued research for waste storage or result in 
further unrelated applications for this material being discovered. Therefor , we sought to 
improve the single crystal growth of this material. In Figure 8.3b, crystals of Sc4Zr3O12 
were formed at 750oC in solutions of 20M KOH. These are considerable larger than the 
microcrystalline powder obtained in the same mineralizer at 575oC, Figure 8.3a. The 
current size of these crystals is suitable for micro-hardness test to be performed. Further 
research into the growth of Sc4Zr3O12 appears promising and thereby the basic physical 
properties of this exotic refractory oxide may be determined. 
 Unfortunately spontaneous nucleation of single crystals of stabilized cubic 
zirconia have not been obtained as of yet. Possible exploration of other metal dopants 
may lead us to this phase. Nonetheless, during the study we have prepared the largest 
single crystals of Sc4Zr3O12 to date, with the potential of soon obtaining fundamental 








   Chemical Formula  Sc4Zr3O12     
   F. W. (g/mol)   645.50    
   Space Group   R-3 (No. 148)   
   Crystal System   Trigonal    
   a, Å    9.3973(13) 
   c, Å    8.7092(17)    
   V, Å3    666.06(18)     
   Z    3    
   Dcal, Mg/m
3   4.828    
   Indices (min)   [-11,-11,-9]   
    (max)   [11,11,10]    
   Parameters   31    
   Restraints   0    
   µ, mm-1    6.324  
   Trans. Range   0.851 - 1.000   
   2θ range, o   3.43 - 25.16    
   Reflections 
       Collected  2003    
       Unique        280 
    Observed    233      
   R(int)    0.0447    
   Final R (obs. Data)a 
    R1   0.0340   
    wR2   0.0779    
   Final R (all data) 
    R1   0.0457    
    wR2   0.0844      
   Goodness of  fit (S)  1.121    
   Largest diff. Peak, e/Å3  0.766    
   Largest diff. Hole, e/Å3   -1.400    
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 














Figure 8.3: a) Single crystals of Sc4Zr3O12 hydrothermally prepared in 20M KOH at 
















Growth of Stabilized Cubic HfO2 
 The stabilized cubic hafnia phase is relatively unknown compared to its 
counterpart cubic zirconia. Single crystals of this material can also be prepared by the 
skull melting technique, but were generally looked upon only as a novelty.11 Despite its 
similarity to zirconia, cubic hafnia did not become the world’s simulated diamond 
substitute. This is due to the higher temperatures associated with its synthesis and the 
superior optical properties of cubic zirconia. This material however has found 
applications as thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) for engine turbines and solid electrolyte 
probes.37-38 For TBCs, cubic hafnia coatings are typically applied by plasma- praying or 
pulsed laser deposition, which results in a product far from single crystals. This 
application requires accurate knowledge of the thermal conductivity and thermal 
expansion coefficient of cubic hafnia. Current thermal measurements on hese coating 
layers are very difficult to perform and the values are inconsistent.39-40 Thermal 
conductivity from a single crystal would provide much more reliable data. Thus in this 
section we sought to prepare single crystals of cubic hafnia for thermal property 
measurements. 
 The foreknowledge of cubic zirconia’s behavior in hydrothermal fluids obtained 
during the previous section allowed us to improve our productivity. By directly going to 
high temperatures, 750oC, and a promising mineralizer, 20M KOH, we were able to 
stabilized the cubic hafnia phase with yttrium, neodymium, holmium, and erbium. These 
structural results were confirmed by powder x-ray diffraction, Figure 8.4.  In the case of 
yttrium and neodymium the single crystal structures of cubic hafnia were obtained and 
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are reported here for the first time. The crystallographic data h s been compiled in Table 
8.2 and the atomic coordinates are available in Appendix A. Exceptional R-f ctors, 
0.0253 and 0.0098, were obtained for both yttrium and neodymium stabilized cubic 
hafnia, respectively. As expected the unit cell increases when doped with neodymium, 
which can be seen in the single crystal data as well as the shift in the powder x-ray 
reflections compared to yttrium and the other rare earth stabilized cubic phases. The 
percentage of stabilizer for each material was approximately thirty percent. This was 
arrived upon by utilizing energy dispersive x-ray analysis and by optimizing the thermal 
parameters and R-factor. Initially though the reaction mixture was suited for ten percent 
stabilization. Enthalpy of formation studies has determined the favorable formation of the 
cubic hafnia species occurs when using 30-40% stabilizers.41 Since crystals with this ratio 
formed this probably led to the small size of the crystals, Figure 8.5, as the stabilizer 
dopant was limited. Adjusting the reaction mixture to a 30% stabilized structure should 
further promote crystallization. Attempts to do so have not been yet performed.  
 Growth of the stabilized cubic phase was once again attempted with scandium 
dopants. At 575oC the Sc4Hf3O12 phase, which is isostructural with the zirconium 
analogue, was prepared as microcrystalline powder. Similar to the result with zirconium, 
when the synthesis temperature was raised to 750oC, .25mm single crystals were 
obtained, Figure 8.5d. These are also of appropriate sizes for micro-hardness testing of 
this material. Further growth of Sc4Hf3O12 should be pursued to determine its properties 
as well as those of Sc4Zr3O12. 
 Preliminary results suggest that cubic hafnia is more stable in hydrothermal fluids  
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Table 8.2 




  Chemical Formula Y0.31:Hf0.69O1.85  Nd0.31:Hf0.69O1.85    
  F. W. (g/mol)  120.08   197.60 
  Space Group  Fm-3m (No. 225)  Fm-3m (No. 225)  
  Crystal System  Cubic   Cubic 
  a, Å   5.1610(6)  5.3359(6)   
  V, Å3   137.47(3)  151.92(3)   
  Z   4   4 
  Dcal, Mg/m
3  5.802   8.639 
  Indices (min)  [-6,-6,-6]  [-5,-6,-6] 
   (max)  [6,6,6]   [6,6,6] 
  Parameters  4   4 
  Restraints  0   0 
  µ, mm-1   17.861   57.568 
  Trans. Range  0.798 - 1.000  0.759 - 1.000 
2θ range, o  6.85 - 25.82   6.62 - 26.22 
  Reflections 
      Collected 275   314 
      Unique     16       18 
   Observed   16     18 
  R(int)   0.0369   0.0718 
  Final R (obs. Data)a 
   R1  0.0253   0.0098 
   wR2  0.0605   0.0198 
  Final R (all data) 
   R1  0.0253   0.0098 
   wR2  0.0605   0.0098 
  Extinction Coeff.  0.015(6)   0.018(3) 
  Goodness of  fit (S) 1.371   1.212 
  Largest diff. Peak, e/Å3 0.252   0.575 
  Largest diff. Hole, e/Å3  -0.610   -0.626 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 































































































































































































































































Figure 8.5: a) Single crystals of Y:HfO2; b) Single crystals of Nd:HfO2; c) 
Microcrystalline powder of Sc4Hf3O12 synthesized at 575
oC in 20M KOH; d) Single 
crystals of Sc4Hf3O12 synthesized at 750










than cubic zirconia. This has encouraged potential seeded growth experiments, but 
currently the spontaneously nucleated cubic hafnia crystals do not have t e required 
dimensions. Seeded growth however proceeded with the use of a purchased cubic 
zirconia gemstone. Reactions performed with a feedstock temperature of 650oC and a 
gradient of 50oC in 20M KOH solutions did result in positive transport. Direct deposit of 
cubic hafnia onto the surface of the cubic zirconia seed can be seen in Figure 8.6. A SEM 
image of the cross section view, Figure 8.7, was taken to clearly show the layer of hafnia. 
The interface between the layers is clean and the growth of the hafnia layer is 
homogenous. In Figure 8.8, a corner of the gemstone has been enlarged. Using elemental 
mapping we could distinguish the zirconia gemstone from the new hafnia growth. The 
line through the hafnium and zirconium elemental maps is only there to aid the reader. 
 Overall the dimensions of the seed increased by 0.15 x 0.11 x 0.10mm with an 
average growth rate of 0.084mm/side over the course of a week. These grow rates are far 
from the desired commercial growth rates of 1mm/week. Given 24 weeks at the current 
rate, a single crystal of cubic hafnia with the dimension 6 x 3 x 2mm could be cut away 
from the original seed. This would allow thermal conductivity and the thermal expansion 
coefficient measurements to be performed. However investing six months of time in an 
autoclave is not efficient use of equipment. Therefore, further optimization of the 
transport conditions is needed before large bulk growth of cubic hafnia for property 
measurements can be undertaken.  
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Figure 8.6: a) Top view of the cubic zirconia seed before transport; b) Top view of the 
cubic hafnia layer on seed after transport; c) Side view of the cubic zirconia seed before 
transport; d) Side view of the cubic hafnia layer on seed after transport; e) Magnified 









































































































































































































Growth of the Group IV Perovskites 
 The perovskite mineral, CaTiO3, is named after the Russian mineralogist L. A. 
Perovski. Crystallizing in the orthorhombic Pbnm space group, the structure contains 
corner shared titanium octahedra which form chains extending infinitely in three 
directions.42 The calcium atoms have a coordination sphere of twelve and lie in the 
middle of a cube constructed of eight titanium octahedra units.  Space symmetry ignored, 
this general structure type has been expanded to included similar structures with cubic 
and tetragonal symmetry as well. Ultimately the formula ABX3 has become known as the 
perovskite structure where A and B are cations of very different sizes and X is a small 
anion. The perovskites containing large cations of barium, strontium, or calcium with 
Group IV metals crystallize at room temperature in either the Pm-3m space group or 
some derivative of the Pnma space group. This holds true for every member of this class 
except BaTiO3. Its room temperature phase is a tetragonal P4mm phase with highly 
distorted titanium octahedra.43 This gives rise to the interesting ferroelectric properties of 
this material.  
 The perovskite orthorhombic phase has been found to occur in Pbnm, Pcmn, and 
Pnma space groups.  These are essentially the same structure differing only in the 
designation of the a, b, and c-axis. The titanium octahedra are slightly tilted off axis as 
the chain extends through the structure. This can be seen in Figure 8.9, which also 
contains the octahedral environments for the tetragonal and cubic phase as well. The ideal 
perovskite phase is the Pm-3m cubic phase, which contains no distortion in the octahedral 
environments.  Also illustrated in Figure 8.9 is the titanium environment for MgTiO3. 
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While not a perovskite, this material can be classified as a refractory oxide with a melting 
point of 1610oC.  It has birefringent properties that exceed those of rutile, which justifies 
its inclusion to this study.  Regardless of the symmetry of these perovskites they have 
either dielectric or ferroelectric properties which merit their investigation.  
 Our growth of the monoclinic and cubic phases of zirconia and hafnia has proved 
most successful at higher temperatures. Thus all of the crystals presented in Figure 8.10 
were grown at 750oC in solutions of KOH with a complete reaction summary presented 
in Table 8.3. The concentration from which each material was grown in a d the melting 
point have been included in Figure 8.10.  Each reaction started with a stoichiometric ratio 
of the alkaline earth carbonate and the BO2 (B= Ti, Zr, Hf) transition metal species. A 
perovskite phase was isolated for each combination of alkaline earth and Group IV 
transition metal, with the exception of the magnesium compounds. The R-3 phase of 
MgTiO3 was formed as small purplish crystals. Upon annealing in air at 900
oC this color 
can be completely removed. There were no crystalline products witnessed with 
combinations of magnesium and zirconium or hafnium. This was not unexpected as there 
are no reports of stable structures for MgZrO3 or MgHfO3. Like MgTiO3, the perovskite 
titanates also displayed a small amount of coloring. This is mo tly likely caused by 
reduced titanium and can be removed by annealing in air. The zirconate and hafnate 
species did not show signs of reduction and were generally of good optical quality.  
 During our study, the high temperature cubic phase of BaTiO3, SrZrO3, and 
SrHfO3 were crystallized. This occurrence has already been previously reported for 
BaTiO3 in chapter five. With a fairly low transition temperature, 125
oC, the synthesis of  
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Figure 8.9: The titanium chains for the tetragonal, orthorhombic, and cubicperovskites 











































































Reactants  Mineralizer Temperature Products 
 
BaCO3 + TiO2  5M   KOH     750
oC 0.25mm BaTiO3 crystals 
SrCO3 + TiO2  20M KOH     750
oC 0.30mm SrTiO3 crystals 
 CaCO3 + TiO2  5M   KOH     750
oC 0.25mm CaTiO3 crystals 
 MgCO3 + TiO2 5M   KOH     750
oC 0.40mm MgTiO3 crystals 
 
 BaCO3 + ZrO2  5M   KOH     750
oC 0.10mm BaZrO3 crystals 
 SrCO3 + ZrO2  20M KOH     750
oC 0.50mm SrZrO3 crystals 
 CaCO3 + ZrO2  5M   KOH     750
oC 0.25mm CaZrO3 crystals 
 MgCO3 + ZrO2 5M   KOH     750
oC unreacted powders 
 
 
BaCO3 + HfO2 10M KOH     750
oC 0.15mm BaHfO3 crystals 
SrCO3 + HfO2  20M KOH     750
oC 0.35mm SrHfO3 crystals 
 CaCO3 + HfO2 10M KOH     750
oC 0.15mm CaHfO3 crystals 
 MgCO3 + HfO2 10M KOH     750












this material was conducted far into its stable region for the cubic phase.44 When cooling, 
the crystals managed to retain the high temperature structure. This however is not the 
case with SrZrO3 and SrHfO3. Their transition temperatures of 1167
oC and 1150oC were 
at no point breached during synthesis. A possible explanation for their stabilization could 
be directly associated to the atomic radius of strontium and the transition metals. Because 
of the simplicity of the perovskite structure, a tolerance factor for the cubic phase can be 
derived using geometric calculations. The ideal cubic phase is generally stable when the 
tolerance factor, Equation 8.1, is between 0.9 and 1. Calculating the radius of the A and B 
cations with their respective distance to oxygen provides a value of 0.94 for SrZrO3 and 
0.95 for SrHfO3. Despite being in the range for the ideal phase, both materials adopt the  
 
Equation 8.1    t = √2 r(A-O)   
              2r(B-O) 
 
orthorhombic Pnma structure type at the room temperature. Geometrically stable, the 
cubic phase could have been induced by the synthesis pressure of 25,000psi. This i  only 
conjecture as we have no direct evidence. Whatever the reason, crystals of SrZrO3 and 
SrHfO3 have been synthesized in the ideal cubic form well below their transi ion and 
melting points. 
 Earlier in this chapter we discussed how the basic fundamental and structural 
properties of many refractory oxides have not been fully characterized. This is due to an 
inability to synthesize single crystals of these materials.  CaZrO3, CaHfO3, BaZrO3, and 
BaHfO3 are an excellent example for this argument. These are simple perovskites 
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structures that have been structurally characterized only by Rietveld refinements on 
synthetic powders. Not only have we prepared single crystals of these materials, but we 
have also grown all of the other Group IV perovskites. This feat has not been 
accomplished by any other synthesis technique. For the first time the single crystal 
structures for CaZrO3, BaZrO3, and BaHfO3 were obtained. Crystals of CaHfO3 were 
highly twinned and despite our best efforts we were not able to collect a suitable data set 
for structural analysis. The crystallographic data for CaZrO3, BaZrO3, and BaHfO3 are 
compiled in Tables 8.4 and 8.5. Also included in Table 8.5 is the crystallographic data for 
cubic SrZrO3 and SrHfO3. The single crystal structure for these two materials has been 
reported, but an accompanying R-factor was not included.45 Bond distance and angle data 
have been provided in Tables 8.6 through Table 8.10. The atomic positions are located in 
Appendix A.     
 The dielectric and thermal properties of the strontium analogues have been 
reported as slightly better than those of the other perovskites.46-47 Therefore we have 
decided to pursue large bulk growth of these materials. As luck would have it, these are 
the highest melting species of the Group IV perovskites. Nonetheless, large crystals of 
SrZrO3 were obtained by preloading reactions with previously grown crystals. After each 
reaction the preloaded seed crystals would increase in size by approximately 0.5mm per 
edge. In this manner we eventually produced a few seeds of suitable dimensions for 
transport reactions. This gradually construction of the seed crystals, however did not 








  Chemical Formula BaZrO3   BaHfO3    
  F. W. (g/mol)  276.56   363.83 
  Space Group  Pm-3m (No. 221)  Pm-3m (No. 221) 
  Crystal System  Cubic   Cubic 
  a, Å   4.1972(5)  4.1781(5)   
  V, Å3   73.940(15)  72.935(15) 
  Z   1   1 
  Dcal, Mg/m
3  6.211   8.283 
  Indices (min)  [-5,-4,-5]  [-5,-4,-5] 
   (max)  [4,5,4]   [5,5,5] 
  Parameters  6   6 
  Restraints  0   0 
  µ, mm-1   16.524   48.739 
  Trans. Range  0.871 - 1.000  0.766 - 1.000 
  2θ range, o  4.86 - 26.10   4.88 - 26.23 
  Reflections 
      Collected 715   706 
      Unique     30       30 
   Observed   30     30 
  R(int)   0.0235   0.0267 
  Final R (obs. Data)a 
   R1  0.0149   0.0085 
   wR2  0.0325   0.0198 
  Final R (all data) 
   R1  0.0149   0.0085 
   wR2  0.0325   0.0198 
  Extinction Coeff.  0.15(2)   0.067(7) 
  Goodness of  fit (S) 1.396   1.338 
  Largest diff. Peak, e/Å3 0.535   0.673 
  Largest diff. Hole, e/Å3  -0.419   -0.256 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 














Chemical Formula CaZrO3   SrZrO3   SrHfO3    
F. W. (g/mol)  179.30   226.84   314.11 
Space Group  Pnma (No. 62)  Pm-3m ( No. 221) Pm-3m ( No. 221) 
Crystal System  Orthorhombic  Cubic   Cubic 
a, Å   5.7648(12)  4.1077(5)  4.0931(5)  
b, Å   8.0167(16)      
c, Å   5.5928(11) 
V, Å3   258.47(9)  69.310(15)  68.574(15) 
Z   2   1   1 
Dcal, Mg/m
3  2.304   5.435   7.606 
Indices (min)  [-7,-9,-6]  [-5,-4,-5]  [-4,-4,-4] 
 (max)  [6,9,6]   [5,5,4]   [4,4,4] 
Parameters  29   6   6 
Restraints  0   0   0 
µ, mm-1   2.985   22.749   57.015 
Trans. Range  0.835 - 1.000  0.768 - 1.000  0.628 - 1.000 
2θ range, o  4.44 - 26.30   7.03 - 26.18  4.98 - 24.03 
Reflections 
    Collected 2165   362   567 
    Unique     278       15     23 
 Observed   242     15     23 
R(int)   0.0442   0.0282   0.0688 
Final R (obs. Data)a 
 R1  0.0300   0.0322   0.0101 
 wR2  0.0778   0.0571   0.0259 
Final R (all data) 
 R1  0.0339   0.0322   0.0101 
 wR2  0.0809   0.0571   0.0259 
Extinction Coeff.  0.025(4)   0.0822(12)  0.16(2) 
Goodness of  fit (S) 1.214   1.156   1.381 
Largest diff. Peak, e/Å3 1.451   0.591   0.612 
Largest diff. Hole, e/Å3  -1.019   -0.200   -0.437 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 











Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) for CaZrO3 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 [CaO8] Polyhedra 
  
 Ca1   Distance             O-Ca1-O  Angles 
 O1                     2.847(3)  O1 7-Ca1-O1 1           70.87(6) 
 O1 1                    2.684(3)  O1 7-Ca1-O1 8           82.87(14) 
 O1 7                    2.367(3)  O1 7-Ca1-O2             134.38(8) 
 O1 8                    2.367(3)  O1 8-Ca1-O1             159.46(10)  
 O1 9                    2.684(3)  O1 9-Ca1-O1             125.66(8) 
 O1 10                   2.847(3)  O1 9-Ca1-O1 10         65.26(4) 
 O2                       2.456(4)  O2 6-Ca1-O1 7          107.44(11) 
 O2 6                    2.334(4)  O2 6-Ca1-O2              87.53(10) 
 
 [ZrO6] Octahedra 
 
 Zr1   Distance  O-Zr1-O  Angles 
 O1                      2.098(2)  O1 1-Zr1-O1 2          180.0 
 O1 1                    2.091(2)  O1 1-Zr1-O1 3           89.12(4) 
 O1 2                    2.091(2)  O1 1-Zr1-O2             87.78(13) 
 O1 3                    2.098(2)  O1 2-Zr1-O1 3           90.88(4) 
 O2                       2.0994(12)  O1 2-Zr1-O2             92.22(13) 
 O2 3                    2.0994(12)  O1 3-Zr1-O2             92.22(13) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes:   1 -x+3/2,-y+1,z-1/2     2 x+1/2,y,-z+1/2      3 -x+2,-y+1,-z      
   4 x+1/2,y,-z-1/2      5 -x+3/2,-y+1,z+1/2     6 x-1/2,y,-z+1/2      
              7 -x+1,-y+1,-z      8 -x+1,y+1/2,-z      9 -x+3/2,y+1/2,z-1/2     





















Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) for SrZrO3 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 [SrO12] Polyhedra 
  
 Sr1   Distance              O-Sr1-O   Angles 
 O1                       2.9046(4)   O1 1-Sr1-O1 2          180.0  
 O1 1                    2.9046(4)   O1 1-Sr1-O1 3           60.0 
 O1 2                    2.9046(4)   O1 1-Sr1-O1 5           60.0 
 O1 3                    2.9046(4)   O1 1-Sr1-O1 6           90.0 
 O1 4                    2.9046(4)   O1 1-Sr1-O1 11          60.0 
 O1 5                    2.9046(4)   O1 2-Sr1-O1 3          120.0 
 O1 6                    2.9046(4)   O1 2-Sr1-O1 6           90.0 
 O1 7                    2.9046(4)   O1 2-Sr1-O1 7           90.0 
 O1 8                    2.9046(4)   O1 4-Sr1-O1 8           90.0 
 O1 9                    2.9046(4)   O1 8-Sr1-O1 9          180.0 
 O1 10                   2.9046(4)   O1 9-Sr1-O1 10         60.0 
 O1 11                   2.9046(4)   O1 9-Sr1-O1 11         120.0 
 
 [ZrO6] Octahedra 
 
 Zr1   Distance   O-Zr1-O  Angles 
 O1                       2.0538(3)   O1-Zr1-O1 14          180.0 
 O1 2                    2.0538(3)   O1 2-Zr1-O1              90.0 
 O1 4                    2.0538(3)   O1 2-Zr1-O1 4           90.0 
 O1 12                   2.0538(3)   O1 2-Zr1-O1 12         180.0 
 O1 13                   2.0538(3)   O1 4-Zr1-O1 13         180.0 
 O1 14                   2.0538(3)   O1 12-Zr1-O1             90.0 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes:   1 y+1,z,x+1      2 y,z,x       3 z,x+1,y+1      
              4 z,x,y       5 x+1,y+1,z      6 y,z,x+1      
              7 y+1,z,x      8 z,x,y+1      9 z,x+1,y      
              10 x,y+1,z      11 x+1,y,z      12 y,z-1,x      

















Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) for SrHfO3 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 [SrO12] Polyhedra 
  
 Sr1   Distance              O-Sr1-O   Angles 
 O1 1                    2.8943(4)   O1 1-Sr1-O1 2          180.0 
 O1 2                    2.8943(4)   O1 1-Sr1-O1 4          120.0 
 O1 3                    2.8943(4)   O1 1-Sr1-O1 9          120.0 
 O1 4                    2.8943(4)   O1 2-Sr1-O1 4           60.0 
 O1 5                    2.8943(4)   O1 2-Sr1-O1 8           90.0 
 O1 6                    2.8943(4)   O1 3-Sr1-O1 4          180.0  
 O1 7                    2.8943(4)   O1 3-Sr1-O1 6          120.0  
 O1 8                    2.8943(4)   O1 3-Sr1-O1 9           90.0 
 O1 9                    2.8943(4)   O1 5-Sr1-O1 7           60.0 
 O1 10                   2.8943(4)   O1 8-Sr1-O1 9          120.0 
 O1 11                  2.8943(4)   O1 8-Sr1-O1 10          60.0 
 O1 12                   2.8943(4)   O1 11-Sr1-O1 12        180.0  
 
 [HfO6] Octahedra 
 
 Hf1   Distance   O-Hf1-O  Angles 
 O1                       2.0466(3)   O1 13-Hf1-O1             90.0 
 O1 13                   2.0466(3)   O1 13-Hf1-O1 14        180.0 
 O1 14                   2.0466(3)   O1 13-Hf1-O1 15         90.0 
 O1 15                   2.0466(3)   O1 14-Hf1-O1 16         90.0 
 O1 16                   2.0466(3)   O1 15-Hf1-O1 17         90.0 
 O1 17                   2.0466(3)   O1 16-Hf1-O1 17         90.0 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes:   1 y-1,z-1,x-1      2 y-2,z-2,x-1     3 z-1,x-1,y-1      
              4 z-2,x-1,y-2      5 x-1,y-1,z-1     6 x-1,y-2,z-2      
              7 y-2,z-1,x-1      8 y-1,z-2,x-1      9 z-2,x-1,y-1      
              10 z-1,x-1,y-2      11 x-1,y-2,z-1      12 x-1,y-1,z-2      
              13 y,z,x+1      14 y,z,x      15 z,x+1,y      
















Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) for BaZrO3 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 [BaO12] Polyhedra 
  
 Ba1   Distance              O-Ba1-O  Angles 
 O1                       2.9679(4)  O1 1-Ba1-O1 2          180.0 
 O1 1                    2.9679(4)   O1 1-Ba1-O1 6           90.0 
 O1 2                    2.9679(4)   O1 1-Ba1-O1 8           60.0 
 O1 3                    2.9679(4)   O1 2-Ba1-O1 3          120.0 
 O1 4                    2.9679(4)   O1 2-Ba1-O1 4           60.0 
 O1 5                    2.9679(4)   O1 2-Ba1-O1 5          120.0 
 O1 6                    2.9679(4)   O1 2-Ba1-O1 7           90.0 
 O1 7                    2.9679(4)   O1 3-Ba1-O1 6           60.0 
 O1 8                    2.9679(4)   O1 4-Ba1-O1 8           90.0 
 O1 9                    2.9679(4)   O1 8-Ba1-O1 9          180.0 
 O1 10                   2.9679(4)   O1 8-Ba1-O1 11          60.0 
 O1 11                   2.9679(4)   O1 9-Ba1-O1 10          60.0 
 
 
 [ZrO6] Octahedra 
 
 Zr1   Distance   O-Zr1-O   Angles 
 O1 4                    2.0986(3)   O1 7-Zr1-O1 12         180.0  
 O1 7                    2.0986(3)   O1 12-Zr1-O1 4          90.0 
 O1 11                   2.0986(3)   O1 12-Zr1-O1 13         90.0 
 O1 12                   2.0986(3)   O1 13-Zr1-O1 4         180.0 
 O1 13                   2.0986(3)   O1 13-Zr1-O1 11         90.0 




Symmetry Codes:   1 y+1,z,x+1     2 y,z,x       3 z,x+1,y+1      
              4 z,x,y       5 x+1,y+1,z      6 y,z,x+1      
              7 y+1,z,x      8 z,x,y+1      9 z,x+1,y      
              10 x,y+1,z      11 x+1,y,z      12 y+1,z-1,x      















Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (o) for BaHfO3 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 [BaO12] Polyhedra 
  
 Ba1   Distance              O-Ba1-O  Angles 
 O1                       2.9544(4)   O1-Ba1-O1 13           120.0  
 O1 2                    2.9544(4)   O1-Ba1-O1 14           60.0 
 O1 4                    2.9544(4)   O1 2-Ba1-O1              60.0 
 O1 10                   2.9544(4)   O1 2-Ba1-O1 10         180.0 
 O1 11                   2.9544(4)   O1 2-Ba1-O1 15          60.0 
 O1 12                   2.9544(4)   O1 4-Ba1-O1 11         180.0 
 O1 13                   2.9544(4)   O1 4-Ba1-O1 14         120.0 
 O1 14                   2.9544(4)   O1 10-Ba1-O1            120.0 
 O1 15                   2.9544(4)   O1 10-Ba1-O1 14         90.0 
 O1 16                   2.9544(4)    O1 12-Ba1-O1 18         90.0 
 O1 17                   2.9544(4)   O1 13-Ba1-O1 14        180.0 
 O1 18                   2.9544(4)              O1 16-Ba1-O1 17         60.0 
 
 [HfO6] Octahedra 
 
 Hf1   Distance   O-Hf1-O  Angles 
 O1                       2.0891(3)   O1-Hf1-O1 5           180.0 
 O1 1                    2.0891(3)   O1 1-Hf1-O1             90.0 
 O1 2                    2.0891(3)   O1 1-Hf1-O1 2          180.0 
 O1 3                    2.0891(3)   O1 1-Hf1-O1 4           90.0 
 O1 4                    2.0891(3)   O1 2-Hf1-O1 3           90.0 
 O1 5                    2.0891(3)   O1 3-Hf1-O1 4          180.0  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Symmetry Codes:   1 y,z+1,x      2 y,z,x       3 z+1,x,y      
              4 z,x,y       5 x,y,z+1      6 x+1,y+1,z+1      
              7 x+1,y,z+1      8 x,y+1,z+1      9 x+1,y+1,z      
              10 y-1,z,x-1      11 z,x-1,y-1      12 x-1,y-1,z      
              13 y-1,z,x      14 y,z,x-1      15 z,x-1,y      







 Since all three materials have the ideal cubic perovskite structure and very little 
lattice mismatch we attempted to transport these materials directly onto the SrZrO3 seed 
crystals. This was successful with 21.32mg of SrHfO3 of growth onto the SrZO3 seed. 
This was performed over the course of six days in 20M KOH solutions. A gradient of 
50oC was applied with a feedstock temperature of 740oC. The dimensions of the seed 
crystal increased by 0.37 x 0.25 x 40mm. This represents an average g owth rate of 
0.4mm/week on each side.   In Figure 8.11, the new growth layer of SrHfO3 appears to be 
highly reduced based on the dark blue coloration. Annealing the crystal at 900oC in air 
did remove the color. A SEM cross section view, Figure 8.12a, clearly shows where 
SrHfO3 has been successful transported to the SrZrO3 seed.  Having accomplished this, 
the layered seed crystal was placed in a reaction designed to deposit SrTiO3. Slightly 
milder conditions of 10M KOH and 690oC as the feedstock temperature were used. 
Overall the seed crystal lost 4.67mg of mass, but a layer of SrTiO3 was successful 
deposited. The seed crystal experienced some initial back dissolution, which accounts for 
the low weight, before positive growth of the SrTiO3 layer began. In Figure 8.12b, the 
cross section view containing all three layers of the strontium perovskites is displayed. 
Each layer was identified by energy dispersive x-ray analysis. In this image the interface 
between SrTiO3 and SrHfO3 is not as sharp as it is between the hafnium and zirconium 
layers. This is attributed to the stress applied from a larger lattice mismatch compared to 
the zirconium and hafnium analogues.  
 While no practical applications are known for stacking these particular layers, we 
may be able to access large crystals of SrTiO3 and SrHfO3 without seeds. Also the 
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capability of forming layers with exceptional interfaces has been demonstrated in 
hydrothermal fluids. These first reactions are very promising and thus necessitate further 






















Figure 8.11: a) Top view of the SrZrO3 seed before transport; b) Top view of the SrHfO3 
layer on seed after transport; c) Side view of the SrZrO3 seed before transport; d) Side 


















































































































 The Group IV refractory oxides represent some of the highest melting oxides 
known. Their interesting and desirable properties have been exploited in the form of 
ceramics, plasma-sprayed films, and pulsed laser deposited films. However higher quality 
samples, in the form of single crystals, is a necessity for the next generation of high 
performance applications. The high melting points of these materials a e problematic and 
thus far commercial single crystal production has been limited to the skull melting 
technique. On occasion, flux growth of these materials has been achieved. Characteristic 
of this technique, the crystals typically had flux inclusion which prevent their usefulness. 
Both techniques required extremely high synthesis temperatures and have limited control 
over crystal size and quality. Therefore in this chapter we inv stigated the growth of a 
number of Group IV refractory oxides in hydrothermal fluids at considerable lower 
temperatures.  
 Our study was guided by the work of Kuznetsov who first explored hydrothermal 
synthesis as a viable growth medium for refractory oxides. His growth of monoclinic 
zirconia and hafnia in fluoride mineralizers provided small crystals of each material.  
After first verifying this work, our study quickly moved to synthesis temperatures not yet 
reached by Kuznetsov. At 750oC the largest spontaneous growth of monoclinic zirconia 
and hafnia crystals was achieved in ammonium fluoride solutions. The retrograde 
solubility of ZrO2 and HfO2 in this solution was circumvented by a horizontal growth 
technique. Unfortunately, despite improving the quality of our crystals with this method, 
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optimized growth conditions could not be found to provide suitable dimensions for 
seeded transport experiments.   
 The stabilized cubic zirconia and cubic hafnia species were also explored. Both 
traditional and nontraditional stabilizer dopants were attempted with the growth of cubic 
zirconia. The formation of more thermodynamically stable species ontinuously 
prevented growth of this phase. One of these phases, Sc4Zr3O12, has not been 
characterized thoroughly due to a lack of large single crystals. We subsequently prepared 
single crystals with dimension of 0.25mm on each edge. These dimensions are suitable 
for micro-hardness property measurements. The hafnium analogue of this material was 
also prepared with similar dimensions. In time, thermal and other property measurements 
can be obtained with ever increasing sizes of these materials.  
 Although attempts were made with a variety of stabilizers, at no point in our 
investigation were we able to crystallize the cubic zirconia ph se. Contrary to this, the 
cubic hafnia form was stabilized with neodymium, yttrium, holmium, and erbium. Bulk 
growth of the yttrium stabilized species was deposited on the surface of a cubic zirconia 
faceted gemstone. While the overall transport rate was small, positive transport of an 
extremely refractory oxide was achieved at 650oC. Optimization of this growth rate could 
soon provide single crystals for thermal characterization.  
 Lastly, due to potential gate dielectric applications, growth of the Group IV 
perovskite structures were included in this study. At 750oC, varying concentrations of 
potassium hydroxide solutions succeeded in crystallization of the entire family of alkaline 
earth Group IV perovskites. This accomplishment speaks to the utility of hydrothermal 
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synthesis, as this has currently not been achieved by any other technique. The crystal 
products were at times unexpected. High temperature phases of BaTiO3, SrZrO3, and 
SrHfO3 were retained upon cooling to room temperature. Currently theories at the 
moment are based on crystal genesis under extreme pressures, but the exact reason is not 
known. CaZrO3, BaZrO3, and BaHfO3 were characterized structurally using single 
crystals for the first time. Previous studies could only be performed on the powders, 
because single crystals could not be obtained. CaHfO3 remains the only Group IV 
perovskite material not structural characterized by a single crystal.  While we are capable 
of preparing this material, the crystals were highly twinned which prevented satisfactory 
analysis.  
 The dielectric properties of the strontium perovskites drew our attention to bulk 
growth of these materials. Seeds of SrZrO3 were obtained by gradually construction over 
the course of multiple reactions. Preparing large samples of SrHfO3 and SrTiO3 could not 
be done in this manner. We therefore directly deposited these materials onto a SrZrO3 
seed. The similar lattice and identical symmetry of SrZrO3 was ideal for this task. In 
these transport reactions, crystals comprised of all three layers w re prepared. In this 
manner we can provided bulk growth of strontium titanate and strontium hafnate without 
seeds of these materials.  
 Our study has verified hydrothermal synthesis as a viable synthesis technique for 
refractory oxides.  The growth of many high melting species in this chapter has been 
performed at relatively low temperatures. Control in these fluids has been able to form 
layered materials of various species with excellent interfac s. This layering allows access 
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to SrTiO3, SrHfO3, and yttrium stabilized cubic hafnia. In the case of SrHfO3 and cubic 
hafnia this provides an avenue to grow these materials at temperatures 2000oC below 
their melting points. In summary, the growth of these materials in hydrothermal fluids 
exceeded our expectations. This has cleared the path for growth of other classical 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
 In response to the increasing need of high quality single crystals for applications 
in the fields of optics, gate dielectrics, and highly refractory materials, growth of 
tetravalent and pentavalent metal oxides was explored by hydrothermal synthesis. The 
more common crystal growth techniques such as Czochralski and flux growth have not 
been found to be reliable sources of these materials due to a variety of r asons. The usual 
issue of solvent inclusions with the flux growth method has not been abl to satisfy the 
high purity standards of these industries. The tetravalent and pentavalent metal oxides are 
characterized by extremely high melting points, which have limited the viability of the 
Czochralski technique. Many of these materials can be grown as single crystals by exotic 
melt techniques such as the solar furnace or the skull melting method.  However, the 
single crystals produced by these methods are often frustrated with dendritic growth 
morphologies, polycrystalline growth, or thermal striations. Thus in an effort to access 
the attractive properties of these materials, ceramics and thi films have been produced 
for several different applications. Even though in this form the properties are greatly 
diminished, the ceramics and thin films have served their purpose well. However, for the 
next generation of high performance devices, the full potential of these materials is 
required and can only be obtained from single crystals.  
 Our investigation began with the NLO material fresnoite, Ba2TiOSi2O7, which 
was found to spontaneously form 4-5mm single crystals in KF solutions at 575oC. Large 
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bulk transport growth could not be established in KF solutions due to the frmation of a 
novel Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2 species on the surface of the fresnoite seed. While trying to locate 
other suitable mineralizers for fresnoite, two other novel species, β-Ba3NaSi2O7(OH) and 
Ba3Si3O9, were also indentified.  Eventually positive transport of fresnoite material to a 
seed crystal was successful in 6M KOH, but the overall growth rate is too low for 
commercialization at this point. Nonlinear susceptibility measurements performed on 
crystals of various sizes did determined that fresnoite indeed had a strong second 
harmonic generation signal, but was unsuitable for this application becaus  of phase 
matching issues. However, continued growth of fresnoite is still warranted by its 
piezoelectric, pyroelectric, ferroelectric, electrooptic, and dielectric properties. 
 During an investigation of the KT-KTN-KN family many advantages of 
hydrothermal growth were exploited. KNbO3 (KN) has been a difficult material to 
synthesize by traditional methods due to its incongruent melting nature nd undesirable 
high temperature phases. Likewise, KTa1-xNbxO3 (KTN) has been troubled by thermal 
striations and a lack of homogeneous distribution of tantalum and niobium throughout the 
crystal.  In hydrothermal fluids congruently saturating conditions for both species were 
found in high concentrations (20-30M) of potassium hydroxide. In the case of KNbO3, 
growth was also aided by the direct recrystallization of the desired orthorhombic phase to 
prepare 4-6mm single crystals. KTN single crystals with similar sizes were also obtained 
and then analyzed by an elemental mapping functioning to reveal excellent distribution of 
niobium and tantalum. Unfortunately, reduction of the metal center was seen in the case 
of all three materials in this system. By applying slower growth rates this could be 
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suppressed in KNbO3, however small amounts of reduction were still noticeable in KTN 
and KTaO3 (KT). For commercial production of these materials, the use of an oxidant 
would be necessary to completely address the reduction issue, although this would entail 
the use of gold or platinum ampoules. Nonetheless, synthesis in hydrothermal fluids has 
overcome the traditional issues pertaining to the growth of these materials. 
 The synthesis of fresnoite and the KT-KTN-KN family was performed between 
500oC and 660oC. However, for growth of ThO2 and other highly refractory oxides our 
heating system was redesigned to reach synthesis temperatures of 750oC. This 
temperature discrepancy may seem somewhat trivial, but it mean b  the difference 
between preparing crystals a few hundred microns in length to several millimeters. This 
is specifically demonstrated by the growth of ThO2 in fluoride mineralizers. Using 6M 
CsF, single crystals of ThO2 100-500µm in size could be obtained between 575
oC and 
660oC. However, when the same mineralizer is used with synthesis temperatures of 
750oC large 6mm spontaneously nucleated crystals could readily be prepared in a 
relatively short time. Due to the potential transport growth of this material, solubility 
studies were conducted under a new procedure designed to protect the solubility seed 
crystal from fragmentation during the dissolution reaction. This procedure also limited 
the possibility of accidental destruction of the seed when trying to retrieve the seed from 
the ampoule. Together the new design provided the most accurate solubility data ever 
recorded in our lab, which is evident from the extremely small error bars. Guided by the 
solubility curves, transport reactions were intelligently design to obtain a large amount of 
mass transport, 1643.49mg, over the course of 35 days. The resultant crystal contained 
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enough new growth to remove a 1.30 x 2.40 x 6.47mm bar of ThO2, which will be used 
to obtain the coefficient of thermal expansion and thermal conductivity values. These 
values are needed for thoria’s potential nuclear applications, but until now single crystals 
of suitable size could not be obtained by any method for property measurement. 
 The lack of property characterization in the case of ThO2 is shared by many of the 
refractory oxides. The high melting point has frequently limited hese materials to 
synthetically prepared powders, rather than single crystals needed to accurately determine 
many physical properties. The refractory Group IV perovskites ar no exception to this as 
CaZrO3, BaZrO3, and BaHfO3 have yet to be synthesized as single crystals, therefore 
their basic structural information has relied on Rietveld refinements. This is no longer the 
case as single crystals of all three materials were synthesized at 750oC in solutions of 
potassium hydroxide with subsequent characterization by single crystal x-ray diffraction. 
While exploring the remaining members of the Group IV perovskite family, the high 
temperature cubic phase of BaTiO3, SrZrO3, and SrHfO3 were stabilized in solution and 
retained at room temperature. This result was truly unexpected, but can possibly be 
attributed to the unusual synthesis conditions. 
 Due to the promising dielectric properties of the strontium Group IV erovskites, 
these were selected for further transport growth studies. However, only spontaneously 
nucleated crystals of SrZrO3 were of a suitable size for seeded growth reactions. This 
problem was circumvented by transporting layers of SrHfO3 and SrTiO3 directly onto the 
SrZrO3 seed crystal, which was only possible due to the similar symmetry and lattice 
parameters of these three materials. Using hydrothermal solutions to provide this layering 
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effect is a relatively new technique that holds great potential for thin film laser devices. 
Further demonstration of this technique was provided by the growth of a thin layer of 
cubic hafnia on a cubic zirconia seed.  
  A few other refractory oxide were also explored, namely the monoclinic form of 
ZrO2 and HfO2. These materials were found to crystallize in a number of fluoride and 
hydroxide mineralizers. Growth in ammonium fluoride solutions at 750oC showed the 
most promise, unfortunately ZrO2 and HfO2 display retrograde solubility behavior in this 
mineralizer. This prompted the design of a horizontal synthesis technique, rather than the 
conventional vertical growth. Some successes were achieved with this des gn, but 
ultimately much more time is needed to perfect this technique for growth of large ZrO2 
and HfO2.  The crystallization of zirconia, hafnia, and numerous other refractory oxides 
roughly 2000oC below their melting points validates hydrothermal synthesis as a low 
temperature alternative to the Czochralski and flux methods.  
 The hydrothermal technique has also shown great versatility in the basic 
exploratory synthesis of novel compounds. Complemented by the ability to load multiple 
reaction vessels into a single autoclave this has enabled phase sp ce to be explored 
quickly. This was demonstrated in the investigation of the BaO-TiO2 a2O5 ternary 
system in hydrothermal solutions of cesium fluoride, which has provided an extensive 
array of novel structures. These include Ba27T 2Ti61O144F18, Ba3Ta3-xTi5+xO20-xF1+x 
Ba3Ta4O12F2, and a P21/m phase and a Cmcm phase of Cs2TiOF4·H2O. Equally satisfying 
was the synthesis of six novel alkali thorium silicates in which Cs2ThSi6O15, 
CsRbThSi6O15, and Rb2ThSi6O15 have complex silicate sheet structures containing eight 
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membered silicate rings. A potassium thorium silicate, K2ThSi4O10F2, was also prepared 
that is distinguished by an eight membered silicate ring arranged to form a rare silicate 
column.  These novel species were combined with other reported structures to conduct an 
infrared analysis study on the detection of silicate rings. In total fourteen structures have 
been used for the first time to indentify a range of wavenumbers, 616-564cm-1, in which 
the eight membered silicate ring will absorb infrared energy. The remaining two novel 
thorium silicates were obtained using a synthesis variable unique to hydrothermal 
synthesis. By altering the pH of the mineralizer solution just slightly the formation of two 
wadeite analogues, Cs2ThSi3O9 and Rb2ThSi3O9, were prepared rather than Cs2ThSi6O15 
and Rb2ThSi6O15. 
 In retrospect, this body of work has achieved much more than simple crystal 
growth of the tetravalent and pentavalent metal oxides. Through the individual studies, 
the hydrothermal technique was advanced by new designs in the solubility studies, 
layering growth, and heating apparatus to allow greater zonal temperature control. In 
addition hydrothermal synthesis can now truly be recognized as a low temperature 
synthesis means of crystallizing the most refractory oxides, demonstrated clearly by 
obtaining large single crystals of ThO2.  The new temperatures regimes attained in this 
study have been shown to yield very rich chemistry that until now has been relatively 
unexplored by hydrothermal workers. Furthermore, the exclusive use of silver ampoules 
to contain highly corrosive mineralizers at 750oC without any ill effects has been 
demonstrated the resilience of silver. This will enable future res archers to explore this 
temperature regime without the added cost of performing reactions in gold or platinum. 
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Also of interest is the stabilization of high temperatures phases, which may provide a 
unique niche only available through the high pressure synthesis conditions related to 
hydrothermal growth. Taken as a whole, the work contained in this dissertation was 
achieved only by standing on the shoulders of men like Nacken and Laudise who brought 
the hydrothermal technique to its current state. It is the author’s sincerest hope that his 
small contributions will only add further versatility to this technique, so that it may serve 










































Tables of Fractional Atomic Coordinates 
 
Table A.1 
Fractional Atomic Coordinates of Ba2Ti2Si2O9F2 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Ba1          0.24715(3)    0.79960(3)   0.21938(3)       1.00000 
 Ba2         0.24219(3)   0.00258(3)    0.02586(1)       1.00000 
 Ti1          0.02953(9)    0.04017(7)    0.33768(4)       1.00000 
 Ti2          0.95108(9)    0.76230(7)    0.07751(4)       1.00000 
 Si1          0.08329(13)    0.51764(11)    0.33135(6)       1.00000 
 Si2          0.05927(13)    0.75843(10)    0.40987(6)       1.00000 
 O1           0.9775(4)    0.9443(3)    0.1001(2)       1.00000 
 O2           0.9938(3)    0.9702(3)    0.2417(2)       1.00000 
 O3           0.2337(3)   0.9969(3)    0.3253(2)       1.00000 
 O4           0.0531(4)    0.6665(3)    0.3393(2)       1.00000 
 O5           0.0206(4)    0.1908(3)    0.0232(2)       1.00000 
 O6            0.4697(3)    0.8793(3)    0.1171(2)       1.00000 
 O7           0.2627(3)    0.2156(3)    0.9296(2)       1.00000 
 O8           0.9538(4)    0.7097(3)    0.1778(2)       1.00000 
 O9           0.4625(3)   0.9046(3)    0.9375(2)       1.00000 
   F1           0.2016(3)    0.5582(3)    0.1643(1)       1.00000 












Fractional Atomic Coordinates of Ba3Si3O9 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Ba1          0.08786(2)    0.23773(5)    0.49908(2)       1.00000 
 Ba2          0.25000    0.25000    0.00000         0.50000 
 Si1          0.11900(8)    0.46274(14)    0.24648(10)       1.00000 
 Si2          0.00000    0.82132(21)    0.25000      0.50000 
 O1           0.2152(3)    0.4121(4)    0.3796(3)       1.00000 
 O2            0.1247(3)    0.4121(4)    0.1116(3)           1.00000 
 O3           0.0000     0.3782(5)    0.2500       0.50000 
 O4           0.1008(2)    0.6838(4)    0.2481(3)       1.00000 


















      
 352
Table A.3 
Fractional Atomic Coordinates of Ba3NaSi2O7(OH) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Ba1          0.66667    0.33333    0.6599(6)  0.33333      
 Ba2          1.00000    0.00000    1.00000       0.16666 
 Na1          1.00000    0.00000   0.50000       0.16666 
 Si1          0.66667    0.33333    0.2218(6)       0.33333 
 O1           0.66667    0.33333    0.0059(14)       0.33333 
 O2           0.1827(7)    0.3654(8)    0.7029(9)       1.00000 



















Fractional Atomic Coordinates ofBa27Ta2Ti61O144F18 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Ba1          0.66667    0.33333    0.01060(4)       0.33333 
  Ba2          0.66667    0.33333    0.33333       0.16666 
     Ba3          0.54382(4)    0.55844(4)    0.09359(2)          1.00000 
 Ti1          0.66667    0.33333   0.83333       0.09716 
     Ta1          0.66667    0.33333   0.83333   0.06944 
 Ti2          0.76641(12)    0.61414(12)  0.92998(6)       0.97920 
 Ta2          0.76641(12)    0.61414 (12)  0.92998(6)       0.02083 
 Ti3          0.56813(12)    0.04463(12)    0.38054(6)          0.97920 
  Ta3          0.56813(12)    0.04463(12)    0.38054(6)  0.02083 
 Ti4          0.43380(13)    0.29664(13)    0.16822(7)          1.00000 
  Ti5          0.66667    0.33333    0.17352(12)          0.33333  
 O1           0.7045(5)    0.4707(5)   0.8872(3)          1.00000 
  O2           0.6705(5)   0.6613(5)    0.2268(3)          1.00000 
 O3           0.6882(5)  0.7908(5)    0.1249(3)          1.00000  
 O4           0.4257(5)   0.2750(5)    0.3447(3)          1.00000   
 O5           0.8541(5)    0.5853(5)   0.9937(3)          1.00000 
 O6           0.8107(5)    0.4059(5)    0.4400(3)          1.00000  
 O7           0.4484(5)   -0.0341(5)    0.4447(2)          1.00000 
 O8           0.6308(5)    0.2000(5)    0.1207(3)       1.00000 














Fractional Atomic Coordinates ofBa3Ta3-xTi5+xO20-xF1+x 0≤ x ≤ 0.5 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Ba1          0.59513(23)    0.00000    0.25000        0.25000 
 Ti1          0.66667    0.33333    0.00000       0.04166  
 Ta1          0.66667    0.33333    0.00000       0.12499 
  Ti2          1.0000     0.2439(3)   0.0917(2)       0.41666 
 Ta2          1.0000     0.2439(3)   0.0917(2)        0.08333 
  O1           0.8319(12)    0.3136(12)    0.1011(7)       1.00000 
 O2           1.0000     0.2052(14)   0.9253(10)      0.41667 
 F1           1.0000     0.2052(14) 0.9253(10)       0.08333 
 O3           1.0000    0.1969(25)    0.2500       0.20833 



































Fractional Atomic Coordinates ofBa3Ta4O12F2 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
 
 
Ba1          0.19553(19)    0.52490(19)   0.50000       0.50000         
Ba2          0.5000     0.5000    0.7479(4)       0.25 00     
Ta1          0.24476(14)   0.54377(13)    0.00000       0.50000      
Ta2          0.29329(8)    0.29329(8)   0.25013(20)       0.50000         
O1           0.1982(13)    0.6456(14)    0.184(3)       1.00000      
O2           0.1073(20)    0.4890(19)    0.0000       0.25000      
O3           0.3893(13)    0.6106(13)    0.0000       0.25000      
O4           0.2910(14)   0.4488(13)   0.813(3)       1.00000      
O5           0.2617(19)    0.2617(19)   1.0000       0.25000      
O6           0.3350(22)   0.3350(22)   0.5000       0.25000      
F1           0.4027(22)    0.5972(22)   0.5000       0.25000      































Fractional Atomic Coordinates ofCs2TiOF4·H2O (P21/m) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
 
 
Cs1         0.99954(12)   0.25000    0.57332(13)       0.50000      
  Cs2         0.57329(13)    0.25000   0.99981(12)       0.50000      
  Ti1          0.50000    0.00000    0.50000       0.50000      
     O1           0.5087(13)    0.2500     0.5065(13)       0.50000      
O2           0.9378(18)   0.7500     0.9371(19)       0.50000      
F1           0.7183(8)   0.9921(6)    0.7179(7)       1.00000      
F2           0.3147(8)   0.9996(7)   0.6845(8)       1.00000      






































Fractional Atomic Coordinates ofCs2TiOF4·H2O (Cmcm) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
 
 
Cs1          0.21306(7)    0.21354(8)    0.25000       0.50000      
Ti1           0.00000    0.50000    0.00000       0.25 00      
O1           0.0000     0.4928(12)    0.2500       0.25000      
O2           0.5000     0.4383(15)    0.2500       0.25000      
F1           0.0000     0.2831(6)   0.9921(8)       0.50000      
F2           0.1840(6)    0.5000     0.0000       0.50000      






































Fractional Atomic Coordinates ofCs2ThSi3O9  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
 
 
Cs1          0.66667    0.33333    0.06493(7)      0.33333      
Th1          1.00000    1.00000    0.00000       0.16667      
Si1          0.2530(4)    0.4016(4)    0.2500       0.50000      
O1           0.4935(9)    0.5976(9)    0.2500       0.50000      








































Fractional Atomic Coordinates ofRb2ThSi3O9  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
 
 
Rb1          0.66667    0.33333    0.05932(11)       0.33333      
Th1          1.00000    1.00000    0.00000       0.16667      
Si1          0.1339(4)    0.4014(4)    0.2500       0.50000      
O1           0.1033(9)    0.6101(10)    0.2500       0.50000      








































Fractional Atomic Coordinates ofCs2ThSi6O15  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
 
 
Cs1         0.50000    0.77669(10)    0.34276(12)       0.50000 
Cs2          0.50000    0.88707(10)    0.03278(12)       0.50000 
Th1          0.00000    0.86906(3)    0.19139(5)        0.50000 
Si1          0.7083(6)    0.8165(3)    0.6159(3)       1.00000 
Si2          0.2856(7)    0.0435(2)    0.2671(3)       1.00000 
Si3          0.0000     0.9536(3)    0.9350(4)       0.50000 
Si4          0.5000     0.6411(3)    0.9615(4)       0.50000 
O1           0.5000     0.8396(8)    0.5826(10)       0.50000 
O2           0.6754(18)    0.6762(7)    0.0150(10)       1.00000 
O3            0.7802(12)    0.7723(5)    0.1598(7)       1.00000 
O4           0.7256(11)    0.6166(5)    0.1954(12)       1.00000 
O5           0.5000     0.9472(8)    0.7948(10)       0.50000 
O6           0.2343(17)    0.9576(6)    0.2230(9)       1.00000 
O7           0.1817(19)    0.0605(8)    0.3701(9)       1.00000 
O8           0.0000     0.8894(7)    0.0247(10)       0.50000 
O9           0.0000     0.0435(11)    0.9703(16)       0.50000 























Fractional Atomic Coordinates ofCsRbThSi6O15  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
 
 
Cs1          0.35859(15)    0.22823(24)    0.32700(13)       0.50000  
Rb1          0.35859(15)    0.22823(24)    0.32700(13)       0.50000 
Cs2          0.46903(13)    0.24495(24)    0.01663(13)       0.50000 
Rb2          0.46903(13)    0.24495(24)    0.01663(13)       0.50000 
Th1          0.38000(4)    0.71767(8)    0.16739(6)       1.00000 
Si1          0.2145(4)    0.4255(8)    0.0891(4)       1.00000 
Si2          0.5749(4)    0.5468(8)    0.2387(4)       1.00000 
Si3          0.3904(4)    0.7503(8)    0.9002(4)       1.00000 
Si4          0.2037(4)    0.7243(8)    0.9229(4)       1.00000 
Si5          0.1951(4)    0.9932(8)    0.0919(5)       1.00000 
Si6          0.5571(4)    0.9643(8)    0.2454(5)       1.00000 
O1           0.3018(10)    0.4553(19)    0.1365(10)       1.00000  
O2           0.2932(11)    0.5345(20)    0.4845(10)       1.00000 
O3           0.1972(9)    0.2095(18)    0.0646(10)       1.00000  
O4           0.1445(10)    0.5069(18)    0.1589(19)       1.00000 
O5           0.4839(10)    0.5165(19)    0.1935(9)       1.00000 
O6           0.5899(10)    0.7582(18)    0.2733(10)       1.00000 
O7           0.5900(10)    0.4361(23)    0.3409(11)       1.00000 
O8           0.5624(10)    0.0744(19)    0.3493(10)       1.00000 
O9           0.5794(9)    0.2714(21)    0.5067(10)       1.00000 
O10          0.2935(12)    0.788(3)    0.8916(15)       1.00000 
O11          0.3518(10)    0.6968(18)    0.3290(11)       1.00000 
O12          0.1653(10)    0.8865(17)    0.9929(10)       1.00000 
O13          0.2789(10)    0.9251(19)    0.1343(10)       1.00000 
O14          0.6221(9)    0.0520(15)    0.1656(16)       1.00000 




















Fractional Atomic Coordinates ofRb4Th2Si12O30  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
 
 
Rb1          0.63933(14)    0.32336(10)    0.96778()       1.00000 
Rb2          0.61810(16)    0.20737(11)    0.74836()       1.00000 
Rb3          0.70471(15)    0.37759(10)    0.48688(7)       1.00000 
Rb4          0.60464(17)    0.23866(11)    0.25856()       1.00000 
Th1          0.10319(5)    0.22261(3)    0.86490(2)       1.00000 
Th2          0.12469(5)    0.25703(3)    0.38934(2)       1.00000 
Si1          0.1922(4)    0.3591(3)    0.0716(2)       1.00000 
Si2          0.0787(4)    0.1598(3)    0.1707(2)       1.00000 
Si3          0.7249(4)    0.0170(3)    0.9209(2)       1.00000 
Si4          0.3028(4)    0.9899(3)    0.8990(2)       1.00000 
Si5          0.3074(4)    0.0549(3)    0.4342(2)       1.00000 
Si6          0.3133(4)    0.9725(3)    0.5975(2)       1.00000 
Si7          0.0577(4)    0.1047(3)    0.6568(2)       1.00000 
Si8          0.8414(4)    0.6649(3)    0.4033(2)       1.00000 
Si9          0.4531(4)    0.5089(3)    0.3305(2)       1.00000 
Si10         0.5564(4)    0.5179(3)    0.1644(2)       1.00000 
Si11         0.9411(4)    0.4923(3)    0.1404(2)       1.00000 
Si12         0.9582(4)    0.5027(3)    0.6890(2)       1.00000 
O1           0.0063(9)    0.4091(6)    0.0725(4)       1.00000 
O2           0.2258(10)    0.3093(6)    0.9870(4)       1.00000 
O3           0.6347(9)    0.5265(6)    0.8934(4)       1.00000 
O4           0.1771(10)    0.2686(7)    0.1298(4)       1.00000 
O5           0.8479(9)    0.1237(6)    0.1518(4)       1.00000 
O6           0.1356(10)    0.1879(7)    0.2610(4)       1.00000 
O7           0.1450(9)    0.0509(6)    0.1281(4)       1.00000 
O8           0.4957(9)    0.0401(6)    0.1141(4)       1.00000 
O9           0.8062(10)    0.1498(6)    0.9094(5)       1.00000 
O10          0.2648(10)    0.9984(7)    0.9904(4)       1.00000 
O11          0.2990(9)    0.1048(6)    0.8699(4)       1.00000 
O12          0.5407(9)    0.9951(6)    0.6170(4)      1.00000 
O13          0.8983(8)    0.9851(6)    0.6135(4)       1.00000 
O14          0.3601(9)    0.1914(6)    0.4451(4)       1.00000 
O15          0.2879(9)    0.9999(7)    0.5110(4)       1.00000 
O16          0.8062(9)    0.1553(6)    0.3948(4)       1.00000 
O17          0.2553(9)    0.0692(6)    0.6607(4)       1.00000 
O18          0.9959(9)    0.1474(6)    0.7395(4)       1.00000 
O19          0.0810(9)    0.1981(6)    0.6000(4)       1.00000 
O20          0.1168(10)    0.3570(6)    0.5123(4)       1.00000 
O21          0.9487(10)    0.5999(6)    0.3393(4)       1.00000  
O22          0.3835(9)    0.3807(6)    0.6236(4)       1.00000 





Fractional Atomic Coordinates ofRb4Th2Si12O30 Continued 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
 
 
O23          0.7280(9)    0.4406(6)    0.6793(4)       1.00000 
O24          0.4014(9)    0.4017(6)    0.3749(4)       1.00000 
O25          0.5194(10)    0.4691(6)    0.2457(4)       1.00000 
O26          0.3704(9)    0.3451(6)    0.8245(4)       1.00000 
O27          0.7084(9)    0.4575(6)    0.1234(4)       1.00000 
O28          0.9661(10)    0.3733(6)    0.8580(4)       1.00000 
O29          0.9763(10)    0.4499(6)    0.2205(4)       1.00000 




































Fractional Atomic Coordinates ofK2ThSi4O10F2  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
 
 
K1           0.9534(4)    0.7500     0.4798(2)       0.50000 
K2           0.4478(4)    0.2500     0.5360(2)       0.50000 
K3           0.8642(4)   0.7500     0.2613(2)       0.50000 
K4           0.3688(7)    0.2500     0.2478(2)       0.50000 
Th1          0.10675(3)    0.00883(5)    0.34736(2)       1.00000 
Si1          0.2604(3)    0.9278(4)    0.4853(1)       1.00000 
Si2          0.3987(3)    0.0689(4)    0.3855(1)       1.00000 
Si3          0.0973(3)    0.9311(3)    0.1831(1)       1.00000 
Si4          0.7965(3)    0.0683(4)    0.3833(1)       1.00000 
O1           0.2504(8)    0.0039(9)    0.5529(4)       1.00000 
O2           0.1460(7)    0.9423(9)    0.4482(4)       1.00000  
O3           0.3062(10)    0.7500     0.4909(6)       0.50000 
O4           0.3697(7)    0.0223(10)    0.4554(4)       1.00000 
O5           0.8031(8)    0.0304(14)    0.1602(4)       1.00000 
O6           0.4361(19)    0.2500     0.3854(9)       0.50000 
O7           0.5151(7)    0.9807(11)    0.3727(4)       1.00000 
O8           0.8872(24)    0.2500     0.8281(8)       0.50000 
O9           0.0491(8)    0.9671(10)    0.2476(4)       1.00000 
O10          0.2190(8)    0.0030(13)    0.1713(5)       1.00000 
O11          0.9219(8)    0.0324(19)    0.3692(6)       1.00000 
O12          0.7645(21)    0.2500     0.3845(10)       0.50000 
F1           0.1243(8)    0.2500     0.4067(4)       0.50000 
F2           0.1240(21)    0.2500     0.2937(6)       0.50000  
F3           0.0090(13)    0.7500     0.3620(7)       0.50000 
















Fractional Atomic Coordinates ofYttrium Stabilized Cubic HfO2  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
 
 
Y1            0.50000    0.00000    0.00000       0.00638      
Zr1          0.50000    0.00000    0.00000       0.01447      











































Fractional Atomic Coordinates ofNeodymium Stabilized Cubic HfO2  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
 
 
Nd1          0.00000    0.50000    0.50000       0.00638      
Hf1          0.00000    0.50000    0.50000       0.01447      





































Fractional Atomic Coordinates ofBaZrO3  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
 
 
Ba1          0.00000    0.00000    0.00000       0.02 83      
Zr1          0.50000   0.50000   0.50000       0.0283      










































Fractional Atomic Coordinates ofBaHfO3  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
 
 
Ba1         0.50000   0.50000   0.50000       0.02083      
Hf1          0.00000    0.00000    0.00000       0.02 83      









































Fractional Atomic Coordinates ofCaZrO3  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
 
 
Ca1         0.5479(3)    0.75000   0.98912(18)      0.50000      
Zr1          1.00000    0.50000    0.00000       0.50 00      
O1           0.7004(4)    0.4454(4)    0.1983(4)       1.00000      








































Fractional Atomic Coordinates ofSrZrO3  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
 
 
Sr1          0.50000    0.50000    0.50000       0.02 83      
Zr1          0.00000    0.00000    0.00000       0.02 83      












































Fractional Atomic Coordinates ofSrHfO3  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Atoms  X  Y  Z   sof 
 
 
Sr1          0.50000   0.50000   0.50000       0.0283      
Hf1          0.00000    0.00000    0.00000       0.02 83      
O1           0.50000    0.00000    0.00000       0.06250   
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
